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Professional Walk-in Kennel System
Cage System

Cage System

Cage System

Cage System

Stainless Steel Feeding Bowl and Mount

USKN-FDB-150 & USKN-FDSB-002

USKN Series is our Newest Walk-in Kennel System.
All the components of this series can be customized to fit your needs and space.
Various combination can be made of front door, side plates and accessories.
We can make these of various materials.
The kennels in your dreams are here. Various combinations of stainless steel,
high density HDPE, tempered glass and/or powder coated steel leaves you with
many different material choices.
Swivel feeding door, one-click magnetic latch, easy-to-lift guillotine door, etc.;
many user-friendly designs can be incorporated into this system.
We welcome all inquiries, requirements and customized orders.
Our engineers and designers will be happy to help lay out 2D and 3D renderings
for your consideration.

Stainless Steel Name Card Holder 5"× 3" or 8"× 5" USKN-NMHD-3/5 & USKN-NMHD-5/8

Guillotine Door

USKN-GD71-1830
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Professional Walk-in Kennel System

Cage System

Cage System

Custom Kennel Displays

Compared to normal cages, the kennel could bring larger space to bigger animals,
reduce the stress on medium or small sized animals, provide opportunity to house

Custom Display

family groups together, or satisfy the clients who are looking forward to giving luxury
space to their pets.
Many details are taken into account during the boarding/breeding kennel facility planning, a good architect could help you a lot and reduce possibilities of many potential
problems in the future. If you do not have such resource in hand or you are not fully
ready for this yet, KaniStar may help you with some basic rendering layouts.
Our designing team has great flexibility and coordinating spirits about turning clients’
dreams into reality.
Our engineering team is very experienced, not merely capable in making the kennel
sturdy and long lasting, but also able to consider the actual conditions and get all the
Whether you’re looking for a new kennel installation, a partial or complete renovation,
special dog kennel runs, a new dog shelter set-up, a luxury pet hotel establishment, or
a solution to challenging indoor/outdoor space, we can help!
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products adapted to their conditions.

Cage System

Cage System

Professional
Walk-in Kennel

Comfortable space for animals.

Front view

Side view

Top grid

Double decker kennel

Drainage system available

Semi-ﬁnished kennel

Side wall: stainless steel frame
and HDPE panel.

Steel ﬂoor with rubberizing coating:
Easy to clean and maintain

Filter cover for protecting the
drainage trough.

Middle guillotine door

Control knob of the double control
pulley system with weight balancer.

Heavy duty hinge

One-click magnetic latch

Fully welded bars

(USKN series)

Pet friendly: Big place for pets to live and reduce the stress.
Steel ﬂoor with Rubberizing coating: Environmental friendliness(no VOC), high tensile strength,
elongation, ﬂexibility, wear resistance, aging resistance and anticorrosion.
Drainage system: easy to clean the kennel and clear wastes.
Side wall: stainless steel frame and HDPE panel. Solid structure and easy maintenance.

Middle dividing guillotine gate can be controlled by a double-control pulley system to connect two
rooms or separate the rooms. Easy to adjust room allocation according to pet population. Also make
it an easy job to clean the kennel by easily moving the pets in one room to the other room.
Practical and user-friendly accessories: Swivel feeding door, one-click magnetic latch, etc.
Customizable for you to choose diﬀerent material and displays that are most suitable to your place.
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Easy installation: Module assembly. Easy to assemble and connect cubicles.

Cage System

Cage System
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Cage System

Cage System

Stainless Steel
Side Panel

Category

Item Number

Descriptions

Remarks

Front Gate, 47.2"W×75.6"H(120cm×192cm),

USKN-FD11-4872

Dimension

Accessories

47.2"W×75.6"H

Full Stainless Steel Grid,

Stainless Steel
Side Panel

(120cmW×192cmH)

Frame made from 1"×1"(25mm×25mm) tube,
1/16" (1.5mm) thick.

Front Gate, 47.2"W×75.6"H(120cm×192cm),

USKN-FD11-4872T

Item Number

Stainless Steel Top Grid +

USKN-SW11-9672T

1/10"(2.5mm) thick tubes

USKN-SW20-9672

tube, 1/16"(1.5mm) thick
Front Gate, 47.2"W×79.8"H(120cm×202cm),

USKN-FD12-4878T

(120cmW×202cmH)

Arch Top Frame
47.2"W×79.8"H

Stainless Steel Grid + Arch Top,

(120cmW×202cmH)

Frame made from 1"×1"(25mm×25mm)
tube, 1/10"(2.5mm) thick
Front Gate, 47.2"W×75.6"H(120cm×192cm),

USKN-FD31-4872

Stainless Steel Grid + 1/3”(8mm)
1/10" (2.5mm) thick S/S Tube + Flat Top

USKN-FD51-4872

47.2"W×75.6"H

Thick Tempered Glass +

Front Gate, 47.2"W×75.6"H(120cm×192cm),

(120cmW×192cmH)

Flat Top Frame

Stainless Steel Grid + 1/3”(8mm)

47.2"W×75.6"H

Thick Tempered Glass +

All the front gate
includes a
swivel door
underneath,
exclusive of the
feeding bowls
and bowl mount,
including two
door-to-door
connector
clamps.

Side Panel, 90.5"W×75.6"H(230cm×192cm),

USKN-SW20-9672T

Powder Coated
Side Panel

USKN-FD52-4878

(230cmW×192cmH)

90.5"W×75.6"H

Powder Coated Grid + 0.4”(10mm)

Powder Coated
Grid on top +
Solid HDPE
Panel at bottom

(230cmW×192cmH)

90.5"W×75.6"H
(230cmW×192cmH)

thick HDPE Panel, Frame made from

Side Panel, 90.5"W×75.6"H(230cm×192cm),
1/16"(1.5mm) Thick Powder Coated
Panel, Frame made from
1/16"(1.5mm) thick tubes
Side Panel, 90.5"W×75.6"H(230cm×192cm),
Powder Coated Grid + Solid

USKN-SW22-9672T

1/16"(1.5mm) Thick Powder Coated

90.5"W×75.6"H
Powder Coated
Grid on top +
Solid Powder
Coated Panel at
bottom

(230cmW×192cmH)

90.5"W×75.6"H
(230cmW×192cmH)

Panel, Frame made from
1/10"(2.5mm) thick tubes

47.2"W×79.8"H

Stainless Steel Grid + 1/3”(8mm)

Guillotine Door

USKN-GD71-1830

47.2"W×79.8"H
(120cmW×202cmH)

Tempered Glass + 1/16"(1.5mm)

ground-panel
connection and
the anchor bolts
for installation
All side panel
includes 3 L shape
connectors for
side panel - wall
connection, 4
side panel - front
door
connectors, 2
side panel - top
grid connectors,
one full length
bottom beam for
ground-panel
connection and
the anchor bolts
for installation,
also the screws
for HDPE panel
attached to the
frame

door for walk-in kennels,

Arch Top Frame

Stainless Steel Grid + 1/3”(8mm)

Accessories

18"(45cm) wide, 30"(75cm) tall Guillotine

(120cmW×202cmH)

Tempered Glass + 1/10"(2.5mm)

Front Gate, 47.2"W×79.8"H(120cm×202cm),

90.5"W×75.6"H

Powder Coated Grid + Solid

(120cmW×192cmH)

Front Gate, 47.2"W×79.8"H(120cm×202cm),

Thick Tube + Arch Top

Stainless Steel
Grid on top +
Solid Stainless
Steel Panel at
bottom

1/10"(2.5mm) thick tubes

USKN-SW22-9672

+1/16"(1.5mm) thick S/S Tube + Flat Top

USKN-FD32-4878

thick HDPE Panel, Frame made from

47.2"W×79.8"H

Frame made from 1"×1"(25mm×25mm)

Dimension

Powder Coated Grid + 0.4”(10mm)
1/16"(1.5mm) thick tubes

Stainless Steel Grid + Arch Top,

Remarks

Side Panel, 90.5"W×75.6"H(230cm×192cm),

(120cmW×192cmH)

Front Gate, 47.2"W×79.8"H(120cm×202cm),

USKN-FD12-4878

Solid 1/16"(1.5mm) Thick Stainless
Steel Panel, Frame made from

47.2"W×75.6"H

Full Stainless Steel Grid,
Frame made from 1"×1"(25mm×25mm) tube,

Descriptions

Side Panel, 90.5"W×75.6"H(230cm×192cm),

Flat Top Frame

1/10"(2.5mm) thick.

Stainless Steel
Grid Front Door

Stainless Steel
Grid +Tempered
Glass Front
Door

Category

with two durable stainelss steel pulleys,
counter weight, aluminum tracks and
steel cable included.

Thick Tube + Arch Top
Front Gate, 47.2"W×75.6"H(120cm×192cm),

Front Gate, 47.2"W×75.6"H(120cm×192cm),

Powder Coated
Grid Front Door

USKN-DC-FLT-19/
USKN-DC-FLT-21

Flat Top Frame

prevent washing fluid leaking.

1/10" (2.5mm)thick.

USKN-DC-WDG-19/
USKN-DC-WDG-21

USKN-FD22-4878T

47.2"W×79.8"H

Powder Coated Grid + Arch Top,

(120cmW×202cmH)

Frame made from 1"×1"(25mm×25mm) tube,

Front Gate, 47.2"W×79.8"H(120cm×202cm),

Arch Top Frame
47.2"W×79.8"H

Powder Coated Grid+ Arch Top,

(120cmW×202cmH)

Frame made from 1"×1"(25mm×25mm)
tube, 1/10"(2.5mm) thick
Front Gate, 47.2"W×75.6"H(120cm×192cm),

USKN-FD41-4872

(120cmW×192cmH)

Thick Tempered Glass +

Front Gate, 47.2"W×75.6"H(120cm×192cm),

USKN-FD61-4872

47.2"W×75.6"H

Powder Coated Grid + 1/3”(8mm)
1/10" (2.5mm)thick S/S Tube + Flat Top

Flat Top Frame

Powder Coated Grid + 1/3”(8mm)

47.2"W×75.6"H

All the front gate
includes a
swivel door
underneath,
exclusive of the
feeding bowls
and bowl mount,
including two
door-to-door
connector
clampls.

USKN-FDB-150

Accessories

USKN-STB-1504

USKN-FD62-4878

47.2"W×79.8"H

Powder Coated Grid + 1/3”(8mm)

(120cmW×202cmH)

Tempered Glass + 1/10"(2.5mm)
Thick Tube + Arch Top

Arch Top Frame
47.2"W×79.8"H

Powder Coated Grid + 1/3”(8mm)

(120cmW×202cmH)

Tempered Glass + 1/10"(2.5mm)
Thick Tube + Arch Top
Side Panel, 90.5"W×75.6"H(230cm×192cm),

USKN-SW10-9672

Stainless Steel Grid + 0.4” (10mm)
thick HDPE Panel, Frame made from
1/16"(1.5mm) thick tubes
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Side Panel, 90.5"W×75.6"H(230cm×192cm),

USKN-SW10-9672T

Stainless Steel
Side Panel

Stainless Steel Grid + 0.4” (10mm)

90.5"W×75.6"H
Stainless Steel
Grid on top +
Solid HDPE
Panel at bottom

(230cmW×192cmH),

90.5"W×75.6"H

(230cmW×192cmH),

thick HDPE Panel, Frame made from
1/10" (2.5mm)thick tubes

Side Panel, 90.5"W×75.6"H(230cm×192cm),
Stainless Steel Top Grid +

USKN-SW11-9672

Solid 1/16"(1.5mm) Thick Stainless
Steel Panel, Frame made from
1/16"(1.5mm) thick tubes

Stainless Steel Feeding Bowl,
6"(15cm) diameter and 3.5"(9cm)deep

90.5"L×3/4"×
3/4", or 90.5"L×
13/16"×13/16"

90.5"L×3/4"×
3/4", or 90.5"L×
13/16"×13/16"
Φ6"×3.5"

Stainless Steel Feeding Bowl
Mount, fitting two 6" feeding
bowls and hooks attaching to
the swivel door at the bottom
of kennel front door
Goods Storage Bucket, made
from stainless steel wire,
hook up to side panel for
private belongings.

15"L×4"W

USKN-FDSB-002

escaping from kennels,

45.6"L×22.4"W

made from stainless steel bars

Front Gate, 47.2"W×79.8"H(120cm×202cm),

Front Gate, 47.2"W×79.8"H(120cm×202cm),

Wedge Bottom Beam, for the
fluid draining kennel floor,
the angle could be customized
according to customers' requests.

Suffix 19 means
the tube is
19mm×19mm
(3/4"×3/4"),which
fits the 1/10"
thicked side panel;
the suffix 25
means the tube is
21mm×21mm
(13/16"×13/16"),
fitting the 1/16"
thicked side panel

Top Grid, prevents dogs

USKN-TPGP-45

(120cmW×192cmH)

Thick Tempered Glass +

USKN-FDSB-002

1/16" (1.5mm) thick S/S Tube + Flat Top

USKN-FD42-4878

the space completely isolated

(120cmW×192cmH)

Frame made from 1"×1" (25mm×25mm) tube,

1/16"(1.5mm) thick

panel and ground, will make
from neighboring kennels and

47.2"W×75.6"H

Powder Coated Grid,

Front Gate, 47.2"W×79.8"H(120cm×202cm),

USKN-FD22-4878

Powder Coated
Grid +Tempered
Glass Front Door

connection between side

(120cmW×192cmH)

1"×1" (25mm-25mm) tube,
1/16"(1.5mm) thick.

USKN-FD21-4872T

Straight Bottom Beam, for the

47.2"W×75.6"H

Powder Coated Grid, Frame made from

Stainless Steel
Grid on top +
Solid Stainless
Steel Panel at
bottom

90.5"W×75.6"H

(230cmW×192cmH),

All side panel
includes 3 L shape
connectors for
side panel - wall
connection, 4
side panel - front
connectors, 2
side panel - top
grid connectors,
one full length
bottom beam for

USKN-DGR-SS-36

Stainless Steel Rest Bed, 36"

35.4"L×23.6"W×3.9"H

USKN-DGR-FB-32

Textilene Fabric Rest Bed,32"

32"L×26"W×3.9"H

USKN-NMHD-3/5

Name Card Holder, 5"×3"

3"×5"

USKN-NMHD-5/8

Name Card Holder, 8"×5"

5"×8"

USKN-DTCV-45

Draining Ditch Cover, made

45"×7.7"×5.3"

USKN-FRD-LTC-SS

Double locking front door

USKN-FRD-LTC-MAG

Magnum style magnetic door latch

USKN-HDPE-CLP

Spare Parts

USKN-INSTL-CLP-S
USKN-GLS-CLP-10
USKN-GLS-CLP-06
USKN-FDSB-LTC

from stainless steel panel

USKN-STB-1504

Stainless Steel screw kit for
HDPE panel installation

USKN-FRD-LTC-SS

Connector for side panel and
front door or top grid
Clamp for tempered glass
installation, good for 1/3”(8mm)
Clamp for tempered glass
installation, good for 1/3”(8mm)
Latch for the swivel door at the
bottom of kennel front door

USKN-INSTL-CLP-S
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USKN-FD21-4872

Cage System

Cage System

Front view of a 2M+1L bank

The back door for staff to operate

Back view of a 2M+1L bank

Optional casters available for better mobility

Stainless Steel Display Cage KA-509D
Maximum visibility into the cages.

Custom configuration welcome. We can create the perfect single, double or
triple stacked display and boarding options for your space.
Optional parts available, including illumination LED light, central drainage on
floor, water sprayer for cleaning, heated floor, ventilation window, etc.

Optional LED light

Optional central drainage on floor

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

KA-509D-M

22.0

26.0

KA-509D-L

45.0

50.0

Secured double locking door
latch system

Dimension

Volume

Package

(cbm)

59×66×80

65×85×71H

0.39

118×95×66

123×100×71H

0.87
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Thick, safe tempered glass, ensures incredibly long service life without any
animal paw scratching.
Round cornered, fully welded cage; easy to clean and keep hygienic.
Allows placement of cage units in front of existing windows.
Excellent for young animal sales and adoption areas.

Cage System

Cage System

2L+4M+5S Bank

Magnetic Latch

T-joint Connectors

Professional Polishing and
Finishing

Optional: Drain Hole

Optional: Air Vent

Optional caster is available

Professional Stainless Steel Modular
Cage with Rounded Corner

Removable Door Hinge

Stack on Firmly and Securely

KA-509

The Best of Best Professional S/S Modular Cage
Rounded corners and solid walls eliminate areas where germs can grow,
leading to a better and more hygienic environment; easy to maintain and
keep the space sterilized and clean.

Strong front door made of 8mm and 6mm stainless steel rods makes for
a safe and secure area; door options are available (i.e. transparent doors
for therapy purposes).

ITEM

DRY BED is optional which is the
best mate for this cage system.
Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight

Volume

W×D×H(cm) Stand W×D×H (inch) Package

(cbm)

16.5

47.2×45×53 18-1/2×17-23/32×20-55/64

67×51×49

0.14

22.0

26.0

59×66×73

23-15/64×25-63/64×28-47/64 77×63×68

0.33

KA-509L

45.5

50.0

118×66×88

46-29/64×25-63/64×34-41/64 122×92×68

0.76

KA-509M-TH

22.0

27.0

59×66×73

23-15/64×25-63/64×38-47/64 77×63×68

0.33

(kg)

(kg)

KA-509S

13.5

KA-509M
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Top grade SUS304 stainless steel material provides a long service life.
Single hand locking system makes it easy to handle a dog and lock the
door at the same time.

Cage System

Cage System

Actual Application

KA-509-WET
Stainless steel waste tray for easy cleaning
purpose
Fully welded floor grid, smooth and comfortable
Polished radius corners all around, easy to
keep the whole compartment hygienic
Magnetic latch designed for noise dampening closing operation.

Stainless Steel Waste Tray

Stainless Steel Floor Grid

KA-509-DRN
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Special drainage system removes your
stress of cage cleaning in day to day
maintenance.
65mm ultra big pipe ensures fluent waste
fluid draining.
Based on classic KA-509 cage system with
radius corners, the cage is super easy to be
cleaned by water stream.
Sizes can be tailored according to actual
space and practical needs.

Cage System

Cage System

KA-508S

KA-508L

Pull-out Stainless Steel Waste Tray

Varied Connectors for different configurations

Fine Stainless Steel Floor Grid

The 750cm long custom medium size and 1500cm
long custom oversize combination Display (KA-508750 & KA-508-1500)

Optional caster is available

Stainless Steel Professional
Modular Cage System

KA-508

SUS304 stainless steel material, bite proof and vibration proof, very sturdy
material and construction.
Our smartly designed, strong, stainless steel joint connection makes for easy
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A standard bank consists of four small cages, three medium cages and two

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension
(cm)

(inch)

Volume
(cm)

(kg)

(kg)

Stand(W×D×H)

Stand(W×D×H)

Package(L×W×H)

(cbm)

large cages assembled into a stacked grouping.

KA-508S

24.5

30.0

60×72×60H

23-5/8×28-11/32×23-5/8

64×76×64

0.31

KA-508M

38.2

43.0

80×72×70H

31-1/2×28-11/32×27-9/16

83×73×76

0.47

Totally sealed structure eliminates droplet infection; the best choice for vet

KA-508L

43.6

48.0

120×72×80H 47-1/4×28-11/32×35-7/16

123×76×93

0.89

clinics and kennels.

KA-508-1500

54.5

77.0

150×72×70H 59-1/16×28-11/32×35-7/16 154×76×74

KA-508-750

34.5

54.0

75×70×72H

29-17/32×28-11/32×27-9/16 79×76×74

1.22
0.50
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assembly.

Cage System

Cage System

1

16
15
14

3

13

4

２×Ｌ＋４×Ｍ＋５×Ｓ

８×Ｍ＋５×Ｓ

６×Ｍ

12
5

11
6
7

9

10

8

2

４×Ｍ＋１０×Ｓ

９×Ｓ

１×Ｌ＋４×Ｍ

The Unique Features Which Make KA-510 Fiberglass Cage The Ideal Choice for Both Groomers and Veterinarians

1

Isolated wire pipes and water pipes, installed on the
outside of the cage ensures a safe situation.
Several power sockets pre-installed so all the electric
appliances could be plugged directly into the cage banks.

Front

Varied one-piece stainless steel
connection board, in L, T or cross shape.

6

3

Reinforcing strips built in and an
extremely smooth mold ensures rigidity
on each wall.

7

4

Pre-drilled hole for water sprayer
head and hose.

8

KA-510

The newest addition to our cage line, KA-510 fiberglass cage, has been developed to look great, work functionally, and outlast the average
modular cages in the market.
The fiberglass unit is constructed from smooth molds that provide added strength, resistant to scratching, easy to clean and provides a healthy
living environment for the animals.
All our various sized fiberglass cages are fully assembled and ready for years of use. They are shipped as one piece.
Fiberglass is easy to clean and maintain. Less time and labor involved in maintenance.
5cm (2") large radius round corners and our fluid retaining lip make clean-up easy and allow for a much healthier kennel environment.
No waste trays to remove and clean. Spray water inside and let waste liquid run out through the drainage system. Cleaning has never been this
easy before.
Sturdy; Long Lasting; Durable.
Constructed of 4-5mm thick, high strength fiberglass material.
The same thickness as fiberglass used in Yacht construction ensures extended cage life.
Reinforcing strips have been added on each side to ensure unbeatable strength.
Strong and Secure Door Locking System.
Comes standard with dual point self-latching doors; the narrow tolerance spacing between the vertical rod and latch opening makes these
extremely quiet (even when dogs are pawing against the door).
8mm diameter frame, 6mm vertical rods and 8mm cross members; together create a safe bank of cages.
Very Functional, A Complete Working Station.
Pre-installed spray head and hose, drainage system with filter and power supply sockets, make it not merely a cage but a multi-functional
working station.
Anesthesia machine, oxygen machine, heating panel, etc.; all electric appliances can be plugged into the power sockets and hung up to
horizontal rods in the middle of the door.

65mm diameter waste pipe and 100mm
main pipe will not get blocked by hair or
dirt.

Basin shaped base, 10mm lower in center
than each corner, ensures all waste liquid
drain fluidly.

Fluid retaining lip, ensures no leakage
from the front lip.

10

11

12

Built-in chrome plated bronze drainage
system with fine gauge filter and stainless
steel capped rubber plug.

Optional fine grid on the bottom, to ensure
liquid drains away from the animal.

5 cm radius round corners makes
cleaning easier than ever.

Dual point self-latching door system.

13

14

15

16

Step lips on 3 sides could divide the
cage into two compartments with a grid
to contain more dogs, or change it to a
cat cage with a 1/4 grid rest shelf.

Narrow tolerance between latch opening
and the rod on door, make the door really
quiet even dogs are pawing at it.

Pre-threaded on 8mm thick ultra sturdy
fiberglass, will not cross thread or strip
out.

Nicely welded and polished round
cornered SUS304 stainless steel front
door.

Removable front door affixed by strong zinc die cast
hinges could be replaced by a transparent acrylic door
and transform the cage into an oxygen therapy station.

9
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Fiberglass Modular Cage

Back

5

2

Cage System

Cage System

Fiberglass Medium Size
Oxygen Therapy Cage
KA-510M-TH
An optional acrylic door easily tranforms the unit
into a therapy cage.
Thermometer and hygrometer preinstalled on
the door, for accurate temperature and
humidity monitoring.

Ventilation
Holes
Predrilled
Classic Double Locking
A1
A1
A2
on the Acrylic Door
Latch

M

C3

B1

B1

KA-510-4M-BK
A1

A2

B1

C1

KA-510-1L2M-BK

KA-510-2M-VER

C2

A1

A1
A1

KA-510-2M-HRZ
A1

M

A1

M

C3

B1

A2

B1

C1

B1

C2

B1

C3

A1

C1

C1

C1

C1

L

B1

B1

L

L

B1

C1

B1

Gross Weight

Dimension（cm)
(cm)

L
B1

C3

Net Weight

L

C1

C1

M
B1

L

M
C3

C1

A1

A1

A2

M

M

M

ITEM
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A1

M
C2

C1

M

A2

A1

A1

A2

M

KA-510-2L-BK

C3

Volume

(kg)

(kg)

Stand(W×D×H)

Package

(cbm)

KA-510S

18.0

21.0

52×48×60H

56x77x64H

0.20

KA-510M

25.0

29.0

65×69×79H

69x77x83H

0.44

KA-510L

60.0

65.0

130×69×94H

134x77x98H

1.01

KA-510M-TH

22.0

27.0

65×69×79H

69x77x83H

0.44

Stainless Steel Medium Size
Oxygen Therapy Cage

KA-509M-TH

Strong, durable 8mm thick acrylic front door fixed on 8mm diameter stainless steel frame.
Very important facility for animals with cardiovascular or respiratory disease.
This proven design safely, reliably, and conveniently keep pets under the oxygen condition
you prescribed. Adjust the flow meter to allow oxygen into the unit.
Ventilation holes predrilled on both front door and back board eliminates worry about pet
inside.
Thermometer and hygrometer installed on front door, display the humidity and temperature
in the cage accurately.
Stainless steel grid and waste tray are available.

Classic Single Hand Lock

High-precision Thermometer
and Hygrometer

Adjustable Air Vent (Front and Rear)
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M

Pre-drilled Hole For Water Precision ThermoSprayer Head and Hose
Hygrometer

Cage System

Cage System

Magnetic Latch

2L+4M+5S Set

Fine plastic dip-in treated floor grid

Increased density wire at latch parts

Dividable large cage

Double layered plastic waste tray

Coin-driven screws

Large-size platform

Door unit (door and frame) is made of SUS 304 Stainless Steel.
Other parts are made of SUS 201 Stainless Steel

KA-505-SS

Cost-effective Stainless Steel Modular Cage Bank System. Economical and
Functional.
Specific Functions of High-end Modular Cage Bank: Classic single-hand
double-point lock; Dividable Large-size Cage Unit (divided into 2 mediumsize cage units); finer and narrower spaced wires at latch area (preventing
pets from opening the latch by extending their paws).
Optional mobile platforms (with a bottom frame and casters).
Medium-size platform is used for 1L+2M; Large-size platform is used for 2L.
Multiple combinations to choose: 5S+4M+2L, 4M+2L, 2M+1L,3S+3S+3S.
Flat packed, easy to reduce transportation costs.
Perfect design, quick installation and stable structure.

Net Weight Gross Weight
ITEM

(kg)

(kg)

Dimension
(cm)
Stand(W×D×H)

Volume

Package

(cbm)

KA-505S-SS

24.5

26.0

44×50×56H

58×52×17H

0.06

KA-505M-SS

38.2

40.5

55×66×75H

67×76×16H

0.11

KA-505L-SS

43.6

46.0

110×66×80H

144×82×18H

0.19
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Stainless Steel(Hybrid) Cage

Cage System

Cage System

Magnetic Latch

Rubber seal, plastic treated grid and plastic tray

Coin-driven screws

Dividable large cage

2L+4M+5S Set

Optional mobile platforms
(with a bottom frame and casters)

Optional mobile platforms (with a bottom frame and casters)

KA-505

This professional modular cage system includes everything you need (pans, grates and cage
connectors) to build a kennel area unique to your space and needs.
Specially engineered and designed for safety, strength, durability and longevity.
Unique auto-closing latch system for ease and convenience of operation.
Plastic dip coated, narrow tolerance heavy duty floor grid; provides a safe and long lasting surface.
Add mobility and versatility with a frame and large cage dividers.
Cages are made of heavy-duty 20 gauge zinc plated steel with electrostatically powder coated
exterior and interior.
Off-white color matches any decor and always look attractive.
Removable doors, dividers, floor grates and pans allow for easy cleaning.
Mobile platforms are the perfect solution for when kennel banks need to be moved or rearranged.
They are equipped with 4" heavy duty zinc plated casters which rotate 360° for easy maneuverability.
The front wheels lock, allowing the assembled kennel to remain stationary.
Plastic liquid guide plates have been added to prevent liquid waste leakage along the side walls.
The tray is formed from plastic blow mold.
Nice polished, no sharp edge at all.

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

KA-505-S

13.6

15.6

KA-505-M

19.5

21.5

KA-505-L

28.3

31.5

Dimension

Volume

Package

(cbm)

60×55×17H

0.056

55×66×75H

78×69×18H

0.097

110×66×80H

119×87×18H 0.186

44×56×50H
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Flat Packing Professional Modular
Cage with Solid Walls

Cage System

Cage System

Back View

Front View

New top LED lighting system (optional).

KA-505D

Double layered plastic pan

Plastic dip-in treated floor grid

Stainless Steel Modular Display Cage with Solid Walls.
New vision, wonderful vision!
Maximized visibility into this display cage system.
Thick, noise dampening and safe tempered glass, ensures incredibly
long service life without any animal paw scratching concern.
A very good solution for puppies and kittens display at front windows.
Excellent for young animal sales and adoption areas.
Cost-effective modular cage, easy to assemble and maintain.
Add mobility and versatility with a frame and large cage dividers.
Removable doors, dividers, floor grates and pans allow for easy cleaning.
Polished and finished with no sharp edges.
Magnetic Latch

Optional wheeled platform
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Stainless Steel Display Cage

Cage System

Cage System
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Professional Modular Cage (Wire)

KA-503SS

Stainless steel

Quality Powder Coating Treatment

Assembly Tools Come Standard In Package

Vertical Connection Between Up-down Decks

Plastic Dip Coated Floor Grid

Classic Stainless Steel Latch System

KA-503

These cages are designed to ship Flat Packed, resulting in compact master carton ensuring
economical transportation cost.
Double layer ABS waste pan, durable and long lasting.
Unique connection system; easy to install in both vertical and horizontal directions.
Solid divider can be utilized in the middle of both the large cages and between small/medium cages
on adjacent small/medium cages.
Stainless Steel double locking latch provides security.
Plastic dip-in treated grid with narrow spacing for pets’ comfort and safety.
Wire construction provides good ventilation and unobstructed view.
The design discourages dirt and is easy to keep clean.
Industrial strength coated finish in hygienic hammer stone white pattern.
Removable doors for easy cleaning, with finer, narrower spaced wires at latch area, prevent pets
from opening the latch by extending their paws.
Multitudes of modular combinations available; perfect fit for any and all your possible spatial
arrangements.
Optional base frame with casters allows for ease of mobility for this fabulous cage. Use 4-caster half
frame for one large cage or 6-caster full frame for two large cages.

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension（cm)
(cm)
(W×D×H)

(kg)

(kg)

KA-503S

17

19

55×58×53H

KA-503M

22

24

55×71×80H

KA-503L

41

44

KA-503S-SS

17

KA-503M-SS
KA-503L-SS

(inch)
(W×D×H)

Volume
(cm)
(L×W×H)

Package

(cbm)

21-21/32×22-53/64×20-55/64

58×22×58

0.08

21-21/32×27-61/64×31-1/2

84×67×23

0.13

112×71×80H

44-3/32×27-61/64×31-1/2

116×80×24

0.22

19

55×58×53H

21-21/32×22-53/64×20-55/64

58×22×58

0.08

22

24

55×71×80H

21-21/32×27-61/64×31-1/2

84×67×23

0.13

41

44

112×71×80H

44-3/32×27-61/64×31-1/2

116×80×24

0.22

Stand

Stand
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KA-503

Power-coated steel

Horizontal Affixing System

Cage System

Cage System

Brand New Cat Condo
Available Now

CC-1201

More suitable conditions to cats. The left half of the condo is a living area
equipped with resting panel; right half is an area for rest and excretion (cat
litter boxes available).
Rounded corners; Smooth and easy to clean and keep hygienic.
Easy for users to observe and free of depression for cats.
Open/close the horizontal tunnel to excite and interest cats.
Size customized for Group Customer.
Perfect Performance!
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Clear Stainless Steel mesh and transparent acrylic door.

Cat Condo

Cat Condo

KA-509-RES

Specifically designed for the easy handling of cats during injections, examinations,
or anytime absolute control is a must.
Squeeze panel hung on two rolling tracks ensures very smooth back-forth movement.
Easy to grip strong holding bars at front of the squeeze panels make the operation
fairly easy.
Magnetic latch is the key point for gentle closing/opening; it automatically locks to
eliminate the risk of cat escapes.
Built-in little box and waste tray helps reduce the stress of daily cleaning.
Hang-on feeding trays for water and food included.
Two-stage stopping lifting gate ensures safe and comfortable operation on different sizes cats.

Specialized Isola�on Cage

KA-509-ISO

Specially designed reverse sloped floor contains all the infectious liquid in
cage; the draining pipe on the back guides the fluid away fluently.
Semi-sealed acrylic front door cuts the infectious droplet spreading.
Raised stainless steel floor keeps the patient elevated, minimizing the risk
of contact with their waste.
Sitting on a raised rack for ergonomic observation and operation.
Standard size at 900mmWx660mmDx750mmH.
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Cat Restraint Cage

Cat Condo

Cat Condo

CC-1301

Space saving solution for cat holding
Slim size maximizes the space usage, versatile combinations realize varied
applications.
Horizontal crawling holes pre-drilled, with S/S doors equipped for animal
activity management.
Thick rubber edge protection added to make sure there’s no sharp edge in
the whole system.
Durable front door made from S/S and transparent acrylic materials,
ensures good ventilation and reliable strength.
HDPE middle resting platforms included too.
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S/S Cat Cage

Cat Condo

Cat Condo

KC-801

Wonderful Fish shaped decorative patterns realized on this fantastic cat condo.
Luxury vertical living space on top, with scale shaped ventilation holes on front
door and playful mezzanine platforms installed in the space. Tall scratching post
encourages cats to discover more in vertical direction and have more fun in the
compartment.
Specially designed sunken toilet and sleeping room are the favorite space for
many cats; they love to have a little privacy there.
Functional storage cabins at the bottom of whole unit for keeping the personal
belongings handily.
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Cat Condo Series

Cat Condo

Cat Condo

KC-702

UVC sterilization light and illumination light installed.
Newly invented natural ventilation roof equipped, it keeps air refreshed, powered by the heat generated by animals inside.
Classic central playground in the middle of the whole unit, offering great social
and playing space for cats, encouraging them to discover more between compartments.
Noise dampening safe magnetic latches on the front doors ensure quiet and
secured door operation.
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New Cat Condo Bank

Cat Condo

Cat Condo

Versatile combinations

Customization welcome

Two types of door latches available S/S double lock or magnetic latch

Horizontal and vertical portals
open and close to promote
cat-pleasing exploration activities

Separate kitty litter section keeps
the living area clean and hygienic

Useful storage space for personal
belongings

Optional mobile platforms

(with a bottom frame and casters)

Brand new model in white is coming

Cat Condo

KC-701 Series

Constructed out of lightweight, durable MDF board with scratch-resistant
melamine facing.
Optional cabinet underneath provides substantial storage
Optional caster base available for easier cleaning operation.
Customization available – i.e., tall cat condos for narrow areas – in colors
to complement your decor.

Easy managing portal door
system with magnet positioner
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A wonderful, specifically designed feline living habitat with playful and
functional space arrangement.
Spacious living area with separate litter and sleeping rooms attached.
Each space could be managed by the doors from either side.
Equipped with terrific hardware, including double locking door latch,
stainless steel high polished handle, magnetic crawling tunnel door lock, etc.

Other Cage

Other Cage

空气室弹性体，解决＂百年床垫＂的顾虑
传统弹簧床垫无法清洗、只能丢弃换
新，已成为环保上的负担。但是，由
无毒环保的POE-聚烯烃弹性体构造出
的QSHION，能在水洗后短时间内自然
风干，一次解决床垫洗涤的问题。

抗菌防螨

Disaposable mat cover

少水环境，尘螨细菌无法生长
Evenly distributed
supporting force

Dry Bed

美国小儿专科医师研究显示，患
有气喘且对尘螨过敏的小朋友，
使用防螨寝具后 能降低50%用药
量。

Easy to wash and clean

经测试：在气候良好的情况下，一般5cm或8cm的薄垫
清洗后拍抖让水分落下，单片放在通风处开电风扇
吹，约6-8小时可以吹干；24cm厚的床垫则至少3天以
上（此数据仅供参考）

Super-high quality warm bed,super-density
fiber, heat preserving and dampproof.
Made of unidirectional conducting fiber,
which can conduct most of moisture to the
bottom of the dry bed and keep the upper
surface dry for quite a long time.
Washable, reusable, durable.
Size and shape at your discretion. Sold
at an entire roll or fixed lenth.
The best mate for Stainless Steel cages.

Accessories and customized products
Floor grid (separating the wet from the dry)
Breathable
Fine “Nylon” coils

Thank You
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Nylon Mattress

Made of polyolefin fibers.
Safe, non-toxic, and recyclable.
Breathable, washable, and easy drying.
Thousands coil structures provide evenly distributed supporting force to the whole animal body,
super comfortable.
Very elastic, would not be crushed even after over 60,000 times fully pressing or squeezing!
Warm in winter and cool in summer, a natural atmosphere adjuster for pet users.
Providing very good ventilation to patient body after surgery, preventing bed-sores and skin
softening.
Certificated zero formaldehyde during manufacturing.
Little residual moisture thus certificated bacteriostatic efficacy and anti-mite result.
Perfect elasticity of fiber makes pets have comfortable and healthy sleep.
The patented fiber has passed BS5852 flameproof test and met European REACH rules.
Size and shape at your discretion. Sold at an entire roll or fixed lenth.
The best mate for Stainless Steel cages

Fully welded stainless steel mesh, have no hygienic dead
corner, easy to clean and maintain.
Made of stainless steel rod, comfortable foot feel, protect the
health of pets’ feet.

Stainless Steel Tray-cleaning Basin
Designed for cleaning of floor grid and
waste tray in the cage.
Fully welded Stainless Steel Round-cornered,
easy to clean and maintain.
Size customized according to your need;
Structure design (like water guard, drain,
connection between wall and ground, etc)
can be made according to actual conditions.

Waste Tray
Used to collect the waste liquid of pets’
excretion and washing.
Enclosed weld Stainless Steel, preventing
any leakage, easy to take out and clean.

Other optional accessories
Stainless IV pole, name card, feeding
bowl, water bowl, etc.

Casters and base frame
Casters work with KA-509 and KA-508 series.
Base frames with casters work with KA-505, KA-510, KC-701 series.
Casters can be installed in the pre-drilled threaded holes on the bottom.
These cages without pre-drilled holes must work with the base frame with casters.
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因QSHION原料的特性与空气室弹性体
Crushing-proof
结构，使水气难以存留其中，便不利于
尘螨与细菌的滋生；搭配通过国际认证
的面料，让QSHION成为尘螨与细菌的
绝缘体。

Other Cage

Other Cage

KA-601
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A breakthrough design in the portable car crate realm.
Great looking, light weight and sturdy construction.
Made of 100% aluminum material; light weight for ease of transport.
Smart flat packing design is only 7cm thick when folded up.
No bolts or nuts required, just easy spread and
Dimension
snap on assembly.
ITEM
W×D×H(cm) Package
Constructed with slim, sturdy aluminum tubing,
KA-601S
52×52×52H 56×52×10
yields an attractive, strong rigid cage.
KA-601M
77×43×51H 78×52×10
Fully sealed bottom base prevents waste fluid
KA-601L
88×51×58H 90×60×10
running off and contains waste products.
KA-601XL
100×60×65H 100×68×10

Clamp holding top

Double secured front door
latches

Fully sealed base

VK-CD Series

Travel Pet Kennel

0.06

Portable pet carrier for air travel, car travel or visit to the vet for small dogs, cats, rabbits,
hedgehogs, chinchillas, piggies, etc.
Easy to stack up with pre-molded matching feet on both upper and lower sides of different
sized compartments.
Assembling with clips, no screws or tools needed, very convenient design.
Super strong structure, anti-crushing even with heavy
goods loaded on top.
Dimension
Ventilation holes on 4 sides with quick-latching front door.
ITEM
W×D×H(cm) Package
Stable sturcture, safe latching, ergonomic handle, stylish
shape, excellent workmanship, and abrasion resistance.
VK-CD-03 67.5×51×47H 68×51×47H
VK-CD-04 80×56×58.5H 80×56×59H
Pets have a comfortable and relaxing trip in the kennel.

0.07

VK-CD-05 100×67×75H 100×67×65H

Volume
(cbm)
0.03
0.04

Easy to fold
Crate with door open

Safe latching

Side view

Top handle

Volume
(cbm)
0.053
0.087
0.150
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Car Cage

Other Cage

Other Cage

Detailed Dimension Drawing of Cage Bank
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KA-508 2L+3M+4S

KA-509 2L+3M+5S

CC-1201

KA-509 Cage with heater

KA-505 2L+4M+5S

KA-503 2L+4M+4S

KA-510

KA-505D 1L+2M

Overall Dimension of KC-701 Combination

KA-506 2L+4M+4S

KA-510 1L+2M

KA-5091L+2M
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Detailed Dimension Drawing of Cage Bank

Model

Stainless Other
steel
material

Customization

Customers’ demand
Pet
store

Pet
hospital

Pet
show

☆

Pet
adoption

Kennel
and
breeder

Special
for cats

Transit
pet

Size

Optional

Advertising
window drainage

system

Package and Transportation

Optional accessories
YangCang
cage

Model

Floor
grid
and
tray

☆

☆ ☆ ☆

Medical
record
card and
name card

IV
pole

LED
pole

casters

Frame
and
casters

Carton

☆

Kennel

Crate

Platform
truck

☆

☆

Kennel

☆

☆ ★ ☆

☆

☆

KA-509D

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

★

KA-509D

☆

☆

☆ ☆

☆ ☆

☆

☆

KA-509

KA-509

☆

☆ ☆ ☆

☆ ☆

☆

KA-508

KA-508

☆

☆ ☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

☆

KA-508C

KA-508C

☆

☆ ☆

☆ ☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

CC-1201

CC-1201

Nautical
grade
fiberglass

☆

★

☆

KA-510

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

★

☆

☆

☆

★

☆

☆

☆

★

KA-510

Light
weight
Aluminum
composite
board

KA-506

☆

☆

☆

☆

★
KA-506

☆ ☆ ☆

☆

★

KA-505-SS

☆

KA-505-SS

Quality
power-coated
steel

☆

☆

☆

KA-505

KA-505

Quality
power-coated
steel

☆

☆ ☆

☆

KA-503
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Feature

Other Cage

Material

KA-503

Environmental
friendly
multilayer HDF

☆ ☆

☆

☆ ☆

KA-701

Optional accessories: ☆shows that the accessories need extra payment. ★ shows that the accessories arestandard ones without extra payment.

☆

☆

KA-701

Optional accessories: ☆shows that the accessories need extra payment. ★ shows that the accessories arestandard ones without extra payment.
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Other Cage

Feature

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

LED Lighting Top
Double USB
Charging Portals
LED Control Switch

Universal Power Points

FT-889

The new flagship of our grooming table fleet.
A real all-in-one design, with great looks and fabulous functions.
LED light top provides soft, effective illumination. The safety glass top is designed to be antislippery and has a
soothing matte finish.
The entire table top revolves 360 degrees for easy and comfortable positioning of animals.
The heavy duty grooming posts adjusts up to 48” high and rotates 180 degrees around both ends of the table.
Position and lock the arm exactly where you need it. Unlock it with a gentle pulling down motion.
Two swing arms could be connected and formed into an overhead grooming arm system when needed.
Stable and sturdy electric lift column, brings smooth movement of up to 40cm /16 inches height adjustment
range.
Practical and helpful power supply receptacles installed on the operation panel, accommodates up to 15A electric appliances.
Transparent sliding drawer keeps your small tools and accessories handy.
Two USB ports included, for convenient charging of your electronic devices (like cell phones).
Hanging hooks on the other side of tabletop keeps all your equipment (nail grinder, clipper
and dryers) close and convenient.

Swivel Oval Tabletop
Vertical Lift Column
Stable, Smooth,
Leaving Big Legroom

Rotate 360
Degrees Desktop
(cbm)
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ACE Deluxe Grooming Table

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

Reliable rotating top lock

Double swing grooming arms

Useful Power Points for up to 15A Power Supply

Two USB charging Ports with tool-organizing
drawer

Optional Silicon Mat for Anti-slippery

Flexible Foot Pedal Control

ITEM

LED Lighting Top

FT-889

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

77

117

Dimension(cm)
Package
120×60×(60-102H) 125×65×74

Volume
(cbm)
0.60
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Double Swing Arm Design

A Real Back Saver!
Great knee space for long time close
grooming work.
Super heavy duty grooming arm made from
over 1.6” tubular.
Overhead grooming arm system covers over
48” high range, adapting any sized dogs.
Specially designed hooks on the super big
grooming arm for easy loop clipping.
Water repellent foot pedal ensures very long
lasting service life.
Tool organizer bar, power supply receptacles
and handy drawers all included.

Unbreakable stainless steel table top, good
for very long termed service life.
Equipped with designated designed tabletop
mat for pet grooming, it does not catch loose
hair, has wonderful water repellent and
anti-slippery features. The printed patterns
are customizable too.
Lifted by Linak high quality column ensures
very good stability and smooth running, with
a 200kg+ loading capacity too.
Grooming arm and restraint loops included.
Tool organizer bar, power supply receptacles
and handy drawers all included.

Oval Top Electric
Pedestal Grooming Table

LED Ligh�ng Pedestal
Li�ing Table

FT-891-OV
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FT-892

Stable Lifting column finds your most
ergonomic height without any stress.
Oval shaped top offers great working
convenience and save precious surrounding
space.
All Pro accessories included, like tool
organizer bar, power supply receptacle and
handy drawer.
World top class pedestal column by industry
leader Linak.
Water repellent foot pedal set gives great
durability.
Removable super heavy duty grooming arm
with over 48” height adjustment, adapting
any sized dogs.

Grooming Table

FT-891

Rectangle Pedestal Table
with Stainless Steel Top

FT-893
Fancy table is the best mate for your fashionable grooming salon!
LED table top not merely provides great
appearance, but also makes all details more
visible especially on animals’ abdominal
portions.
Newly invented special lifting base equipped
with heavy duty castors realizes great
mobility.
All Pro functional parts included in this
wonderful table, with power supply receptacle, heavy duty grooming arm, handy drawer
and tool organizing bar.
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Grooming Table

Rectangle Electric
Pedestal Grooming Table

Grooming Table

Grooming Table
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Air Li� Grooming Table

FT-838REC

Aluminum Clamp

Rubber Tabletop W/ Metal Frame

FT-838 Series

60cm (23-1/2") diameter table top swivels 360° smoothly on central shaft, making it possible to
view the dog from any angle. Easy–to-Control air lift base offers a wide adjustable operation
range from 80cm (31-1/2") -120cm (47-1/4"). You will be able to find a comfortable height no
matter how tall either you or the dog is.
Smartly designed metal base with scratch resistant white veined powder coating offers secure
stability of operation and durable product wear.
Comes equipped with a set of aluminum clamp and stainless steel dual purpose grooming arms.
4 colors available for the table top rubber mat.
FT-838 has round tabletops with two diameters, either 60 or 70cm; and FT-838REC are referring
to the versions with rectangular table, at either 60×40cm or 75×45cm.

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension（cm)

Volume

Package

(cbm)

Φ60×(68-98)

69×63×26

0.11

19.5

60×40×(68-98)

69×45×26

0.08

23

25

Φ70×(68-98)

71×71×26

0.13

19

21

75×45×(68-98)

47×77×26

0.09

(kg)

(kg)

FT-838

21.5

23.5

FT-838-REC

17.5

FT-838L
FT-838L-REC
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FT-838

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

FT-808

Super stable electric lifting base

Stainless steel new edition launched

Ultra-low initial height

Earthing foot and breaker with leakage detector

Power recepticle with USB port

Storage drawer

FT-808Pro

Low-Low Electric Li�ing Table

FT-808/808Pro

Keeps the legend going!
After 8 years successful selling in pet grooming industry, our low-low table has won great honor from the global market.
Now it welcomes its moment to get the whole system re-engineered, to launch a more powerful, functional and reliable
table, and to keep writing the legend!

The whole table is earthed by a metal foot leveler.
The power supply system is protected by a top class breaker with leakage detector included too.
Also the power cable itself is earthed too, by the earth prong.
Three layered protection, ensures 100% safe operation on this wonderful piece.
The lowest point of this table is only 22cm (8.5"), providing easy step-on access for pet; including mature, large and infirm
animals.
World top class linear actuator provides outstanding loading capacity of 150kg (300lbs), powered by Linak.
Innovative X-style frame is stable, powerful and quiet.
Removable tabletop, easy to clean, enables you the ability to change the color, better suiting your personal style and
preference.

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension (cm)

Volume

(kg)

(kg)

FT-808

64

67

125×65×25-95 49-7/32×25-19/32×9-27/32×37-13/32 129×69×26H

0.23

FT-808Pro

70

74

125×65×25-95 49-7/32×25-19/32×9-27/32×37-13/32 129×69×26H

0.23

W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Package

(cbm)
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Practical and helpful power supply receptacles installed on the operation panel, accommodates up to 15A (220V) electric
appliances.
Sliding drawer keeps your small tools and accessories handy.
Two USB ports included, for convenient charging of your electronic devices (like cell phones).
Hanging hooks on the other side of tabletop keeps all your equipment (nail grinder, clipper and dryers) close and
convenient.
With adjustable leveler feet added.

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

FT-801

Power supply receptacles

Ultra-low initial height

Powerful linear actuator

Earthing foot leveler

Power box with breaker and leakage
detector

FT-801

Fully covered solid base, leaves hygienic and easy to clean working
environment.
Ultra strong single driving system, providing up to 150kg loading capacity
and very comfortable legroom under table top.
Super big height adjustable range, from 22cm to 96cm, allows convenient
walk-on for most large breeds.
The world top class linear actuating system, Linak, brings a super velvety
smooth movement for table lifting up and dropping down, giving the nicest
comfort to the animals on top.
Removable tabletop, easy to clean, enables you the ability to change the
color, better suiting your personal style and preference.
Practical and helpful power supply receptacles installed on the operation
panel accommodates up to 15A (220V) electric appliances.
Transparent sliding drawer keeps your small tools and accessories handy.
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X-style Electric li�ing table

Convenient power supply and tool hooks.

Grooming Table

Grooming Table
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Electric Mobile Grooming Table FT-833E

Easy-to-drive pulling bar

Great mobility

Stainless steel manual control

Aluminum clamp and stainless steel grooming arm included

The hottest new table offering is the ideal choice for grooming shows.
Wide range height adjustment, from 22cm to 100cm.
Unique electric driving system.
Four heavy duty casters ensure great mobility and easy moving.
Stainless steel matte finish hand control panel for accurate height setting.
Large tabletop, accommodating most large breeds.

Secure Caster Brake
ITEM
FT-833E

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

34

36

Dimension (cm)
W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

120×60×31-103 47-1/4×32-5/8×12-13/64~40-35/64 120×60×30H

(cbm)
0.22
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Ultra big height adjustable range from 22cm to 100cm.

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

Super Big Lift Range, from 10” to 48”

Simply operating swing arm

FT-898 Series

Wide height adjustable range, from 10” to 48”. It has a huge loading capacity
of 350lbs.
Built-in electric receptacles (installed on one end), make for a very convenient
power source solution for your nail grinder, dryer and clipper.
Four versions available, FT-898 comes with standard flat top, FT-898-R is
equipped with a round rotational turntable board in the middle of the rectangular top, FT-898R-SW is the one with fantastic swing arm on one end and
also a round rotation plate.
All of them could be used with strong overhead grooming arm.

Rotary grooming-arm locking system

ITEM
FT-898

(kg)

62

65

FT-898R

FT-898-SW

FT-898R-SW

Multiple tabletop configurations

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

FT-898

Dimension (cm)
W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

120×60×36-108 47-1/4×23- 5/8×14-11/64~42-33/64 123×63×40H

(cbm)
0.31
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Big Z Electric Li� Table

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

Smooth lifting motion

Stable at the maximum height

Water-resistant up-down Foot Pedal

FT-899

Extremely stable and sturdy, this table has an exceptionally broad lifting
range, from a low of 10" to high of 48". It has a huge load capacity of
280lbs.
Removable table top, could be cleaned and refreshed easily.
Welded grooming arm clamps fixed on both ends of top frame ensures the
arms are firmly planted in place.
Overhead grooming arms included.

MC-5025
Overhead grooming arm and adjustable leveler
feet included

ITEM
FT-899

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

64

67

SpongePop Magic Mat Available

Dimension (cm)
W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

125×65×27-123 49-7/32×25-19/32×10-5/8~48-27/64 129×68×32H

(cbm)
0.28
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Accordion Table

Ultra-low initial height

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

Lowest height-- highest height

Foldable manual switch control.
Talented invented mechanism allows ultra-high lifting speed of up to 11”
(29cm) per minute.
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Compact design of the column leaves maxi comfortable legroom for groomers.
Non-slip rubber matted tabletop, scratch-resistant and easy to clean.
Up to 265lbs (120kg) loading capacity.
Grooming arm included.

Big loading capacity

Foldable manual control

Aluminum Plas�c
Compound Table Top
The base board of this new table top is made
from aluminum plastic compound.
Lighted weight, sturdy, durable, corrosion
resistant, easy to keep and maintain.
A lighter weighted top always helps lower the
center of gravity of the whole table, improving the table stability dramatically too.
Aluminum plastic compound table tops are
now used on FT-721 and FT-838 series
products.
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Single li�ing-Column Grooming Table FT-721

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

FT-721Pro
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Slim, stable and smart.
An ultra slim single column mechanism system provides unbeatably comfortable legroom.
Very fast lifting speed with great loading capacity up to 80kg.
Super stable metal base, made from 10mm thick solid metal panel.
All functional Pro series accessories included in the complete table, such as power supply
receptacle, tools organizing bar and handy clear drawer.
Fantastic rubberizing coating top, anti-slippery, super durable and very long lasting.

Handy Clear Drawer

Power receptacle

Tools Organizing Bar

Fully Wrapped Rubberizing Coating

Double Column Electric Li�ing Table

FT-722

A wonderful double column electric lifting grooming table.
Soft fully wrapping rubberizing coating on top provides nice anti-slippery and comfortable experience for pets.
Ultra high speed linear actuator system allows quick adjustment of height, achieving the most
ergonomic point in a second.
Heavy and super stable base made from 10mm metal board.
Optional work station accessories available too, including power receptacle, handy drawer and
tools organizing bar.

Fully Wrapped
Rubberizing
Coating
Super
Functional
Rubberizing
Coating

Foldable Manual Control

Strong Reinforcement Under
Tabletop

Ultra Big Height Adjustment Range
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Single Column Electric Li�ing Table

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

FT-802LE
Electric Version

Strong linear actuator

FT-802

FT-802E Pink/802LE Blue
FT-802Pro

Hydraulic version

FT-8101 grooming arm included

Water-resistant up-down foot pedal

FT-802 Series

An economical solution for height adjustable electric grooming table.
Slim base leaves comfortable legroom, yet still stable without any wobbling.
Two sizes available, 36"×24" for medium, 48"×24" for large; height adjustable
ranges 24" - 44".
Practical and helpful power supply receptacles installed on the operation panel,
accommodates up to 15A (220V) electric appliances.
Transparent sliding drawer keeps your small tools and accessories handy.
Two USB ports included, for convenient charging of your electronic devices
(like cell phones).
Hanging hooks on the other side of tabletop keeps all your equipment
(nail grinder, clipper and dryers) close and convenient.
With adjustable leveler feet added.

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension (cm)

Volume

Package

(cbm)

94×64×54H

0.30

60×120×(52-100) 124×64×54H

0.40

(kg)

(kg)

FT-802E

30

34

60×90×(52-100)

FT-802LE

33

39
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Classic Z Li�ing Table

Color customization welcome

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

FT-875

Japanese Style grooming table
Japanese stylish hydraulic grooming table.
Always comes with a handy tools organizing cart as a combo.
Not merely good for the practical functions, also becomes a decorative part
of your grooming room.
Height adjusts from 75cm to 90cm, with lockable rotational table top, comes
with grooming arm, clamp and loop.
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Japanese Style Grooming Table

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

FT-806

Super Stable Electric Li�ing Table FT-806 Series

FT-804 Series

Attractive silver toned hammer stone powder
coating for durability.
Classic "Z" lifting design eliminates wobbling and
tipping.
Chilean made MDF board tabletop.

FT-804E

FT-804L-SW

Pliable PVC edging, resists scratches and mars.
Complete metal-edged frame, durable and long
lasting.
Removable top that is easy to clean.
FT-804/804L are hydraulic. FT-804E/804LE are
electric. For FT-804E/804LE, we can upgrade them
FT-806P

Dimension (cm)

to be Pro version with all the accessories too.

Volume

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

Volume

Dimension (cm)
W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Package

(cbm)

(cbm)

FT-804

46.0

49.7

96×65×51.5-101

37-51/64×25- 19/32 ×20-9/32-39-49/64 99×68×52H

0.35

0.32

FT-804L

48.2

52.7

126×65×51.5-101 49-39/64×25- 19/32 ×20-9/32-39-49/64 129×69×49H

0.43

114×59×37H

0.25

FT-804E

46.0

49.7

96×65×65.5-106

37-51/64×25- 19/32 ×25-25/32-41-47/64 99×68×65H

0.43

126×65×39-103 49- 39/64×25-19/32×15-23/64×40-35/64 129×69×38H

0.34

FT-804LE

49.2

53.7

126×65×65.5-106 49-39/64×25- 19/32 ×25-25/32 -41-47/64 129×69×64H

0.57

(kg)

(kg)

FT-806

53.0

57.5

126×65×38-103 49- 39/64×25-19/32×14-61/64×40-35/64 129×69×36H

FT-806S

40.0

43.3

110×55×38.5-100

FT-806P

42.5

47.5

W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

43-5/16 ×21-21/32×15-5/32×39-3/8

Package
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ITEM

Adjustable Grooming Table
Rock-solid at any adjusted height, from 20 1/4”-40”.

Two table options, FT-806 and FT-806S are metal
framed with wooden table top; FT-806P comes with a
plastic table top. FT-806 has large size frame at 126cm
by 65cm; FT-806S is a smaller size at 110cm by 55cm.
The best feature of this table is its STABILITY!
Four vertical bars support the table top. When lifted to
maximum height, the table is still stable. The center of
gravity remains stable and centered, making this the
safest electric lifting table in the market.
The minimum height is 36cm (14") when lowered down
to bottom.
The height could be adjusted from 36cm to 104cm (14"
to 40"), easily satisfying most daily grooming requirements.
Control Unit: Two Pedal Plates (optional manual switch
available).

Net Weight Gross Weight

FT-804

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

FT-829

This table will be the featured performer, the
showcased table in your grooming salon.
It is a work of art; the choice of many world class
Master Groomers.
The first LED lighting table in the pet industry
provides mild and gentle light for your grooming
needs.
World class LED chips, made in Germany,
ensures long lifespan for lighting panel.
Extremely stable electric lifting base gives you a
sense of comfort and ease of operation.
Safety tested matte surface glass table top,
silicon sealed edges, clear, skid-proof mat (does
not affect or diffuse the light below), makes the
surface safe and soothing for pets to stand in
comfort.

ITEM
FT-829

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

75.50

96.00

120×60×25.5-95

FT-807

Very affordable hydraulic grooming table.
Lockable swivel table top made from high
quality MDF board with black anti-slippery
rubber mat attached.
Height adjusted in over 14cm, easily gives the
most ergonomic height groomers desire.
With good loading capacity at over 150kg on
this table.
Flat packing, economic in transportation and
easy to install.

Dimension (cm)
W×D×H(cm)

Cost Eﬀec�ve Round Hydraulic Table

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

47-1/4×23- 5/8×10-3/64×37-13/32

Volume
Package

(cbm)

132×71×44H

0.412
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Grooming Table with LED Light

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

Multiple color options

FT-822H
Telescopic version FT-821 is on the market already, which is especially suitable for mobile grooming service.

KB-8107

FT-821HL
90cm×60cm

KB-Clamp

Optional competition grooming arm

FT-821 Series

Portable
Compe��on Table
FT-820Series

The oxidizing treatment of our custom colors remain vibrant. Numerous color options

Wooden top with static proof rubber mat; anti-slip surface.
Simple folding method, light weight, easy to pack.
Several tabletop colors to choose, black, blue and purple, etc.

available, purple, pink, black, and silver.
Skid-proof, comfortable surface texture is soothing to both dogs and handlers.
Ultra-light only 3.7kg (8.2lbs), allowing junior handlers to transport their own ringside
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tables.
Aluminum, long lasting; the perfect product for dog shows.
Big enough to hold most medium breed dogs while they’re being primped for the ring.
Simple two step folding process, pull it apart and it folds down for easy carrying.

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension (cm)

(kg)

(kg)

FT-820

6.4

7

60×45×71

FT-820H

7.2

FT-820M

Volume
Package

(cbm)

23- 5/8 ×17-23/32×27-61/64

82×45×7H 84×47×9H

0.036

8

60×45×81 23- 5/8 ×17-23/32×31- 57/64

89×45×7H 94×47×9H

0.038

8.4

9

75×50×71 29- 17/32×19- 11/16×27-61/64 89×50×7H 91×52×9H

0.040

FT-820HM

9.3

10

75×50×76 29- 17/32×19- 11/16×29-59/64

97×50×7H 94×52×9H

0.044

FT-821H

3.7

4.2

0.036

FT-821HM

4.8

5.3

60×45×81 23- 5/8 ×17-23/32×31- 57/64 89×45×7H 92×50×8H
75×50×76 29- 17/32×19- 11/16×29-59/64 97×50×7H 92×53×8H

FT-821HL

6.0

7.3

90×60×78

97×50×7H 92×93×7H

0.060

W×D×H(cm) Stand W×D×H (inch)

35- 7/16×23- 5/8 ×30-45/64

Fold

0.039
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Ultra-Light Weight
Compe��on Table

Large size available too.

Space Saving Folding
Table

FT-812W

FT-841

The best solution for generating flexible working space.
Each inch counts in the working area.
Easy operation with reliable stability.

Perfect for shows, travel and overflow grooming.
Reinforced fixed brackets under top board ensure
extraordinary strength and stability.
Four 4” sturdy build-in casters ensure reliable, easy
rolling transportation.

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

Dog Show Table with
Casters

Useful storage cabinet included.

Round Hydraulic Table
with Cabinet

Plas�c Top Folding
Grooming Table

Practical design with storage compartment to help
groomers stay organized.
Two drawers and one storage cabinet are useful for
keeping the tools of the trade (handheld dryers,
combs, shears, clippers and any other tools) easily
accessible.
Hydraulically controlled, adjusts from 78.5cm to 93cm
(31" -36-1/2").
Grey cabinet is standard (available in variety of
colors).

King of cost effective, high performance grooming tables.
Much more durable and stronger than a comparative wooden
topped table.
Very light weighted, portable, with carrying handle.

Round Hydraulic
Table

Height Adjustable
Folding Table

This table rotates 360 degrees for easy access to the
entire pet, and brakes when placed in your desired
position.
Blue, Pink, Purple, Green, Grey and Black tops
available upon request.
Foot pump operated table adjusts from 71.5cm -86cm
(28-1/8” -33-7/8”) for maximum comfort and grooming
efficiency.

Exclusive height adjusting system, easy to handle and
offers perfect stability.
4 stages of height setting, finding the most ergonomic
positions for most groomers.
Two sizes available, 120cm×60cm and 90cm×60cm.

FT-805C

FT-712

FT-829

Reinforced support system under top board ensures strength and stability.

FT-805

FT-818/819

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension (cm)

(kg)

(kg)

W×D×H(cm)

FT-812W

17

18.7

90×60×76

FT-805C

35

38.5

ø70×78.5-93H

FT-805

17

18.7

ø70×78.8-93H

Volume
Package

(cbm)

35-7/16×23- 5/8 ×29-59/64

94×63×16H

0.095

27-9/16×30- 29/32×36-39/64

71×71×10H

0.12

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

27-9/16×28-5/32×33-55/64

71×71×10H
41×40×40H

0.09

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension (cm)

Volume

(kg)

(kg)

W×D×H(cm)

FT-712

14.3

16.5

126×65×76H

FT-818

15.80

17.9

90×60×81-93 35-7/16×23- 5/8 ×31-57/64-36-39/64 94×63×16H

0.09

FT-819

20.10

22.1

120×60×81-93 47-1/4 ×23- 5/8 ×31-57/64 -36-39/64 124×63×16H

0.12

FT-841

19.0

21.0

110×60×80

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

49-39/64×25-19/32×29-59/64

43-5/16×23-5/8×31-1/2

Package

(cbm)

128×67×14H

112×62×24H
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Patented locking system, easy to operated and very tight positioning.

FT-811/812/813
Classical folding table with non-slip
rubber surface.
Stable and durable stainless steel
legs.
Dual functional grooming arm.

Customized table top prin�ng can be tailor made now!
Grooming Table

Grooming Table

Folding Grooming Table
with S/S Legs

FT-811

FT-812

FT-813

Several Tabletop Colors Available

Folding Table with
Powder Plated Legs
FT-814/815/816
Economical option for folding grooming
table.
Square steel tubes bring great loading
capacity to this series.
Non-slip rubber mat surface.

FT-814

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension (cm)

(kg)

(kg)

FT-811

10.7

11.7

75×47×82

FT-812

13.3

17

FT-813

14.8

FT-814
FT-814

Volume
Fold

Package

(cbm)

29- 17/32×18-1/2×32-9/32

83×47×10.5

87×54×13H

0.06

90×60×76

35-7/16×23- 5/8 ×29-59/64

90×60×10.5

94×64×13H

0.08

19.4

120×60×68

47- 1/4×23- 5/8×26- 49/64

120×60×10.5 124×64×13H

12

14

75×47×80

29- 17/32×18-1/2×31-1/2

FT-815
FT-815

14.4

16

90×60×74

35-7/16×23- 5/8 ×29-9/64

FT-816
FT-816

16.8

19

120×60×65

47- 1/4×23- 5/8×25- 19/32

W×D×H(cm) Stand

W×D×H (inch)

83×47×12

0.10

79×50×13H

0.05

90×60×12

94×63×13H

0.08

120×60×12

124×63×13H

0.10
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Reliable Support Bracket

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

001

002

003

101

TM-4824

Table Top Mat

TM-4824-003

001

002

003

101

TM-3624

102

104

103

The best mate for any grooming tables, giving the best comfort ever to pets.

101

105

Anti-slippery, anti-fatigue, water repellent and does not catch loose hairs from
pets.
High duty rubber mattress at the bottom ensures very good durability.
Versatile top printings available, customization welcome too.
TM-2418

TM-60RD
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Very easy to clean, just simple brushing and dryer blowing will do the job.

Industrial grade rubber suction cup holds the
cable firmly on bathtub.
Specially designed composite rigging sleeve
ensures comfortable animal contacts.
Measures 90cm for big adjustable control
range.
PVC coated 4mm sturdy cable, holding up to
500lbs force.
5/8” swivel eye hook build in rubber sucker
for added flexibility.
Thumb-turning bolt snap for easy fixing.

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

Restraint Cable with
Rubber Sucker
SR-10

SR series wire padlock

Grooming Hammock

GH-2216

A great helper for nail trimming.
Measures 22”x16”(55cmx40.5cm), good for most medium and small breeds.
Two strong length adjustable bands included for hanging height adaption.

SR-01

SR-02

SR-03

SR-04

SR-05

SR-06

Colorful Nylon Loop
NL-LG20

Width adjustable at 4”(10cm) by zipping/unzipping the middle strap to fit different

Just place dog's legs in holes, wrap around and use the s-hooks to hang. Will hold up
to 30 pounds.
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shaped breeds.

MC-5025

European Style Grooming Arm

FT-8106

Brand new product.
Designed for daily maintenance of large electric
lifting grooming table.
Scratch-resistant material, even the pets’ nails
cannot cut the surface.
Composite material inside, absorbent enough
to keep extra water during drying from corroding
table top.
Reasonable design: an easy-to-clean hole left
for easy usage of grooming arm.

Round Rota�ng Tabletop

FT-830

Grooming Table

Grooming Table

The Magic Carpet

Aluminum Portable
Grooming Arm
FT-8107A
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FT-8105M/L

Aluminum Clamp

FT-8102

Dual Func�onal Grooming Arm

FT-8101

Grooming Harness

FT-8104

Classical Overhead Grooming
Arm

FT-80402

The “Max Miracle” Super
Heavy Duty Grooming Arm

FT-80403
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“Birch” Solid Grooming Arm
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270-1230

360-1080
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Grooming Table

Grooming Table

unit：mm

Grooming Table

Grooming Table
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unit：mm

KISS Grooming TD-907
Compartment Dryer
SET TEMPERATURE

SET TIME

PRESS START BUTTON

[CLEANING]
1. Clean the air outlet on the back.

Air Outlet

Dryer

Dryer

Is there a risk of asphyxia?
KISS Grooming TD-907 Compartment Dryer has eight louvered
air holes on the backboard of the standard model.
Why did we choose louvered (not circular, square or irregular
shape)?
Why there are eight holes (not seven or nine holes)?
After intensive testing, we found that the louvered air hole offers
the best ventilation and air flow. It helps to maintain the desired
interior temperature and ventilation. Again after extensive testing,
we determined that eight air holes balance the supply of air and
the rate it moves (with the aid of two side draught fans) to
realize enough fresh air under the prescribed heat setting.

SWITCH POWER ON

OPERATION

There have been a few incidents in the recent past where neglect has led to pets being endangered and even to being fatally injured.
We are all pet people and we all have the same concerns about these issues.
We have taken a scientific approach to refining our dryer and making it safe for use.
It is a very valuable tool, but like all tools the user must be educated and experienced.

2. Clean the bottom pedal;
take out the waste liquid tray, clean by flushing.

3. Clean the air intake by brushes.

4. Put the tray and pedal
back, close the door,
set the timer of Ozone.

[Attentions]
1. The compartment dryer needs a single outlet which
is at least 15A and a ground wire for itself.

Will pets be anxious in the dryer?
KISS Grooming technology Research & Development team has investigated the reason of pets’ performance anxiety when placed
in the compartment dryer.
Is it because of fear of enclosed spaces; is it the fear or discomfort caused by the difference of temperature and humidity?
Our long term research yielded an interesting result---the protection grid/fence. The earlier edition compartment dryer had this
stainless steel protection grid/fence behind the glass as a safety measure. This protection fence was the cause of anxiety in some
animals.
The second edition of TD-907 adopts thicker fiberglass and eliminates the protection fence. The results are a much safer and less
stressful and inviting environment.
Does noise makes pets feel uncomfortable?
The answer in many cases is Yes! KISS Grooming Global’s Research & Development team worked intensely to corral, control and
abate the amount of noise generated by the compartment dryer. The unique design of our air flow system, strong stable fan and air
outlet devices combine for one of the quietest compartment dryers made.
When you open the front door of TD-907, you will hear soft low-frequency sounds of wind only without any disagreeable discord.
When the door is closed, you will be pleased with the lack of noise.
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Is it safe for pets to be subjected to a full body blow dry?
Yes. It is safe. Exactly calculated inner measurements of heat and air flow are controlled and directed by a swing fan. It provides a
highly efficient circulation air system. The bottom space serves a dual purpose. Allowing for easy waste management as well as
directing air flow to the lower portion and underside the pets carriage. Even when pets are lying prone, their abdomen hair is being
dried. Extra moisture will be carried off by the ventilation
system, always maintaining a low humidity, aiding and
enhancing the effects of drying.
How long will it take to dry a large breed?
An often asked question without a fixed answer.
All dogs have different thickness and types of coats
(single coat or double coat, etc.). There are variances
even within specific breeds.
Generally, we suggest using a forced air dryer,
operating on a somewhat high wind speed and heat
setting for about 3-5 minutes. After the majority of the
excessive moisture is removed, then put pets into the
compartment dryer and set 1-50 minutes drying time
according to hair type and size/breed of dog. Check the

2. Please connect the dryer with a correct outlet and do
not share with other appliance.

Ground Wire

3. Do not put any insulated objects between the feet
and ground, such as plastic cushion or rubber mat.

Insulated Objects
4. Do not switch the Ozone on when any living body inside.

Ozone Switched On

5. Do not use a cloth or bag to stop the filter on the air
intake, or it would damage the machine.

concealed parts such as ear, inner thigh. For most golden retrievers, we use a forced air dryer for about 3 minutes; then use the
compartment dryer 20-25 minutes; and finish (if necessary)with a handheld or forced air dryer on the difficult to dry parts; about
2-3 minutes.
Is the labor savings justified?
Experienced groomers and shop owners know that it takes relatively short time to bath a dog. It can take an hour or more to dry
some dogs (especially double coat and thick coat dogs such as the Samoyed and Alaskan Husky).
This compartment dryer replaces a lot of labor. In many situations the saving of labor and time can result in dramatically increasing
your grooming output and the amount of dogs groomed per day.
Compartment dryers are highly appreciated, approved, and coveted in the international market.
They come close to being a substitute staff member in most shops, proving added labor and increasing revenue as a result.
Is daily maintenance and repair complicated?
After over 10 years research and development by our team, we’ve upgraded several component parts and greatly improved
performance. It is easy and simple to maintain and repair this machine.
Minimal daily maintenance is required. Clean the waste liquid tray; remove the hair from filter on the fan mouth; clean the dryer
interior regularly after operation.
The compartment dryer has a switch to prevent voltage/current excess surges. It will power off if short circuit or electric leakage
occurs. If a problem occurs, open the control panel; everything is clearly marked on each electric wire. Follow the manual trouble
shooting instructions to fix most common problems easily and quickly.
How do I clean inside of the compartment dryer?
The entire compartment dryer is made of high quality SUS304 stainless steel, discouraging rust buildup and making cleaning easy.
Depending upon frequency of use, we suggest a thorough cleaning once a month. The two interior side grids are removable. You
should also remove the screws periodically; also deep clean the air outlet and fan to extend the life of the machine. Use neutral
detergent to clean the dryer interior. Use ozone generator (which located in the dryer) to eliminate the odors.
Are there any other advantages (besides saving time and labor)?
The compartment dryer’s value is greatly enhanced when working on difficult animals (especially cats). Most groomers have been
bitten by cats during the drying process. They are more sensitive and less tolerant during the drying process than dogs. Drying
them in the compartment dryer is the answer. Most cat hair is easily dried in the compartment dryer. Aggressive, ill and older
animals that may not like the repeated contact needed during the drying process also will benefit from this wonderful compartment
dryer.
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When the temperature is considered unsuitable for safe
operation of the dryer?
KISS GroomingTD-907 Compartment Dryer has adopted an
internationally acclaimed, advanced performance digital temperature.
It accurately controls and governs interior temperature of the dryer with a minimal varying within 1 degree of the set temperature.
PTC ceramic material heater blocks help resist unwarranted increases of temperature due to surface heat absorption. The heater
will automatically power off to guarantee pets safety when the surface temperature is higher than the set threshold value. This
eliminates the risk and prevents the machine and pets from overheating.

Dryer

Dryer

TD-907
TD-907

L

D

TD-907L
H

h
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Compartment Dryer

TD-907/907L

Automatic shut-off timer, could be set from 5 to 30 minutes.
Suitable for all breeds of dogs and cats, especially older and nervous animals.
When on, this dryer is amazingly quiet, virtually vibration-free. It appeases the most sensitive animals.
High air volume helps to remove and dry water from the coat.
Specialized PTC heating element keeps the temperature safe and steady from 35℃ (95F) to 50℃ (122F).
Two powerful motors generate a huge volume (2,700 cubic feet per minute) of air. Enough to dry a
thick coated golden retriever in about 25 minutes.
Efficient and reliable air exchange system makes sure the humidity is low and enough fresh air
circulates for dogs’ comfort.
Stainless Steel faceplate and grill are durable and easy to clean, helping to maintain a sterile environment.
Ozone function removes odor from the environment and refreshes air inside the compartment.
(Warning: Ozone should never be used when there is a dog inside the dryer).
Ease of operation makes this an incredibly valuable and time saving machine.

Over flow & leakage breaker
TD-907: inner size L81×D65×H69cm
TD-907L: inner size L106×D65×H105cm

OMRON intelligent temperature controller

Removable middle divider

Fresh air intake

ITEM

Stainless steel interior

Volume

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

TD-907

110

165

141×66×115 49-39/64×25- 63/64×42-33/64 132×74.5×120H

1.19

TD-907L

120

175

176×66×148 69-11/16×25- 63/64×55-29/32 183×73×157H

2.09

W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Package

(cbm)
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Pet Drying Cabinet

Super Efficiency

TD-907T is up to 90% quieter than conventional blowers.
Even cats, which are more sensitive than dogs, will feel more
comfortable, be relaxed and quiet with high probability.

TD-907T saves labor, expense and time. The enclosed
circulation of heated air makes a fast and energy-saving
drying. When one pet is being dried in the cabinet,
groomers can start drying another. Much greater efficiency
will thus be achieved.

Safe Grooming

Near Infrared Treatment

Many cat/dog scratch accidents happen during drying process.
These potential dangers are eliminated by TD-907T. The vent
holes at the bottom of the door ensure pets’ refreshed breath.
Anti-overheating system will shut down the machine when the
temperature is detected over 40℃.

The Infrared Therapy stimulates animal body recirculation,
helps raise tissue cell vitality, reduces granulation edema,
improve partial tissue nutrition and promotes recovery
greatly.

Negative ion Therapy

Simple Operation and Maintenace

TD-907T will dispense hot air with highly-concentrated
negative ions to make the coat smoother, more moisturized
and easier to comb and brush. Negative ions can also
purify the air in the cabinet.

What you need to do is just to choose a suitable working
mode, set temperature, wind speed and the running time.
The inside of the cabin and air inlet filters are easy to clean
and be replaced.

Dryer

Dryer

Black for optional color.

Quiet Running

TD-907T

This drying cabinet is a revolutionary product!
Groomers just need put pets in and press some buttons to start drying. When this pet is being
dried, groomers can turn for another drying.
Cabinet drying brings groomers a totally new drying style. No tables, no blowers, no noise, no
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What you need to do is just to open, put, close, press, open and take out.
To clear and clean the filter and internal surface now and then is also a piece of cake.
Less labor and expense, more customers to serve.
Especially good for sensitive species like cat, avoiding scratching accidents significantly.
To change or not to change, that is not a question.
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hot air, no close touch and scratch, no pets out of control, no floc and hair everywhere.

Dryer

Dryer

TD-907TW-XL

TD-907TW

Big room enough for drying a large-size dog, or drying two middle-size pets when the dividing
panel is inserted;
Quiet and cat-friendly;
Two modes, three-stage wind speed, multi-stage temperature;
Three-layer filtering system collects hair and floc, making
cleaning an easy job;
Super cost-efficient and labor-saving;
Safe and comfortable both for groomers and pets;
Negative ion, aroma and oxygen therapy make a pet-friendly
room;
The infrared therapy serves pets with added value;
Easy operation, simple maintenance;
Fashionable and beautiful appearance;
Technology transforms pet-drying and makes a simpler grooming.
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Pet Drying Cabinet

Dryer

Dryer

TD-907

The 3rd Generation of Classical Ionic Dryer
Highly Recommended by Jennifer Lee and Olga Zabelinskaya, ICMG, Member of Hall of Fame in Groom
Team USA.
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全新升级换代，德国原装进口风机，更安全可靠，更高效节能。

TD-905

Variable wind speed and temperature control.
The maximum wind speed is 38m/s.
Japanese made heavy duty 1HP fan, air-cooled brushless motor, reliable heating element and air
adjustment.
Temperature range is from 25℃ (77F) to 75℃ (167F).
Maintenance-free brushless motor, does not require oiling or greasing of internal parts.
Energy efficient, economic to run.
Extremely quiet (lower than 40 db).
Fashionably designed by Italian Master Designer.
ABS body compartment, resistant to harsh chemicals and scratches.
Double layer housing on the heater prevents over-heating.
The outlet tube is made from heat resistant PPS material (resisting over 260℃ (500F) temperature).
Durable hanging arm could be lifted and lowered thousands of times.
Advanced tourmaline brushes generate negative ions that aid in containing internal cuticle moisture
and taming unruly hair and straightening curly coats.
Negative ions also help in purifying the air and creating a healthier environment.

Specialized Pendant Available For Ceiling Mounting
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Ionic Wall-hanging Dryer

2010

World is not Black and
White.
Vivid and decora�ve
colors were painted.

2008
The beginning of the
whole story.
Bringing maybe the ﬁrst
ionic styling dryer into
this market.

2014

2014

A worldwide reorganiza�on.
This dryer series has
covered over 100
countries in this world.

2011
A Must in grooming salon.
The concepts in groomers’
mind were turned from “could
have”, to “be�er have”, now to
“must have”.

2017

A “geek” dryer.
Ultra strong ionic generator, an�-bacterial plas�c
housing, brushless motor,
etc, who said a “tradi�onal product” like dryer
cannot be “high-tech”?

2016

New genera�on with new art touches.
Lighted touching bu�ons, beau�ful
new mechanism, shinning ﬂamingo
pink and pearl white new colors.
Refreshing art elements added.

TD-906
And, Now in

2019
We are Back,
We are Black.

RED

Tension Adjustable Ear Mount

Anti-rusting Plastic Wheels

Easy Adjustment for Ergonomic
Height Setting

Dryer

Dryer

TD-906

Experience hands-free fluff drying.
This gentle, powerful finishing dryer produces wind speed of 38m/s.
Temperature range is from 25℃ (77F) to 75℃ (167F).
Japanese made heavy duty 1 HP fan, air-cooled brushless motor, reliable heating element
and air adjustment.
Variable air speed and temperature controls, suitable for all kinds of breeds.
Sturdy powder coated stand with durable locking casters.
Balanced weight design provides stability.
Available in two lovely colors, PINK FLAMINGO and PEARLIZED WHITE SWAN.
As a result of our advanced technology, the noise level is greatly reduced.
The washable foam filter is easy to remove and clean.
Nozzle rotates 360°, easily positioned at any angle.
Advanced tourmaline brushes generate negative ions that aid in containing internal cuticle
moisture and taming unruly hair and straightening curly coats.
Negative ions also help in purifying the air and creating a healthier environment.
The 3rd Generation of Classical Ionic Dryer
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Ionic Stand Dryer

Separate Controlled Negative Ion
Generator and Heating Element.

TD-908

available, yet out of the way. When
you need use of the dryer, just pull
the nozzle down gently, and then put
it back when you finished.
To make this machine incredibly user
friendly and convenient, you are able
to control the dryer by pressing the
button on the hand-held nozzle. This
eliminates the need for you to walk to
the unit to switch it on/off. There is a
main One-Button-Start system.
You can place the unit in grooming
room, which looks like a cabinet, or
put it out of the room to cut the noise
dramatically.
Ergonomic; people, pet and groomer
friendly; this easy to use design
brings you an extraordinary experience, while creating a healthier and
more pleasant working environment.

inside

Restlessness
Vertigo
Nervousness

Dryer

The medical world has long known that excessive noise exposure triggers hearing loss and
contributes to other illnesses (i.e. heart disease, anxiety, and stress related illnesses).
As a means of helping to curtail the catalyst of these physical ailments and to protect and
improve groomer’s health and working environment, we have spent years researching the
noise situation faced by groomers.
A breakthrough has been made!
The result is our Noise Terminator which incorporates a technology that employs a means and
solution to noise reduction on pet dryers.
The Noise Terminator is a combination of many advanced technologies, including Noise
Conduction Control, Noise Absorption, and Noise Transmitting in Air.
Now that this revolutionary technology is used on our Central Dryer System, the noise has
been reduced to an amazingly low level of 65dB. This is a major achievement in the field of
pet dryers.
The system very effectively does the work of two powerful dual motor dryers. This allows two
groomers to work separately, drying two dogs simultaneously.
We could even incorporate 4 dryers into the housing, making the Noise Terminator more
powerful. Four dryers inside with four individual wind outlets allows for 4 groomers to work at
the same time.
We are not just reducing the ambient noise but also allowing you the option of removing the
noise source from the grooming area.
Two 10m (over 32') long flexible hoses transfer the 90-95m/s high speed wind from the core
unit to grooming table.
The hoses can be mounted to the ceiling of the room. This allows for ease of access, keeping
them close at hand yet out of harm's way.
When the hoses are attached to our smartly designed spring balanced armature, they are

Tinnitus
Ear Pain
Hearing Loss

Prevent Noise Pollution
Restore Ear Health

outside
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Dryer

Noise Terminator Central
Dryer System

Dryer

Dryer

GEMINI Parallel Dual Motor Dryer TD-900CG

Specially Designed Handle for
Safe Carry and Cable Organizing

Triple Rear Filtering System

Metallic Dark Grey Coating

Variable Speed Control with
Natural Heating Output

Wide Nozzle Selection

Optional Stainless Steel Wall
Mount Available

After the first batch of Gemini was sold out, many reports from all over the world commented
it has “insanely strong blow force”!
Well, although it may be the strongest dual motor dryer in the world at this moment, please do
not call it “insane”. It dries large breeds fast!
Incredible blow force of 1250g+ exceeds most similar dryers in the world.
Variable speed control.
Natural heat generated by two powerful motors.
Conveniently mounts to the wall with specially developed wall mount bracket.
10ft heavy duty flexible hose and 3 different types of nozzles included.
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Don’t call me “INSANE”!

Dryer

Dryer

Hard extension pipe, for turning
the hosed dryer into a finish dryer.

TD-901GT

This is the most aptly named dryer in the pet world, AEOLIAN hosed dryer!
Incredible power, incredible value. This single motor dryer outperforms most dual motor
dryers in this market. Its wind speed and blow force has been experienced to be believed.
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This dryer is revolutionizing the world of single motor pet dryers.
It’s versatile too. Mount it on the wall or stand mount.

MANGO

TD-901MT

Mango’s single motor superior blow force
and wind speed allows it to perform better
than most double motor dryers.
When equipped with a hard pipe extension,
it turns from a forced air dryer into a
finishing dryer instantly.
Patented noise control technology brings
the noise level down to about 80 decibels.
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AEOLIAN

Hercules, The Hero in the name of Hero!

Super Blow Force
Incredible blow force of 955 grams and even more amazing
wind speed of 95m/s, beats every recorded cyclone on earth,
make TD-900XT the most powerful dual motor pet dryer
available.
Motor Life Span
Longer carbon brush of 38mm (1.5"), is the longest currently on
the market. Smaller sparks created by smaller carbon pellets
and smoother rotor give the TD-900XT a longer lifespan (by
30%) compared to the previous model.
Energy Savings
A better air flow system and a smaller flow friction force, has
allowed TD-900XT to perform at a higher energy efficient ratio,
yielding a 30% savings in energy consumption over previous
models.
Use our wall mount to get the dryer off the floor or countertop
and away from the work space area. 10' hose provides enough
length to allow you to walk around a grooming table.
Variable heat and power controls.

There isn’t a better value in the grooming realm than
the Cyclone.
It is one of the best single motor pet dryers available.
Super Blow Force
New Launched 52mm (2.04") diameter hose system and
highly improved motor, give the user a much higher blow
force of 605 grams, an increase of 45% over previous
model; unmatched wind speed of 60m/s, an increase over
previous model by 40%.
Motor Life Span has been extended
Longer carbon brush of 38mm (1.5"), is the longest currently on the market. Smaller sparks created by smaller carbon
pellets and smoother rotors give the TD-901T a longer
lifespan (by 30%) compared to the previous model
Energy Savings
A better air flow system and a smaller flow friction force,
has allowed TD-901T to perform at a highly energy
efficient ratio. The TD-901T, 1200 watt motor, outperforms
the 1600 watt dryer currently on the market.

SUPER CYCLONE
TD-901ST

Handheld Dryer
TD-904N

A very versatile dryer.
Performs the work of three dryers; forced air blower,
finishing dryer and also an air massager; the most
versatile dryer in our line.
Super blow force at 605 grams and fantastic wind speed
at 60m/s.
Top grade SUS304 Stainless Steel promises years of use
without rusting.
When this variable-speed dryer is detached from the
workstation stand it can be used as a portable or floor
dryer. The air nozzle swivels 360 degrees for accurate
drying.
Weighing approximately 6kg (13-1/4lbs) makes it a
portable dryer, easy and conveniently carried anywhere
you need. It has dual mounted legs which allow both
vertical and horizontal use.
Full steel workstation stand available.

Dryer

CYCLONE
TD-901T

Easy to maneuver in hand, lightweight and
comfortable to handle.
High volume negative ion generator built-in, for
closing cuticles and soothing hair.
Running quietly, good for long time closely use.
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Dryer
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HERCULES
TD-900XT

Dryer

Dryer

Cage Dryer

TD-903

Dryer Buying Guide
ITEM NO.

ITEM
TD-903

(kg)

(kg)

20

21.8

Volume

Dimension (cm)
W×D×H(cm)

56×58×55

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

22- 3/64×22-53/64×21-21/32

Package

(cbm)

56×58×55H

0.18

Groomer’s Third Arm

Wall Bracket for Single Motor Dryer

900 Watts - powerful enough to make sure all nozzles have equal and strong wind pressure.
3-speed control - wind speed from 15m/s to 24m/s.
Delivers large volume and flow of fresh air into cage compartments at natural environmental temperature.
Virtually maintenance free – no brushes to replace and no heating element to burn out.
Both intake ports have filters that eliminate hair and debris from entering the motor.
Includes a snout adapter, three long-lasting, heavy-duty 6' hoses, three cage attachments and clamps.
Net Weight Gross Weight

TD-9011

TD-9012

HIGHEST
MAXIMUM HEAT BLOW MAXIMUM TEMPERPOWER POWER FORCE SPEED
ATURE

NOISE

NW. GW.
(kg) (kg)

TD-901GT
2800W

600W

895g

90m/s

52℃

86dbA 4.75

--

895g

90m/s

--

1250g

125m/s

600W

605g

60m/s

605g

60m/s

6.0

65℃

500x350x300mm
1 Round
19.7"×13.8"×11.8"
The Strongest Professional
1 Flat
Wall Mount Blow Force
Groomers
85dbA 7.00 10.0
Narrow
Third Arm
Performance and Breeders
1 Flat Wide
515x375x350mm

52℃

83dbA 4.3

5.1

52℃

83dbA 4.3

340×160×210mm
13.4"×6.3"×8.3"

---

955g

95m/s

65℃

85dbA 6.4

1 Round
1 Flat
Narrow

Dryer Stand
Professional
Stainless
Wall Mount Full
Steel Housing Groomers
Third Arm
and Breeders

5.1

340×160×210mm 1 Round
13.4"×6.3"×8.3"
1 Flat with Dryer Stand Full Stainless Professional
Wall Mount Steel Housing Groomers
Stainless
and Breeders
Steel Long Third Arm
Extension
450×300×240mm

7.8

485×160×210mm
1 Round
19.1"×6.3"×8.3"
Wall Mount
1 Flat
Narrow and Third Arm
1 Flat Wide

TD-900XT
2400W

Strongest
Wind Speed
Dryer Stand And Blow
Professional
Wall Mount Force Among Groomers
Third Arm
Single Motor and Breeders
Dryers

86dbA 5.25

TD-901ST
600W

SUITABLE
FOR

340×160×210mm
1 Round
13.4"×6.3"×8.3"
Professional
Dryer Stand 2-in-1
1 Flat
Wall Mount Combo Dryer Groomers
Narrow
and Breeders
1 Hard Pipe Third Arm
450×300×240mm

450×300×240mm

1800W

ADVANTAGE

340×160×210mm
13.4"×6.3"×8.3"
1 Round
1 Flat
Narrow
450×300×240mm

TD-901T
1800W

ACCESSORY

52℃

TD-900CG
2400W

NOZZLE

5.5

TD-901MT
2800W

DIMENSION
PACKING
MEASUREMENT

Superior
Wind Speed
and Blow
Force

Professional
Groomers
and Breeders

ACCESSORY

UNIT

REMARK

Hose (D40)

Piece For TD-901, TD-900X

2nd Generation
Piece For TD-901T, TD-900XT, Monster, TD-901ST
Hose (D52)

TD-9013

Dry Stand for Single Motor Dryer

TD-9012X

Wall Bracket for Hercules

Carbon Brush

Pair

1 pair for single motor dryer and 2 pairs for
dual motor dryer

ACCESSORY

UNIT

REMARK

2nd Generation
Carbon Brush

Pair

1 pair for single motor dryer and 2 pairs for
dual motor dryer

Dryer Motor

Piece

All accessories are suitable for AEOLUS
brand dryers
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600×300×240mm

Fold down handle

Unique rubber denoising protector

Unique rubber denoising protector

Fixing slot of cage divider

Wavy, grooved skid-resistant surface

Show Product

Show Product

KB-511 Series

Must-have star product for dog show of Europe and America.
Mulit-role —Cage, grooming table, work table, luggage cart, pet carrier,
transportor,etc—for your multi-purpose at dog show.
Heavy-duty aluminum parts, rust resistant, durable, strong, resilient in the
roughest conditions.
Light-weight, easy to clean. Simple to be loaded with your dogs and
luggage or supplies.
New and upgraded: rubber denoising protector—eliminate noise caused by
metal bump, which often happened to similar products.
Compact size fits in most standard cars and is easy for transportation and
storage

1.Folding state

2.Single-cage Trolley

4.Four-cage Trolley

3.Double-cage Trolley

5.Four-cage Trolley
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Dog Show Aluminum
Portable Trolley

Double door locking system

Show Product

Tool Organizer Cover

Show Product

Trolley Accessories

Trolley Skirt

Anti-Slip Grooming Mat

Adjustable Angle Umbrella with Clamp
Hanging Water Bottle with Clamp
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Feeding Bowl with Mount

Foldable Grooming Arm with Clamp

Attachable Carabineer Hooks

Show Product

Hanging Tool Box

Show Product

Cup Holder

Protective Covering for Trolley
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Battery Powered Cooling Fan with Mini-USB port

6” Heavy Duty Castor Set

Lightweight Collapsible Travel Chair

All-Terrain Foldable Travel Chair
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Tool Bag

Pink, Purple, Blue, Black and Silver Colors Available

Aluminum Alloy Enclosure
Made of 100% adonic aluminum oxide alloy,
strong and durable.
Folding design and easy to carry and set up.
Used as preparation area of dog show or
exhibition area of dog sale.
Show Product

Show Product

6"

4"

KA-514
Hexagon

Octagon

EP-HEX-2824
EP-HEX-2836
EP-HEX-3624
EP-HEX-3636
EP-OCT-2824
EP-OCT-2836
EP-OCT-3624
EP-OCT-3636
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Customized specialize colors available!

ITEM

Gross Weight

Dimension(cm)

Volume

ITEM

Gross Weight

Dimension(cm)

Volume

(kg)

Stand
W×D×H(cm)

Package

(cbm)

KA-513NAO

13.5

78×54×63H

80×65×16H

0.12

0.17

KA-513NAT

15.2

78×54×63H

80×65×16H

0.12

0.17

KA-514NAT

8.5

55×44×80H

58×84×16H

0.08

(kg)

Stand
W×D×H(cm)

Package

(cbm)

KA-511NAO

17.3

93×65×80H

95×84×16H

0.17

KA-511NAT

19.7

93×65×80H

95×84×16H

KA-511NAF

23.3

93×65×80H

95×84×16H

Gross
weight

(kg)

(kg)

One-piece

Height

(cm)

(cbm)

7.0
9.4
8.8
11.9
9.0
12.2
11.4
15.6

70

60

70

90

90

60

90

90

70

60

70

90

90

60

90

90

71×23×62
71×23×92
91×23×62
91×23×92
71×28×62
71×28×92
91×28×62
91×28×92

0.10
0.15
0.13
0.19
0.12
0.18
0.16
0.23

6.0
8.4
7.8
10.9
8.0
11.2
10.4
14.6

Dog Stacker

Unfolded dimension
width

Package

Volume

DS-600

Net
weight

Gross
weight

(kg)

(kg)

7.2
10.1
EP-6624 10.8
EP-6636 15.1
Square EP-8824
14.4
EP-8836 20.2
EPH-4448 13
EPH-6648 18.2
EPH-8848 25.5

8.2
10.1
11.8
16.1
15.9
21.7
15
20.2
27.5

Item
EP-4424
EP-4436

Size(cm)
Unfolded dimension

Package

Volume

(cbm)

120×120×60H 124×15×62 0.12
120×120×90H 124×15×92 0.17
180×180×60H 94×27×62 0.16
180×180×90H 94×27×92 0.23
240×240×60H 124×27×62 0.21
240×240×90H 124×27×92 0.31
120×120×120H 124×15×122 0.23
180×180×120H 94×28×122 0.32
240×240×120H 124×28×122 0.42

Snake Chain
www.TOEXpet.com

Item

Net
weight

600mm

500

mm

ITFS-6050

500mm

600mm

500

900mm

500m

m

900mm

900mm

ITFR-9050

900mm

500m

900mm

500m

900mm

m

900mm

900mm

m

500m

m

ITFR-6050

500m

m

ITFS-9050

900mm

900mm

mm

ITFR-5050

900mm

500m

900mm

900mm

ITFS-5050

ITDS-9060

900mm

500

m

900m

m

900mm

Show Product

900mm

mm

Show Product

500mm

Instrument Trolley

ITDD-5050

900mm

500

mm

ITDD-6060

ITDS-9090

500mm

500mm

500

mm

900mm

mm

ITDS-9050-D

900mm

500mm

500

900mm

500mm

900mm

Constructed from 100% 304 stainless steel.
Safety folds to all edges, with reinforced shelves.
Smooth rolling 4” nylon wheels with S/S brackets.
4 styles to choose, with or without rails, with multiple drawers too.
Neat welding and polishing finish, ensures both decent looking and great
durability.

ITDS-9060

ITDD-9090

ITDF-5050

www.TOEXpet.com
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ITDS-9050

Micro Bubble SPA Tub

BTS-150

www.TOEXpet.com

This Professional Spa Tub offers unprecedented luxury and therapeutic experiences to the pet grooming industry.
Patent pending technology generates billions of miniscule bubbles between 20 -40μm, immediately changing pure water
into a creamy milky white liquid that soothes and caresses the skin and coat.
The tiny bubbles carry negative ions that attach to dirt particles, lift them to the surface off the dog’s skin and out of their
coats. When dirt is saturated with micro bubbles, the particles will float up to water surface. The best part is you don't need
any shampoo to clean the pet's undercoat, the bubbles do all the work.
When cleaning and conditioning solutions are implemented, the
effect is even more pronounced, resulting in better moisturizing,
cleaning and smoothing treatment.
This is also the first micro bubble SPA tub that has high density
Ozone in the bubbles. When air is absorbed into the water, the
Ozone level is capable of reaching 14% -15% saturation; this aids
in treating numerous skin issues and irritations problems. You
could also connect this machine to an Oxygen tank to get 100%
pure Ozone infused into the water. The therapeutic effects result is
fantastic skin and great looking and feeling coat. There have been
many cases where the effects on severe skin diseases, rashes and
irritated conditions have been dramatically and positively altered
and improved.
Two countdown timers, one for SPA treatment and the other for
Ozone function.
The Ozone can also be switched on and turned off automatically,
for maintaining daily sterilization conditions.
This SPA Tub is not just a therapy treatment for pet, it’s also a
revenue generating machine. Treatments should be billed similarly
to those charged for grooming; similar to what you would pay at a
SPA. The money will flow in once your clients learn of this unique
and wonderful SPA.
A petite round model (BTS-151) is suitable for smaller pets;
available in red and white base colors.

Milky Delicate Micro
Bubbles Spread in the
Whole Tub

Micro Bubbles Permeate
into Pet Fur and Clear out
the Stubborn Dirt

New luxury stainless
steel SPA bath tub
is coming.

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

BTS-150

93

136

BTS-151

49

82

Dimension (cm)
Stand

Package

160×65×100 195×89×135H
ø66×100

77×68×120H

Volume
(cbm)
2.34
0.63

running water. Our SPA tub operates via the same
theory, agminated micro bubbles make liquid seem
almost opaque when saturated with the micro bubbles.
When immersed in the SPA animals relax; their breathing
is enhanced due to the soothing effects and increased
negative ion release (because of the high concentration
of anions in air and water). Their heart rates slows and
they thoroughly enjoy the experience. Our SPA tubs
dramatically increases the anion release through the
high frequency crash of micro bubbles.
It is well known that anions (negative ions) are widely
touted in the hair care field. The theory is anions can
keep hair soft and moisturized. The micro bubbles which have negative
charges unite water molecules, make hair absorb more water, and deeply
nourish hair.
If we put detergent or hair conditioner into then SPA liquid, they will combine with micro bubbles which have negative charges and cling to the hair
root, thus improving damaged hair and improving overall feel and quality.
Micro bubbles massage the skin and coat. They can also deliver medications and conditioners to the desired areas needing treatment.
The effect will be immediate after one or two treatments, and cumulatively
better after regular ongoing treatments.
Extensive tests have been conducted to ensure that our micro bubbles are effective.
For allergies, skin diseases and more severe skin conditions and rashes, adding
pure oxygen and Veterinarian recommended and prescribed serums and medications can enhance the SPA treatments.
Submerge your hand into the SPA for a minute, you’ll realize immediately the
benefits this wonderful tub will provide for your pets.
There have been proven results of the positive dramatic effects the SPA treatment has on human skin as well. Therefore your pets will surely benefit from the
treatment.
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Bathing Tub

The definition of “Micro Bubble” is the bubble which is from 20~40μm.
Bubbles that exceed this size range cannot be referred to as true
“Micro Bubbles”.
We manufacture our “Micro Bubble SPA” tub in its true sense. We
added the unique function “Ozone Micro Bubble” that other similar
products have not.
Observe that translucent water/liquid will immediately return to the
milky white color 30 seconds after the SPA is switched on.This is why
we also refer to it as the “Milk SPA”.
There is no milk, milk powder any other additives. The white color is
solely created by and due to billions of micro bubbles.
Look closely at a waterfall. You see white water instead of clear

Bathing Tub

What Is “Micro Bubble SPA”?
How Does It Work?

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

BTS-161

Mirror looking fancy bathing tub.
High polished smooth surface realizes both decent appearance and
easy-to-shine function in one go.
Outer dimension at 900mmLx550mmWx900mmH with inner tub at SPA
version available with item number of BTS-161SPA, with micro-bubble pump
built-in.
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Glossy Stainless Steel Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

Classic Bathing Tub with
Lifting Door
BTS-130
Made of SUS 304 stainless steel, up-down
lifting door and ramp.

Made of SUS304 stainless steel, perfect manufacturing, classic constructure, occupying
European and American market for years.
Selected stainless steel from famous manufacturers meets or exceeds international standards.
13 perfect manufacturing processes---shearing, cutting, welding, polishing……
Standard parts: Multi-filtering drain and exclusive drain hose, standard predrilled hot/cold
faucet, ramp(standard version), water resistant height-control pedal(for E series only), etc.
Optional up-down lifting door, left-right sliding door, electric lifting base, 2.0mm extra thick
stainless steel material, ramp with stairs, ramp without stairs…multiple structure choices.

sliding door and ramp.

With Lift Door

Electric Lifting Bathing
Tub with Lifting Door
BTS-130E
Made of SUS 304 stainless steel, up-down
lifting door and large-lifting-range base.

Electric Liﬁng Bathing
Tub with Sliding Door
BTS-131E
Made of SUS 304 stainless steel, left-right
sliding door and large-lifting-range base.

www.TOEXpet.com
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Stainless Steel Bathing Tubs
BTS-130 / 131 / 130E / 131E

Classic Bathing Tub with
Sliding Door
BTS-131
BTS-131
Made of SUS 304 stainless steel, left-right

BTS-130T

BTS-130E/131E

Bathing Tub

Tie-down ring on back splash board

Bathing Tub

Detachable and easy to pack

Deluxe Stainless
Steel Tub
BTS-130T
Wholly made of 2.0mm extra thick SUS304
stainless steel, durable and stable.

Stainless Steel Bathing Tubs
with Swing in/out Ramp
BTS-131P
BTS-131
Made of SUS304 stainless steel, including left-right sliding door

Puppy booster

Black plastic floor panel is not equipped
Standard which is an optional part

Hose holder

Water faucet reserved holes

Stainless steel drainage
And hair strainer

Water faucet

Optional part：SR-401 shampoo rack

Simple operation

and push-and-pull ramp with stairs for easy storage.

L

H3

H2
H4

www.TOEXpet.com

W

Stainless Steel Bathing Tubs
With Swing in/out Ramp
BTS-130ECO
Made of SUS304 stainless steel, simple assembly,
easy to operaion, good value for money.

Dimension Figures
H1: Height of the base/leg.
H2: Internal height of the tub
H3: Height of the splash board.
H4: Height from the opening of tub to the ground.

BTS-130
L: 127cm
W: 67cm
H1: 50cm
H2: 38cm
H3: 52cm
H4: 88cm

N.W: 53kg
G.W: 90kg
Volume: 0.72m³
Package:
140×75×69cmH

BTS-130T
L: 127cm
W: 67cm
H1: 50cm
H2: 38cm
H3: 52cm
H4: 88cm

N.W: 118kg
G.W: 155kg
Volume: 0.81m³
Package:
140×78×74cmH

BTS-131
L: 127cm
W: 67cm
H1: 50cm
H2: 38cm
H3: 52cm
H4: 88cm

N.W: 53kg
G.W: 90kg
Volume: 0.72m³
Package:
140×75×69cmH

BTS-131P
L: 127cm
W: 67cm
H1: 50cm
H2: 38cm
H3: 52cm
H4: 88cm

N.W: 53kg
G.W: 90kg
Volume: 0.72m³
Package:
140×75×69cmH

BTS-130E
L: 127cm
W: 67cm
H1: 25-95cm
H2: 41cm
H3: 40cm
H4: 66-136cm

N.W: 92kg
G.W: 125kg
Volume: 0.89m³
Package:
140×76×84cmH

BTS-130ECO
L: 127cm
W: 67cm
H1: 50cm
H2: 38cm
H3: 52cm
H4: 88cm

N.W: 53kg
G.W: 90kg
Volume: 0.72m³
Package:
140×75×69cmH

BTS-131E
L: 127cm
W: 67cm
H1: 25-95cm
H2: 41cm
H3: 40cm
H4: 66-136cm

N.W: 92kg
G.W: 125kg
Volume: 0.89m³
Package:
140×76×84cmH
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H1

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

BTS-139

Instead of wrestling with large dogs, they can walk into the tub at almost floor height with great ease.
Not bend-over and struggling with bad postures all day long, you can adjust both the tub and inside rack
height to achieve the optimum working height you need.
The inner platform could lift animals during bathing and drying works, even when they lay down for
temporary rest, you can still adjust their height with gentle start and stop actions.
Super big loading capacity up to over 300kg, ensures enough power to lift up any dog on this planet.
Water resistant mechanism, the linear actuator and power system can still perform well under all day long
high humidity and even water splashing.
Fully opened front door with buffering system, allows every pet to find their most comfortable way to get in
and out.
Constructed from 304 grade stainless steel, easy to clean, robust and up to the daily challenges of a busy
grooming salon.
Personalized painting on splashing boards available, please consult your local distributor for more details.
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Super Ergonomic Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

BTS-136

BTS-136E

Water Sprayer Holder

Black plastic floor panel

Accessories

Grooming technology

Characterized painted BTS-136E

Stainless Steel Bathing Tub

BTS-136/136E

It’s time, to add lovely colors to your bathing room!
Get away from the dull, cold and boring stainless steel looking, make it pretty, make it “warm”,
and make it yours!
The painting on the inside of the splashing board of BTS-136 can be characterized to meet
your personal demand.
The painting is vivid with high defination.

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

BTS-136

35

45

BTS-136E

62

104

Dimension (cm)
W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

(cbm)

129×69×44H

0.39

125×65×103-173 49-7/32×25-19/32×40-35/64-68-7/64 130X68X70H

0.62

125×65×138

49-7/32×25-19/32×54-21/64
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A budget tub with fully welded tank and assembly splash guards.
Very good choice for grooming salons and boarding kennels; a terrific value.
Puppy booster, bottom panels, hair strainer, drain, flexible drain hose and silicon caulking kit
included.

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

Entry step

Round Cornered Fiberglass Tub

BTN-140
Anti-slippery Floor

BTN-141

BTN-141

BTN-140/141

A new choice for bathing tub, with large capacity and attractive appearance.
The front entry allows convenient washing from both sides of the tub.
Very good option for large breeds, especially when the animal is not easy to turn around
physically.
Two options for interior tub, either made from ivory color fiberglass or white color powder
coated stainless steel.
Side panels could be painted to customer choice.
All parts available, including stainless steel restraint ring, spray nozzle holder, Moen shower
faucet, and chrome plated sprayer hose or vinyl hose, etc. (they are not included in standard
package, please let our sales representatives know the requirements).
Exterior measures 142cm long, 88cm wide, 91cm tall.
Interior size is 122cm long, 72cm wide, 50cm deep.
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Bathing tub

Hair Strainer

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

BTS-137E

Great solution for limited space could be lined up in a row for crowded rooms.
Easy and comfortable lift door with low-low stable electric base leaves easiest
access for large breeds.
Robust electrical base, lifts up to 250lbs as maximum capacity.
Stainless steel drainage, hair strainer and plastic standing floor panels included.
No assembly needed, shipped in solid one piece.

Black plastic floor panel

Stainless steel drainage and hair strainer

ITEM
BTS-137E

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

77

110

Dimension (cm)
Stand

Package

126.5×67×65-131 140×76×84H

Volume
(cbm)
0.89
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Inline Stainless Steel Tub

Extra low access for dog to walk on

BTS-132T free standing style

Stable electric lift base with great
Loading capacity

Fully opening front door

Black plastic floor panel is not equipped standard,
which is an optional part.

Accessories Included

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

BTS-132T

BTS-132TE

BTS-132T/132TE

European Styling.
BTS-132T has a fixed base.
BTS-132TE has the same smart design with an electric base.
Constructed from 13 gauge stainless steel panels. This tub will perform for years to come.
Wide front door opens across the full width of the tub, allowing large breeds easy access.
Large breeds and older dogs can stroll in and out (of the BTS-132TE) when the tub is lowered.
Dog fixture rings on back splash guard for easy dog restraint.
Comfortably bath small breeds without bending by over raising the tub to a suitable level for your
stature (and/or by adding a booster rack).
Water resistant foot pedal controls make operating the tub simple.
The gentle movement up/down does not startle pets.
Tubs also come with stainless steel hair strainer, flexible drain hose.
Tub bottom panel, puppy booster and faucet are optional parts.

ITEM
BTS-132T
BTS-132TE

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

50

53

77

83

Volume

Dimension (cm)
W×D×H(cm)

120×60×140

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

47-1/4×23-5/8×55-1/8

118×64×105-175 47-1/4×23-5/8×41-11/32~68-57/64

Package

(cbm)

123×63×88H

0.35

123×63×88H
129×69×25H

0.58
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European Style Stainless
Steel Bathing Tub

Clean water

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

Water circulation system

right water tank
left water tank

Cycle filtration
water
sewage

Stainless Steel Hydro Bath

BTS-145

World Class Hydro Bath
(performs double duty as a therapeutic massage treatment tub).

Industrial strength hinge

Recirculation plugs

Removable grids

Increased lather production

Water inlet filter

Instant on heater

High volume water pressure helps generate increased lather, which in turn saves time when
washing pets, consuming less shampoo.

Powerful water stream makes the product not merely a tub but also a SPA machine, providing
a gentle and thorough full body massage for your pets.
Two recirculation tanks offer options of solution treatment; fresh water rinsing available too.
Advanced temperature and water level monitoring system ensure 100% safe usage.
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This tub employs top rated, Australian produced, Davey Pumps.

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

BTS-142

BTS-142/142E

Round corner front lip for comfortable body contact.
Lift-up door realizes easy entrance for large sized animals.
Built from 100% 304 stainless steel with whole body fully welded for great
durability.
Pre-drilled faucet holes adapts all the existing faucet center distances.
Electric lifting version BTS-142E available too.
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Round Lip S/S Tub

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

BTS-85ECO

BTS-138E

BTS-138E

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

89

122

Dimension (cm)
Stand

Package

127×67×106-176 140×76×84

BTS-85/85ECO

Overall size:
BTS-85: 840mm×680mm×1200mmH (33”×26-3/4”×47-1/4”H)
BTS-85-ECO: 900mm×500mm×1150mmH (35-1/2”×19-3/4”×45-1/4”H)
Small animal bathing tub, saving precious grooming room space. Budget solution for small sized
stainless steel bathing tub. Stable freestanding base made from fully welded stainless steel tubes.
Completely welded tub main body prevents leakage, working well for merging animals into water.
Predrilled mounting holes for faucet installation, adaptable for both 6” centered or 4”/8” faucets,
please clarify this point when ordering. Includes: Splash boards, drainage, flexible waste pipe,
sprayer holder, and tie-down ring.

Made of SUS 304 Stainless Steel, anti-rust with lifelong
durability.
Fully welded bathtub main body, with round corners and
smooth polishing, the best solution for cleaning and keeping
hygienic.
Good for containing water and providing medical treatment
for pets with skin problems.
Pre-drilled holes on each side allow for 4” to 8” faucet installations.
Foldable Splash guard panels offer flexibility based on your
needs.
Easy height control by using step-on water resistant pedals.
Simple management of small breeds (by raising the tub and
adding puppy booster) and larger /older breeds (by lowering
the tub for them to stroll in).
The gentle movement up/down does not startle pets.
Also comes with flexible drain hose, stainless steel hair
strainer, two tub bottom panels and one puppy booster.

ITEM

Small Animal Bathing Tub

Stainless steel drainage
and hair strainer
Volume
(cbm)
0.89

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension (cm)

Volume

(kg)

(kg)

Stand

Package

(cbm)

BTS-85

84

96

68×84×120

88×66×135

0.92

BTS-85ECO

84

96

50×90×108

95×52×30

0.26

BTS-85
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Stainless Steel Electric
Li�ing Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

BTF-90
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Nautical grade fiberglass, the same material and thickness as used in yacht construction makes
this product a top quality tub.
Fully sealed tub tank, made from injection mold, ensures great durability and reliability.
Softer touch and warmer feel than regular stainless steel tubs, better care for animals.
BTF-90 is equipped with firm and stable freestanding base, BTF-90E comes standard with
low-drop electric base.
Includes: stainless steel drainage, hair strainer, and flexible waste pipe.

Skid-proof and decorative
solid ﬁgure on the bottom

Simple and ﬁrm connection

ITEM
BTF-90

Net Weight Gross Weight

Fashionable and beautiful streamline

Dimension (cm)

(kg)

(kg)

Stand

82

97

60×90×110

Volume

Package

(cbm)

65×95×110

0.36

Round
Bathing Tub BTS-90-ECO
SmallCornered
AnimalEconomical
Bathing Tub
Measures at 900Wx500Dx900H(front lip), a really compact but feasible small size tub.
100% made from 304 stainless steel with fully welded and polished radius corners, it’s really
sturdy and durable.
Fully sealed tank, good for SPA and medical bathing treatment.
Knock-down package, cost effective for transportation.
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Small Fiberglass Tub

Shampoo Rack
SR-401

Water Faucet

Powder Coated Shampoo Rack - Holds 4 Gallons
SR-402

S/S Water Sprayer

WS-003

Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub

Optional Parts

Overhead Dog Holding Arm

Standard Parts

A perfect tool to provide a more effective bath in animal
clinics, grooming salons, pet clubs, animal shelters and
kennels.
It can help save 20% shampoo or conditioner and make
groomers work easily.
The perfect combination of air and water flow, eliminating
the cumbersome traditional manual dilution of shampoo;
Automatic shampoo dilution without electricity and extra
cost;
Labor-saving, time-saving, and “worry-saving”;
Perfect dilution produces quick foaming and thorough
cleaning;
Save shampoo by more than 20%, no need to worry
about excessive waste of shampoo;
4 optional shampoos;
Easily setting dilution ratio for different shampoos.

PW-001
Cold Water
Vavle
Water Mixing
r
Warm Wate

Hot Water
er
Warm Wat

r
Warm Wate

Black Plastic Floor Panel

Stainless Steel Drainage and Hair Strainer

Shampoo Source Knob
(4)Shampoo Hose

Function Knob
Bathe/Rinse
Inlet Hose
Sprayer Hose

Hose/Sprayer Holder
(4)Shampoo

Tie-down Ring On Back
Splash Board

Flexible Waste Pipe
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Pet Washer

Model

Stainless Other
Steel
material

BTS-150

☆

Bathing Tub

BTS-151

Fixed
splashboard

Foldable
splashboard

Ramp

Lifting

Acrylic
Tub

☆ ☆
☆

☆

☆

☆ ☆

☆

☆ ☆

☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

☆ ☆

☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

☆ ☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

BTS-137E

BTS-132T

BTS-132TE

BTS-136
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BTS-136E

☆ ☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

☆

☆ ☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

☆

☆ ☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

☆
☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

BTF-90

BTS-85

BTS-85ECO

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

Nautical
grade
fiberglass

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆
☆

☆ ☆ ☆

☆

☆ ☆

☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆
☆ ☆ ☆ ☆
☆ ☆

☆ ☆

Optional parts
Carton

Optional
size

Hot/cold
faucet

☆

Ramp

Shampoo
storage
basket

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

BTS-131

BTS-130E

Grooming
arm

☆

☆

BTS-130

BTS-131E

☆

Wooden
case

☆

☆ ☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

Simple
package

☆

BTF-180E

BTS-130T

BTS-130ECO

Package
Packless

BTS-150

BTS-131E

BTS-131P

Model

BTS-151

☆

BTS-130E

Classification

Standard
Bottom
Drain Adjustable predrilled
panel assembly leveler threaded Screws
holes

☆ ☆ ☆

BTS-130

BTS-131

Puppy
booster

Acrylic
Tub

Nautical
grade
fiberglass

BTF-180E

Standard parts and functions

Bathing Tub

Material

BTS-130T

BTS-131P

BTS-130ECO

BTS-137E

☆

BTS-132T

BTS-132TE

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

BTS-136

BTS-136E

☆
BTF-90

☆

☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

☆

☆

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

☆

BTS-85

☆
BTS-85ECO

☆
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Classification

BTS-151

BTS-136E

BTS-136E

BTS-130/131

BTS-132T

BTS-132TE

BTS-132TE

BTS-180E

BTS-136

BTS-130/131E

BTS-130/131E

BTF-90

BTS-85ECO

BTS-138E

BTS-138E
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Bathing Tub

Bathing Tub
Bathing Tub

BTS-150

Pet Cliper

Pet Cliper

Rechargeable Pet Trimmer

MC-220

Rechargeable Pet Trimmer

Super lightweight, rechargeable with long running time.

Though slim and tiny, but as powerful as all other big trimmers.

Safe and close-to-skin blade ensure smooth cutting at hard-to-reach areas.

A perfect solution for partial trimming needs.

Ideal handy trimmer for ears, faces, paws and sanitary areas.

Very light weighted and easy to carry around.

T-liner blade available on this trimmer, good for creative carving too.

Good in pocket, perfect in palm.

Mini-USB charging port, could be charged by any standard power banks.

Insanely low noise, not annoying pets at all.

MC-230

LED display of battery
capacity and RPM

High-tech sense

Detachable blade

Good in pocket, perfect
in palm.
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Safe, reliable, stable, durable and efficient.

Pet Cliper

Pet Cliper

Pet Clipper

MC-670

Rechargeable Pet Clipper

MC-680

Heavy duty 12V motor built-in, born for toughest coats!

Four detachable blades and four comb attachments make easier to trim different pets' hair.

Slim and lightweight mainframe fits any sized hands comfortably.

LCD displays motor speed, battery percentage and out-of-oil.

5 detachable blades available, leaving hair length from 3 to 12mm.

Quiet running comforts pets.
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2000mA high performance battery ensures 4-hour working time.

CL-SERIES
CL-530

Pet Cliper

Pet Cliper

Two Ceramic Blades
One Battery
Comb Set

High Torque Rechargeable Clipper MC-690
High torque, quiet running motor ensures very smooth cutting.
Stainless steel blade, standard and ultra thin two sizes available.
Metal combs available for whole body trimming finish.

CL-SERIES
CL-6110
Two Ceramic Blades
Two Batteries
Plastic Hard Case
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Lithium battery with 4-5 hour working time.
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Shears

Shears

Chunker

Straight Scissor / Curved Scissor

Shears

On a par with other top of the line shears, The Rainbow and
Deep Space Black colored Prism series provides superior
performance. It is made of titanium coated high quality
Japanese 440C stainless steel. It offers a fantastic value and
style. The popular choice for champion groomers the world
over.
www.TOEXpet.com
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Shears

匠心打磨︐大师之选

The KISSGROOMING line offers a
broad spectrum of shears. Ideal
choice for busy grooming salons.
Each shear is made of top performance handmade Japanese steel
and ensuring long term durability
and performance.

Shears

Shears

The Swan series is the shear for fashionable groomers who demand performance
and value. Each shear is made of stainless steel and painted in 5 gorgeous colors;
Barbie Pink, Lavender, Emerald , Sky Blue, Sunflower Yellow and Space Black.

Brand

www.TOEXpet.com

Brand

Material

Japanese 440C
stainless steel

Surface Treatment

Hand polished finish

Type

Model

Material

Surface Treatment

Type

7.5 inch teenth thinner shears

7.5 inch teenth thinner shears

7.5 inch straight shears

4.5 inch facial straight shears

8.0 inch straight shears

7.0 inch straight shears

Stainless steel
Metallic natural luster

Color

6.5 inch teenth thinner shears

Color

6.5 inch teenth thinner shears

5.5 inch facial straight shears

Model

Painted

X:
1-Barbie pink
2-Lavender

8.5 inch straight shears

3-Emerald green

7.5inch curved shears

4-Sky blue

7.5 inch straight shears

8.5inch curved shears

8.0 inch straight shears

4.5 inch facial straight shears

8.5 inch straight shears

5.0 inch facial straight shears

5-Space dark
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The crème de la crème of shears.
The Velvet series is one of the highest quality lines in the market. Master groomers choose these
shears over others prices considerably higher. This series is made of high quality Japanese 440C
stainless steel with hand polished finish. The workmanship is exceptional. It holds it edge longer than
most. The modern and ergonomic shear handle design features the “crane grip”, designed to help
relieve stress on both shoulders and wrists.

Shears

Shears

A combo set for one stop fast grooming
solution!
All tailor made from different portions on
animal body to achieve systematic grooming operation with high efficiency.
9” Straight, 8” Straight, 8.5” Curved, 6”
Curved, 7” Double Sided Chunker, 6.5”
Curved Chunker, 8” Chunker, forming a
complete system for full body scissoring.
For educational video guides, please search
“Fast Jenny Grooming” on Youtube!

Pro S

x:
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Scissors

Shears

Shears

25KISS014

MATTI

Kiss Slicker Brush

As the first electric dematter in the market, it’s a huge helper for stressful
dematting work.
Compact, lightweight, easy to grip, reducing strain on groomers’ hands,
wrists and shoulders.
The metal safety guide rails prevent any discomfort for the dog by stopping
the pins from coming into contacts with the dogs’ skin.
Equipped with brushless motor, ensuring long lasting service life.
Adapting 100 -240V voltage worldwide.
Unique hair collector gathers all the loose hair together easily.
Replaceable cassette has S/S safe pins; it’s easy to be replaced by few
simple steps.

The Magic Tool for dematting!
Specially designed curved surface with heavy duty rubber mat mounted.
430 stainless steel pins implanted for comfortable and safe operation.
Removes mats, loose hair and debris easily.
Lightweight, eliminate the stress on your wrist.
Two sizes available.
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25KISS015

20

20

BR-350

BR-B01

BR-B02

From Germany

30

BR-270

Brushes & Combs

Brushes & Combs

0

27mm
10
0

10

20mm

BR-200

20
10

35mm

0

Handles made from beautiful
walnut, with wonderful texture,
grain and natural colors.
3 different length pins, implanted
tightly in durable rubber pad.
Ionic brush, combined with fine
cooper wires and nylon,
generates rich ions that aid in
helping to flatten coats and
provide sheen.

Item Number

Description

Packing Size

BR-200

High Quality Thermo Ash Wood Brush
Luxury Metal Pin Brush - 20mm Pin

23cm*24cm*7cm

BR-270

High Quality Thermo Ash Wood Brush
Luxury Metal Pin Brush - 27mm Pin

23cm*24cm*7cm

BR-350

High Quality Thermo Ash Wood Brush
Luxury Metal Pin Brush - 35mm Pin

23cm*24cm*7cm

High Quality Beech Wood Brush Palisander

26cm*24cm*10cm

BR-B01

BR-B02

LuxuryL Bronze Ionic Brush

0.5kg 5pcs/CTN

0.5kg 5pcs/CTN

0.6kg 5pcs/CTN

0.6kg 5pcs/CTN

High Quality Beech Wood Brush Palisander

10cm*16cm*7cm

Luxury Bronze Ionic Body Brush

0.24kg 1pcs/CTN
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Professional Brushes

Brushes & Combs
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Brushes & Combs
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The Prism series of is the longtime favorite of professional
groomers. Selected and recommended by instructors and master
groomers. They are excellent finishing combs with unique rainbow
titanium plating that is rust resistant.
Hardened teeth are drilled into the solid metal spine. Non-slip spine
is contoured for a better grip and ease of use. The rounded teeth
are smooth and sleek, Gentle to the touch.

Model Dog

Model Dog

Combing effect

Gteatly matching head shape

Enough quantity and length of the hair

High simulation effect, easy to comb, nap, style and cut.
Enough quantity and length of the hair to cut a professional competition hair
style or cuddly Teddy style.
Moderate intensity and hardness of the hair can avoid possible hand muscle
strain, or any wear and tear of the scissors.
Safety of the hair ensures no odor or allergen, and will not cause itchy or
allergic skin, mouth and nose.
Reasonably designed removable limbs ensure easy and convenient replacement of the hair from the model.
Reasonable price of product exported to Europe will be offered to domestic
groomers and groomer school.

Cutting effect

www.TOEXpet.com
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Replica Model Dog

New Headset Coming Soon

Iltem Number：RMD-22B1(White)
Prouct Nanme：Teddy Bear Full Body Coat

Iltem Number：RMD-22B3(Brown)
Prouct Nanme：Teddy Bear Full Body Coat

Item Number：RMD-23B3
Prouct Nanme：Head Hair(Brown)

Item Number：RMD-4101
Prouct Nanme：Head Set Mannequin

Iltem Number：RMD-22B2(Gray)
Prouct Nanme：Teddy Bear Full Body Coat

Iltem Number：RMD-12A1
Prouct Nanme：Teddy Bear Mannequin

Item Number：RMD-12C1
Prouct Nanme：Short Full Body Coat

Item Number：：RMD-12B1
Prouct Nanme：Standard Full Body Coat

Iltem Number：RMD-32A1
Prouct Nanme：Bichon Frise Full Body Coat

Iltem Number：RMD-3101
Prouct Nanme：Bichon Frise Mannequin

Item Number：RMD-1101
Prouct Nanme：Toy Poodle Mannequin

Item Number：RMD-12A1
Prouct Nanme：Long Hair Full Body Coat

Iltem Number：RMD-5101
Prouct Nanme：Torso Set Mannequin

Iltem Number：RMD-53B1
Prouct Nanme：Torso Coat
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Model Dog

Item Number：RMD-23B2
Prouct Nanme：Head Hair(Gray)

Model Dog

Item Number：RMD-23B1
Prouct Nanme：Head Hair(White)

Apparels
A trendy shirt with comfortable crew neck and short zipper.
Anti-static, breathable nylon fabric with water-resistant treatment
Adjustable back belt, set-in sleeve, 2 useful front pockets.

Fashionable V-neck wrap shirt, constructed from ultra light nylon fabric, easy to clean, dries
quickly. A practical tie belt (matching trim color), allows for easy size adjustment
Two large pockets with elastic are very functional for keeping tools close at hand.
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Apparels

Grooming Apparels

Apparels

Apparels

Grooming Apparels

Elegant fitted jacket with a high collar and a full length zipper.
Long, for maximum protection and coverage.
Adjustable back belt, set-in sleeve and covered front pockets.

Unisex short cut styling.
Water repellent fabric, made from 100% nylon, anti-static and easy to clean.
Decoration choices, Schnauzer, Poodle, Bulldog, Scissor, Paw, etc.
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Zippered front jackets features high collar and stylish fitted back.
Fashionable classic styling, decorated with matching pocket and zipper trim.
Reinforced at all stress points for long wear.

This useful hair band will keep you
looking smart while working.
Solid colors matches our apparels;
with elastic on the back.

Apparels

Apparels

Comfortable pants made from 100%
nylon, specially treated to repel hair,
water and chemicals.
Elastic waistband with drawstring.

Creates nicest style with any of our
shirts or jacket.
Very light weight, anti-static and easy
to clean, dries quickly.
4 big pockets, two of them with elastic.
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Our specially coated material is waterproof,
dustproof, germproof, antistatic and ventilate
well.
3 quarter sleeves and sleeveless patterns.
Custom decoration available on large orders,
100 pieces per color per style MOQ.
Adjustable fit.
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Stylish, ventilated, comfortable, soft and light weight.
Deep grooved outer sole is skid resistant, comfortable foot beds, swivel back-strap.
Waterproof and easy to clean.
Many color combinations.

Work Stools

Work Stools

GC-003

Super big height adjusting ranges from 65cm to 89cm.

GC-003

Deluxe Saddle Stool

GC-003

Durable top pad made from
injection mold.

High-class hydraulic pump

Chrome plated feet rest ring

This workhorse stool will help you get through all your seated work.
Encouraging you to sit properly, it helps to avoid and relieve back strain and
fatigue.

Long lasting top pad made from injected plastic, infused with shock absorbing
soft material.
Rigid 5 pointed star shaped base made from zinc die-casting, solid,one piece
construction, anti-rusting and durable.
Foot rest ring adds comfort.
Broad height adjusting ranges from 70cm to 94cm.

GC-004

Decent overall finish

Top quality casters
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A beautiful, large ergonomic saddle shape can accommodate most people
comfortably.

Saddle Stool

Ergonomic Saddle Chair

www.TOEXpet.com

GC-002

Back Saver

Work chair with backrest
GC-001
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Work Stools

Fully plastic injection mold made stoop
pad, ensures a super long service life
without any concerns of delaminating.
Ultra big sitting pad, a good choice for
long termed operation, such as eye or
dental surgeries.
Zinc die-casted caster base, with super
strength to support most operators.
Smooth and comfortable foot rest ring,
let your lower body rest in ease.
Newest planetary casters rolls smoothly
with little chance of hair jam inside a
caster.

Work Stools

GC-005

TK-605-PK

Tools Case
TK-608

Multiple combinations for using occasions.
Free combinations：single-layer, double-layer,
three-layer;
hand-held, trolley-style.Reasonable space design,
safe and efficient to organize tools.
Ingeniously designed construction with stability and
large bearing capacity.
Multiple optional colors.

Made from aluminum and plastic composite, ensuring
both light weight and good strength.
Collapsible dragging handles makes it easy to move
around.
Versatile usage realized by flexible snapping clips.
Extending trays built-in for easy sorting of your small
stuffs.
Two standard colors available, pink and black.

TK-608-BK

TK-608-PK

Tool organizer

size:340mm×240mm×418mm

Rolling Tools Bag doubling
as Stool
TK-610

Small Tools Case
TK-606

Very strong, very sturdy.
Aluminum brackets cooperating with smooth castors
ensure comfortable mobile using.
Practical top pad gives a great working seat to
groomers.
Good for dog shows, grooming contests and all
mobile groomers.
Removable cover skirt for easy cleaning purpose.
Telescopic dragging handle gives great mobility.
Two zipper bags and one plastic tray included.

Measures 295mmLx190mmWx200mmH.
Lightweight and practical solution for handy tools
organizing.
Lifting collection trays included inside.
Black and Pink colors available.

TK-606-BK

Tool organizer

TK-605-BK

Aluminum Tool Case
TK-605

TK-606-PK

Medium size tools case.
Sitting on 4 smooth rolling castors.
Size: 360mmLx235mmWx510mmH.
Collection trays and organizing pockets inside.
Black and pink available.
TK-607-BK

TK-607-PK

Aluminum Tool Case

TK-603

Flat tool case

TK-609
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Medium Tools Case
TK-607

SO-504
Purple

SO-505
Pink

SO-503
Green

SO-604
Purple

Tool organizer

SO-608
Gray

SO-501
Blue

Professional Scissor Cases
AA

01
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02

05

SO-402
Orange

SO-404
Purple

SO-405
Pink

SO-403
Green

SO-407
Black

SO-401
Blue

SO-406
Red

Pattern

Demonstrate

BB

Color

01

Black

02

Purple

03

Pink

04

Red

05

White

06

Yellow

01

White Background,
Gold Pattern

02

White Background,
Silver Pattern

03

Black Background,
Bronze Pattern

04

White Background,
Purple Pattern

01

Pink

02

Grass Green

03

Yellow

Diamond

Chinese
Phoenix

Luxury
Alligator

AA

06

07

08

Pattern

Phython
Skin

Steady
Cow Fur

Leopard

Demonstrate

BB

Color

01

Sapphire Blue

02

Earth Yellow

03

Rose Red

04

Purple

05

Black

01

Black

02

Blue

03

Brown

04

Deep Blue

01

Leopard

02

Black Leopard

03

Purple Leopard
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Tool organizer

SO-605
Pink

Blade Storage Box

Blade & Shear Organizer

BO-201
16-cell blade organizer

BB-101/102

BB-101

BO-202
8-cell blade organizer

Tool organizer

Tool organizer

BB-102

Smartly designed for blades storage, with sponge on
the bottom to contain oil and prevent blades from
oxidizing.
Made from high quality acrylic material, the supplier
for UK pavilion in Shanghai World Expo.
Two sizes available, small holds 8 blades and large
holds 16 blades.

Blade Vest

BV-505

BV-505

Portable “blade apartment”,
organizes and protects your
blades, keep them close at
hand and travel ready.

Blade coolant
Disinfectant
Lubricant
Cleaner
Rust Preventative
Non-flammable and CFC free.

Lubrication Oil

Specifically for blade lubrication.
Does not contain impurities.
Help maintain and extend the life of
blades.
Can be used for soaking blades.

Sterilizing Spray

Disinfection and sterilization spray.
Applicable to shears, blades, combs,
etc.
Help avoid cross contamination

TA-001

SO-302
6-cell shear organizer
SO-303
5-cell shear organizer
www.TOEXpet.com

Cooler Spray

This professional blade organizer is made of clear Acrylic. Break-resistant holder makes it easy to
store up to 16 clipper blades (16 holes in 2 rows). Large size holds up to 16 blades; small size
holds up to 8 blades. They protect and keep your clipper blades safe, organized, and close at
hand. It can be mounted to walls with ease. It is a great way to keep clipper blades off surfaces
and out of drawers and where they could be damaged.
This convenient wall-mounted shear organizer is made of high-quality, break-resistant Acrylic. It
keeps shears well-organized and well-protected. This top performance organizer is easy to install.
There sizes available; large holds 12 shears, small holds 6 shears and stand holds 5 shears.

TA-002

TA-001

TA-002

TA-003

TA-003

www.TOEXpet.com

SO-301
12-cell shear organizer

Kitten Chest of Drawers

Series Motor Nail Grinder
NG-003

DF-801

Other Tool organizer

Strong motor, dynamic, safe and reliable,
save effort.
There is a replacement file for the
purchase.

Other Tool organizer

Modelling vogue is lovely, the work is
exquisite and exquisite, the space design is
reasonable.
The finishing touch of fashion shop.

Elastic Bandage

DT-65
ABSORPTION TOWEL

AC-DC-100
DISPOSABLE CAP

KIDO BUNGEE

Colorful, lightweight, clings to itself,
not to the coat or skin, non irritating.
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Elastic Bandage

AC-DS-100
DISPOSABLE MASK

For the mobile medical care and emergency service, a fully equipped van with all the
necessary equipment seem to be more important, which could affect the animals’
living or death.
In different area of the
world, you will meet
varied van chassis and
quite different requirement from clients.
Based on over 8 years of
customization service
experiences to over 10
different typed vans, we
are able to provide very
detailed solutions to
almost all the potential
requests.

how to make all the components and every corner “functional”.
Have been “tortured” by many extreme challenges, our designers and workers are
very calmed and easy with all the potential tasks.

Mobile Van Solution Provider

Mobile grooming service is getting more and more popular all over the world.
Without annoying overheads, based on inexpensive investment, with much more
flexible working time, mobile service has shown its beauty to many groomers.

Our engineering team knows how to play the game with compact space, acknowledged of how to arrange plumbing, water supply, illumination and air ventilation in
the small room, also familiar with all the tricks of how take good advantage of a wall,
like making it as a storage rack and also a TV display wall by using a sliding TV
mount, etc.
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After dealing with the
very big RVs and very
tiny small transportation
vans, we found a
balancing point that how
to make both “elephant”
and “ant” happy.
Being requested from all
the aspects in a limited
space, we start to know

We have made special grooming tables with
extremely big legroom for groomers to be
able to sit down along a very narrow isle;
worked out a solution for one bathing tub
could contain SPA machine, force blaster,
powerful heater, boosting pump and water
recirculation in a 0.25cbm compact box;
maximized the use of a 200L water tank by
an efficient water purification and recirculation system, etc.
Our team organized all the medical monitors,
oxygen generators, endoscopes, ultrasound
machine, and other devices into one integrated hanging pendant; put all needed lights,
cameras, X-ray machines into one 50cm wide
by 100cm long roof; invented a brand new
convertible operation table for the van extension part, etc.
After all the solution tested by rattling country in South Africa, challenged by the
Australian desert, inspected by the US 110V voltage, now we are ready to give you,
the integrated van equipment R&D service!
Take your van, we are the one!
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Mobile Van Solution Provider

Mobile Van Solution Provider

Mobile Van Solution Provider

Mobile Van Solution Provider

Mobile grooming service is getting more and more popular all over the world.
Without annoying overheads, based on inexpensive investment, with much more flexible
working time, mobile service has shown its beauty to many groomers.
Based on over 8 years of customization service experiences to over 10 different typed
vans, we are able to provide very detailed solutions to almost all the potential requests.
Our engineering team knows how to play the game with compact space, acknowledged
of how to arrange plumbing, water supply, illumination and air ventilation in the small
room, also familiar with all the tricks of how to take good advantage of a wall, like making
it as a storage rack and also a TV display wall by using a sliding TV mount, etc.
We have made special grooming tables with extremely big legroom for groomers to be
able to sit down along a very narrow isle; worked out a solution for one bathing tub could
contain SPA machine, force blaster, powerful heater, boosting pump and water recirculation in a 0.25cbm compact box; maximized the use of a 200L water tank by an efficient
water purification and recirculation system, etc.
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Mobile Pet-Grooming Van

Mobile Van Solution Provider

Mobile Van Solution Provider

For the mobile medical care and emergency service, a fully equipped van with all the
necessary equipment seem to be more important, which could affect the animals’ living
or death.
Based on over 8 years of customization service experiences to over 10 different typed
vans, we are able to provide very detailed solutions to almost all the potential requests.
After dealing with the very big RVs and very tiny small transportation vans, we found a
balancing point that how to make both “elephant” and “ant” happy.
Being requested from all the aspects in a limited space, we start to know how to make
all the components and every corner “functional”.
Have been “tortured” by many extreme challenges, our designers and workers are very
calmed and easy with all the potential tasks.
Our team organized all the medical monitors, oxygen generators, endoscopes, ultrasound machine, and other devices into one integrated hanging pendant; put all needed
lights, cameras, X-ray machines into one 50cm wide by 100cm long roof; invented a
brand new convertible operation table for the van extension part, etc.
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Mobile Pet Medical Van

Mobile Van Solution Provider

Mobile Van Solution Provider

A well-designed multi-purpose pet van allows for flexible service choices and more
potential customers. Our engineers make extra use of compact van room.
Multi-purpose lifting table can easily tranform between grooming table and operation
table by tabletop change.
Intelligent electric and water supply makes for bath and electrical equipments.
Drying Cabinet saves your labor and time. Just put one pet in and start drying, and then
your can turn to another. Pets have no change to scratch or escape.
Unbelieveable cleaning effect brought by our Professional Micro Bubble SPA Tub!
Storage shelves makes van work part-time as a mobile shop.
Seeing is believing!
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Pet Medical and Grooming Van

Technical characteristics:
1. Powerful permanent magnet material N52, open magnet design to reduce the weight.
Field strength：0.3T, 0.35T, 0.4T (customizable)
2. High performance self-shielding water-cooled gradient coils, eddy current suppression and active shielding technology make better imaging performance.
3. Well-designed RF shielding system makes installation easy and fast.
4. Customized RF coils for all kinds of animals, suitable for small animal like mouse to
large dogs.

MRI

MRI

Active Shielding Technology

Animal Positioning bracket

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a noninvasive imaging technology that is known for its superior soft tissue
contrast and ability to provide morphological, microstructural, functional, and metabolic information.
MRI does not involve X-rays and the use of ionizing radiation, which distinguishes it from CT or CAT scans.
MRI is the investigative tool of choice for neurological cancers, as it has better resolution than CT and offers better
visualization of the posterior fossa. The contrast provided between grey and white matter makes MRI the best
choice for many conditions of the central nervous system, including demyelinating diseases, dementia, cerebrovascular disease, infectious diseases, and epilepsy. MRI’s Cardiac applications include assessment of myocardial
ischemia and viability, cardiomyopathies, myocarditis, iron overload, vascular diseases, and congenital heart
disease.
MRI’s applications in the musculoskeletal system include spinal imaging, assessment of joint disease, and soft
tissue tumors. Hepatobiliary MRI is used to detect and characterize lesions of the liver, pancreas, and bile ducts.
MRI is also used to evaluate the arteries of the neck and brain, the thoracic and abdominal aorta, the renal
arteries, and the legs.
Since MRI does not use any ionizing radiation, its use is generally favored in preference to CT when either
modality could yield the same information. In certain cases, MRI is not preferred as it may be more expensive,
time-consuming, and claustrophobia-exacerbating.
Our veterinary MRI system is your most cost-effective choice.
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Veterinary MRI system

Technical parameters:

Small-size RF coil

Large-size U-shaped coil

MRI

Middle-size RF coil

MRI

Large-size RF coil

Magnet
Field strength：0.3T,0.35T,0.4T (customizable)
Homogeneity：<2PPM @20cm DSV
Gradient Type： High performance self-shielding water-cooled gradient coils
Gradient Amplitude：18-25mT/m
Slew rate：45-75mT/m/ms
Pulse sequences
Spin echo（SE）
Turbo spin echo（TSE）
Standard IR（IR）
Short inversion time IR（STIR）
Fluid Attenuation IR（FLAIR）
2D Gradient echo（GRE2D）
3D Gradient echo（GRE3D）
3D turbo spin echo（TSE3D）
Imaging capabilities
field of view：≤100mm
Acquire Matrix：64×64-1024×1024
Space resolution：≤1mm

Canine Knee

Pet restraint

5. Special designed magnetic resonance compatible pet anesthesia monitoring system,
much safer.
6. Adjustable height of animal table, makes it possible to position different size of
animal to the central of the MRI system.
7. Special designed pet placement tools, makes it easy to positioning the animals in
seconds.
8. Easy using software. Abundant 2D and 3D imaging sequences and technologies
9. One phase AC required and low power consumption.

Canine Head

Canine Spine
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Small-size U-shaped coil

PET Rat Brain Imaging

PET Rat Bone Imaging

PET Mouse Tumor Dynamic Imaging

PET Double-mice FDG Imaging

Mouse CT Bone Imaging

PET/CT Mouse Brown Fat Imaging

Mouse Tumor PRT/CT Imaging

SPECT Rat Myocardial Imaging

SPECT Rat Bone Imaging

Mouse PET/SPECT/CT Bone Imaging

SPECT Rat Bone Imaging

PET

PET

PET Mouse Myocardial Imaging

SmartView dual-layer LYSO detector achieves good DOI resolution.
The smartView electronic system uses proprietary ASIC chips to read in the large number of
channels in high-density SiPM arrays.
SmartView SPECT uses a multi-pinhole collimator design with pinholes embedded on a
cylinder. Rats and mice can be imaged respectively by axial movement of the cylinder.
List-mode data acquisition preserves maximum original information.
Spatial resolution recovery is enabled through accurate point spread function modeling.
DOI response model of dual-layer crystal enhances resolution uniformity in the full FOV.
Attenuation correction using high-resolution CT images ensures the quantitative accuracy of
PET and SPECT images.
Dynamic PET imaging assists pharmacokinetic studies.
SmartView support units for animal study: Anesthesia system, video monitoring system, body
temperature maintenance system.
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Preclinical Molecular Imaging System
SmartView-3000B Small Animal PET/SPECT/CT

15 inch HD LED display
240GB SSD Hard Disk
HDMI image output
Auto optimization

UltraBright

UltraBright

WIFI Adaptor

Auto Doppler
Battery
Full Screen Zoom

2 USB 3.0 Ports

UltraBright 7 Vet

Ethernet Port

UltraBright 7 Vet Ultrasound is a wonderful all-in-one system, which covers all
the vet specialties for daily use.
With the most advanced patented technologies, UltraSmart 7 Vet brings
UltraBright 7 Vet empowers precise and confident diagnosis like never
experienced before.
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excellent image quality, unbeatable color sensitivities and user smart operation.

Scanning Mode
B mode
M mode
Tissue Harmonic Imaging
Color Doppler Imaging
Directional Power Doppler Imaging
Pulse Wave Doppler (PW)
Continuous Wave Doppler (CW)
Spatial compounding imaging (SCI)
Time-spatial speckle reduction
imaging

UltraBright

UltraBright

Transducers

Convex

Micro-convex

Linear

Phased

Exceptional Imaging Quality

General
Cardiac
Abdominal
Urology
Reproductive
Small Parts
Musculoskeletal

High-frequency Phased
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Uncompromising whole field best in
class image quality

Full Digital Technology
Full digital engine ensures high definition images.

Compact and Portable
Outstanding Image Quality

UltraBright

Tissue Harmonic Imaging
High-caliber harmonic signal processing technology

UltraBright

Large Capacity for Data Storage

UltraEasy 50Vet Full Digital Ultrasound Diagnostic System
Specifications:Professional Vet use software
3 Probe connectors
15 Inch Medical LCD Screen
8 segments TGC adjustment
Probes available:
Standard PC keyboard
Convex
Original Windows Operation System
Linear
1000 frames Cine loop
R20 Micro-convex
1000 frames image storage
R15 Micro-convex
320GB hard disc
Animal rectal linear.
DVD Read and write optional
Optional Digital printers available
Optional video printers available
Free hand 3D function optional
Internal Lithium battery working continuously up to 3 hours
5 times real time local zoom
Multiple connection ports including Video, XGA, 4 USB 2.0, Dicom 3.0, RS-232
95 types of body mark.

Technical Specification
15 inch LCD Display

Noise Rejection

B, B+B, M, B+M, 4B

Zoom In Real and Frozen

320G Hard Disk

OB Measurement for Vet

B/W, Colorized Images

Dual USB Ports

Tissue Harmonic Imaging

VGA Image Output

Image Enhancement
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UltraBright 50Vet

UltraBright

UltraBright

UltraEasy 20Vet

Transducers:

3.5MHz
Convex Probe

UltraEasy 20Vet Full Digital Ultrasound Diagnostic System Specifications:
Small and compact for easy carrying
Notebook design
10.4 Inch Medical LCD Screen
Internal Lithium battery working continuously upto 3 hours
Optional Car charger
400 frames Cine loop
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64 frames image storage
7.5MHz
Linear Probe

Optional video printer available
Probe automatic identification.

Probes available:
Convex
Linear
R20 Micro-convex
Animal rectal linear.
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5.0MHz
Micro-convex Probe

3 Probe Buttons

Hockey Stick Probe--small joint and superficial

Best in Detail Tissue Imaging

Flexible Style, More Possibility

www.Kani-Star.com

Ultralight 9 Vet
A brand new tablet type ultrasound adapting all the probes with great mobility!
Extremely lightweight case, smart design and built-in customized workflow;
More efficient and convenient experience for daily operation, especially musculoskeletal, pain
management, physical therapy and vascular.
Best in Detail Tissue Imaging：64-beam processing and achieves up to 5000 frames per second；
Able to provide not only the whole field best in detail image quality but also highlight the display of
bones, muscles and nerves；
13.3-inch touch screen, horizontal or vertical display, height adjustable, support surface liquid
disinfection, horizontal or vertical transformable design;
A wide range of transducers (optional) covers full range of general applications, from large dogs to
small cats.
An innovative middle line design along with project probe direction indicator, provide users best
experience and accuracy；
3 Probe buttons: Corresponding function name display , Remote control；
With a Built-in Storage Tray: A dedicated probe holder for easy disinfection without any need of
assistance from others.
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UltraBright

A wide range of transducers

UltraBright

13.3-inch touch screen, horizontal or vertical
display, height adjustable

US Made LED Long Lasting Light Source

Lens Made and Assembled in France

Ergonomically, Easy to Operate Handle

Sturdy and Functional Trolley

Endoscope

720P High Resolution Image Processor

Endoscope

Medical Class Monitor

ES-801

Endoscope made and assembled in France.
Long Life LED light source is made in USA.
Japanese made processor and motherboard.
First class accuracy and sharpness.
Captures image immediately without delay and stays in focus during
movement and repositioning.
True 720P resolution, dedicated medical monitor.
Four diameters of endoscopy available, 3mm, 6mm, 9mm and 12mm.
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Endoscope

Endoscope Instruments

TX-EDS-101-034-450
Reusable hook scissor
φ5×450mm

TX-EDS-101-046A-450
Reusable claw forceps(2+3 teeth)
φ 5×450mm

TX-EDS-104-037
Reusable maryland dissector
φ3×280mm

TX-EDS-101-033A
Reusable curved scissor(Dual action),
φ5×330mm

TX-EDS-104-033A
Reusable curved scissor
φ3×280mm

Endoscope

TX-EDS-101-037C
Reusable blunt dissector
φ5×330mm, length of jaws:18mm

Endoscope

TX-EDS-101-047-250
Reusable babcock forceps
φ5×250mm

TX-EDS-101-049A
Reusable long fenestrated grasping forceps
φ 5×330mm

TX-F4311
Trocar and Trocar Sleeve
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TX-YM270
Telescope 0°, angled 45°,
instrument, channel
φ6.2×370
TX-101-151
Suction and irrigation,
with trumpet valve
φ 5/10×330mm

TX-EDS-101-033B-250
Reusable micro curved scissor(Dual action)
φ5×250mm

TX-EDS-053-250
Reusable biopsy forceps
φ5×250mm

TX-EDS-101-113B
Clip applier for polymer ligation clips, ML
φ 5×330mm

These are only some typical examples of our big instrument range, for more instruments,
please contact local distributor and refer to KaniStar official website.
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TX-EDS-301-044C,
Reusable bipolar with cable,
curved jaw

Technical Specifications

Biological Microscope

Optional Cameras Installation

Transmit image
to computer
through USB

Picture

Transmit image
to TV through
video camera

Biological Microscope

Magnification: 40X-1000X
Eyepiece:10X
Objective:4X, 10X,40X,100X
Mechanical Tube Length: 160mm
Head : Inclined 30° Seidentopf Binocular (Trinocular) , Diopter adjustable range ±5° ,
anti-fungal .
Interpupillary Distance: 50-75mm
Nosepiece: Quadplex Nosepiece
Mechanical stage: Size 125mm×125mm , Y-X travel 35mm×75mm
Focus Knob: Coaxial Coarse and Fine Focus Knobs, Fine division 2μm.
Condenser: Abbe, N.A. 1.25, Adjustable aperture
LED Light Source:
Input voltage AC100V～240V，50/60Hz Output voltage DC0.4～3.4V；
LED 3.4V/3W Brightness adjustable Life time: above 10000 hours.

TX-BM-01

TX-BM series biological microscope is best choice for college teaching and
hospital clinical examination, and laboratory;
Infinite Optical System, plano-achromatic objectives, wide-field eyepieces,
anti-fungal cameras;
High resolution and perfect definition from infinity correct optical system;
100X water objective instead of 100X oil objective, more convenient for using;
Drop-style and elegant looking;
Perfect Ergonomics Design of low position operation, convenient for
long-term using;

Adaptor
for digital
camera

Digital camera

Video
camera
C-mount

Trinocular
head tube
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Biological Microscope

SLR digital
photo
camera

Biological Microscope
TX-BM-01
Binocular without accessory camera

Biological Microscope

TX-BM-04

Trinocular with Digital Camera
The digital camera can provide microscopy
images, which have 2952×1944 active
pixels in size of 2.2um×2.2um, and output
images to the software in a computer via
USB2.0 cable.
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Biological Microscope
TX-BM-03
Trinocular with Video Camera
The video camera can provide microscopy
images of the resolution of 1920*1080 and
display them on TV or monitor via HDMI
cable.

Biological Microscope

Biological Microscope
TX-BM-02

Biological Microscope

TX-BM-05
Trinocular with Tablet Computer
The microscopy images can be displayed
on the tablet computer.
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Biological Microscope

Trinocular with built-in Digital Camera
and Monitor
The microscopy images can be displayed
on the monitor.

CO2 absorber

Flowmeter

Reservoir bag

Durable casters

Veterinary Ventilator

Anesthetic vaporizer

Veterinary Ventilator

Pressure gauge
Left side is airway pressure, right is input oxygen
pressure.

ANS-1701

Used for pet anesthesia before and during surgery, especially thoracotomy, lung tumor
resection, cardiac surgery, thoracic and esophageal surgery, diaphragmatic hernia repair
surgery and so on.
Safe, reliable, and controllable. Isoflurane’s pulmonary (lung) metabolism is fast,
low-load with few side-effects. Especially suitable for pets who are old, weak, or have
metabolic disorders in liver or kidney.
Minor allergic reaction. (During traditional injection anesthesia, once allergy happens, it’s
too late to stop anesthesia and rescue. During gas anesthesia, veterinarians can immediately cut off the anesthesia gas source).
Good anesthesia effect and analgesic effect, particularly suitable for long time surgery.
Tracheal intubation is convenient for first-aid oxygen supply.
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KANISTAR Veterinary
Anesthesia Machine

Advantages of the Gas Anesthesia

Veterinary Anesthesia System
The Anesthesia machine makes a good performance in Intensive Care Units (ICU), Operation
room, Anesthesiology Department and other departments. Good performance based on High
Security, High Accuracy, High Stability and accurate monitoring.
Easy to use, easy to move with 4 wheels;
Patient Centered Ventilation: Precision in an anesthesia ventilator, from conventional ventilation to
advanced modes, including 5 modes( IPPV; A/C; PCV; SIMV; SIGH)/ 3 modes( IPPV; A/C; SIMV.)
Flexible configurations to suit your needs;
International standard and advanced technology suitable for wide range use;
Compact interface and big screen give you better operating experience;
10.4” TFT LCD screen displays the Ventilation parameters, Alarming information and Waveform;
High precision Mechanical/ Electronic flow meter, instantly know the fresh gas flow to your patient;
Integration breathing circuit design, ensure easy operating and keep tidy;
Multiple working modes such as volume control and pressure limit, adapt to wide range patient;
Vaporizer with temperature, flow compensation and self-lock function, keep safety anytime;
Multiple parameters monitoring interface, make every parameter clear, let users know the patient
conditions in all aspects;
Real time pressure-time, flow-time loop graphics and high precision O2/ETCO2&O2 concentration
detection function included;
Vital sign monitor and Anesthetic gas monitor are optional;
Wide use range including animals within 200KG.

Safe;
Good anesthetic and analgesic effect ;
Easy to control; adjustable anesthetic depth
at any time during surgical anesthesia state;
Little influence on heart and lung;
No influence on liver or kidney for isoflurane
is exhaled through lung;
Keep airway patency and good for oxygen
supply;
No allergy;
Fast recovery;
Conducive to rescue in case of emergency.

Overview of Gas Anesthesia System
Ventilator

Safety
Three level alarming system, visual and sound alarm information;
With lots of alarming, reminding and protection functions;
Advanced power management control technology;
With built-in backup power source, when outside power source goes off, back-up power source starts to work;
Low O2 pressure alarm.

Veterinary Anesthesia Machine

Veterinary Anesthesia Machine

Friendly Powerful Reliable

Parameters Comparison

Filter CO2 system

Model

ANS-1801A

ANS-1801B

ANS-1701

10.4”Touch Screen
0 2, N 2O
IPPV, A/C, PCV, SIMV,
0/20~1500ml
4:1～1:8
20～100 cmH2O
Electric Control
P-T, F-T, P-V loop, V-T,
ETCO2-T
Electronic
14 Kinds of alarms

10.4”Touch Screen
0 2, N 2O
IPPV, A/C, SIMV
0/20~1500ml
2:1～1:6
20～100 cmH2O
Electric Control
P-T,F-T

N/A
O2
MANUAL
N/A
N/A
20～100 cmH2O
N/A
N/A

Mechanical
14 Kinds of alarms

Mechanical
N/A

4 kinds of Vaporizers
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Reservoir bag

Picture

Display Screen
Gas source
Ven�la�on Modes
Tidal volume (Vt)
I/E
Pressure Limit
Vt, PEEP Control
Oscillographs
Flow meter
Alarms
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APL valve

ICU

ICU

KaniKare ICU

UC-1801

Improved Humidification System.
The new water reservoir is placed in the middle of the right sided chamber, easy to refill water and check
running status.
The new heavy duty ultrasound humidifier ensures an ultra high humidification performance, now the humidity
could be increased to 85RH (at 28 Celsius Degrees), which is required by many exotic species.
The visible system also provide easier maintenance access.
Improved Nebulization System
Double air compressor installed in the nebulization system, to ensure a more secured working stability.
Even one line get kinked during operation, the other compressor will still provide enough air stream to
complete the needed operation.
Accurate Temperature Control—Eliminates hot spots and provides overall consistent temperature throughout.
Accurate Humidity Control— Provides a healthy and balanced environment.
Negative-ion Generation—Augments the Medical Effects of the ICU.
Sterilization Function—Greatly diminishes the possibility of cross-contamination.
Nebulization/Medical Atomization Treatment Function—Making it more convenient to administer full strength
medicine.
Carbon Dioxide Concentration Monitoring System—A Defense Line to safe guard patients’ lives.
ICU Illumination Function—Creating a comfortable therapeutic environment.
Setting of Security Mechanism—No worries in use.
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2018 Newly Launched ICU.

h�ps://youtu.be/X6V50sKxWhA

ICU

ICU

Watch our AD video on

www.Kani-Star.com
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ICU actual applica�on examples

ICU/Incubator
Organizing Rack
UC-1801-RCK
Double decker design, well for two units of
KaniKare UC-1801 ICUs.
Specialized top shelf for air conditioner or oxygen
generator locating.
Stable and Sturdy, made from Gauge 17 steel
panel, ensures long service life.
Comes standard with casters, for easy moving and
sterilization operation.
Trendy looking but functional too, a good mate for
ICU accessories organizing.

ICU

The new economical version of the fabulous
ICU unit will be launched in 2018!
Keeping most of the technical advantages in
the last successful generation, only minimizing
the control system and wiring to lower the
manufacturing cost.
Providing much more cost efficiency for all the
veterinarian practices and breeding kennels.
Internal Nebulizer has been removed, extra
external nebilizer is available as optional part.

ICU

UC-1803

Air-Condi�oning Unit
UC-1801-AC
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Perfect match for the KaniStar ICU.
Gives the ICU the ability to set the desired stable
tempertature for the patient by producing chilled
airflow.
Remotely controlled by the ICU.
Amazingly quiet without startling pets.
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UC-1901

Widely used for Normothermia maintenance, fluid transfusion, oxygen supplement, blue
light therapy, nebulization treatment, emergency rescue, and in house observation.
Convenient self-diagnostic and all the components are easy to be replaced.
Safer as a result of power supply failure protection and ventilation fan control.
Creating a friendly medical circumstance by Ultra Violet Sterilization, High Concentration
Negative Ion Air Purification, Temperature and Humidity Control, Carbon Dioxide Monitoring
and Removal, Oxygen Concentration and Medical Nebulizer.
Four separately controlled compartments provide specialized and individual cooling and
heating.
Two medium compartments on top tier, one large compartment on bottom tier which could
be divided into two medium compartments when needed.
Operating History Documenting Temperature, Humidity, CO2 Density and O2 Density,
displayed in intuitive curves, providing up to 72 hours maximum tracking.
Designed for the mounting all necessary accessories, such as IV pole, infusion pump,
syringe pump, monitor, and door shade curtain.

5′W×3′D×6′H Approx.
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Stainless Steel ICU Unit

7

ICU

ICU

Setting Interface

Trouble Shooting

Operation Guide

Running Status
Fault navigation

25.1

47.0

23

878

14:08 2016.10.28 Fri

Setting Parameters

Alarm Sensor Repair
Open the grid cover at le� rear
corner in the chamber, take the
sensor assembly out and replace.

Next

Normal Running State

Main Interface

History

Fault Navigation

Settings
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Self-naviga�ng Repair Guidance

Blue light therapy

Examination white light

Ultraviolet sterilization light

ICU

ICU

10-stage illumination light

Stainless Steel Intensive Care Unit
An inexpensive but still professional solution for animal body temperature
management or for intensive cares service.
Precision temperature control with only 0.1 degrees tolerance provides a
Air conditioning evaporation tank

Safe printer

Built-in nebulizer

safe and comfortable warm environment for sick animals.
Full sealed front door with oxygen inlet access, very helpful for oxygen
treatment.
Controllable ventilation on front door too, allowing fast fresh air ventilation

Digital real time temperature and humidity display on front door too.
Two sizes available now, medium measures 65cmL-66cmD-79cmH and
large is 130cmL-66cmD-100cmH, with varied combinations.
Emergency vent

Ventilation intake

LED touch screen control
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when needed.

WMS-1501 WARMOLOGY HEAT CORE

Accurate LCD Display
Stable Ambient Temperature
Fault Alarm
Over Heat Alarm
Temperature In Range Indica�on

Nega�ve Ion Generator
Steriliza�on
Swiveling Easy-to-ﬁt Outlet Port
Adjustable Wind Speed (two stages)
Four Stage Temperature Se�ng

Veterinary Warming System

The main heating unit offers a multitude of beneficial functions and features.
1. The operating noise level is very low. (53DBA).
2. Three tiered sterilization system, 254nm ultra violet light, high concentration negative ion and 0.2μm
HEPA filtering.
3. Dual detecting temperature control with 1.5 Celsius degree minus tolerance ensured. Two sensors
are located at the out let from the heat unit also at the end of the hose, detecting and compensating
for heat loss from the hose.
4. Adjustable wind speed (two stages) with stable temperature control.
5. Easy to handle and maintain, smart trouble shooting system installed.
6. Accurate LCD display, real time temperature of blanket monitoring.
7. The unit can be freestanding or easily attached to our specialized stand.
8. Compact and light weighted, using little space, easy to transport.
9. Four stage temperature settings, 93F°(34C°), 98F°(37C°), 104F° (40C°), 109 F° (43C°).
10. Swivelling easy to fit outlet port, makes attaching the hose effortless.

Veterinary Warming System

Veterinary Warming System
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WMS-1501

Hypothermia could be caused by core body temperature drops, which
could increase the risk of complications. Including but not limited to
uncontrolled shivering, wound infections, heart problems, the need for
blood transfusion; all of these problems could lead to longer hospital
stays. Even worse, it could lead to higher risk of death.
KANISTAR Warmology will provide a consistent sterilized warm
atmosphere, surrounding the patient reducing the chance of Hypothermia
(resulting from the administering of anaesthetics during surgeries).

The system could be used before, during and after surgical or dentistry operations.
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Anesthetized patients are unable to regulate their own temperatures.

Veterinary Warming System

S

M

WMS-1501-MT WARMOLOGY MAT

L

1. The body suit fully envelops the torso and limbs. (The limb wrap is our exclusive
patented system).
2. Disposable nonwoven material, very cost effective.
3. Evenly distributes heat through 3D outlets system on wrapping “suit”.
4. The best choice for anesthesia temperature management.
5. Different sizes available for small, medium and large animals.
6. Can be used with WMS-1501-MT mat to form a complete warming system.
7. Non-inflatable paw guards against thermal injury to the heat-sensitive paws andlower legs.
8. Durable and flexible materials that provide the ability to warm patients in variouspositions.

1. The best solution available for convalescent animal normothermia maintenance.
2. Ventilation and fluid transfusion, allows the fabric to remain dry and warm for
extended periods of treatment. They allow the patients to avoid the pain and discomfort
of eczema and bedsores (pressure ulcers). Urine, feces and other bodily fluids always
irritate the patient’s skin and cause skin problems, especially when patient’s activities
have been restricted in a cage where the mat or floor is wet for longer than normal.
This mat is an ideal choice to help create a dry and warm environment for animals. This
significantly helps the healing process.
3. Made from patent pending fabric with cubic honeycomb structure, provides 3D
support to the patient’s body (40 points per square centimeter), filtering dirt in dense
fibers.

Eczema

Veterinary Warming System

WMS-1501-ST WARMOLOGY BODYSUIT

Bedsores
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1. Flexible, easy moulded to different sized animals.
2. The sterilized warm air will provide much better ventilation also significantly lower the
risk of infection.
3. A very good choice for young animal incubation also.
4. Machine washable, easy to clean, eco-friendly (SGS approved).
5. No electric hazard risk, (no electric wires are used internally), preventing possible injury
from exposure to liquids and chewing.

TX-HDL-01
3W international brand LED with high brightness and
long life.
Perfect optical structure, uniform illumination, clear
and ultrabright spot.
High capacity battery heat dissipation design, and the
silica gel soft headband.
Come with safety, comfort and ability to be disinfected.
Ultra-light and decent design.
Suitable for cardiothoracic surgery, brain surgery,
ENT, dental and plastic surgery.

TX-HDL-02
5W world-famous LED with high brightness and CRI,
nearly sunlight color temperature.
Reliable dual high capacity battery supply easy and
quick to replace.
Perfect optical structure, uniform illumination, clear
and ultrabright spot.
Equipped with a pendant of magnifying glass under
the lamp holder.
Widely used for cardiothoracic, cardiovascular
surgery neurological surgery, ENT, dental, plastic
surgery brain surgery.

Headlight
TX-HDL-03
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3W LED bulb with high brightness.
Perfect optical structure, uniform illumination, clear and ultrabright spot.
The dual high capacity battery supply easy
and quick to replace.
Stable and reliable performance long
lifetime.
Perfect optical structure, clear and bright
light spot.
Widely used for local lighting in ENT,dental
micro plastic operations.

5W world-famous LED with high brightness.
Prefect optical structure uniform illumination, clear and
bright light spot
High capacity lithium battery power supply.
Workable while charging.
Light spot size adjustable by the ring on the lamp holder.
Made of high quality lightweight material comfortable and
meeting medical disinfection requirements.
2200mAh battery with a work time up to 4 hours.
Very cost-effective and widely used for examination and
operation of local lighting in ENT dental, general surgery
micro plastic.

Headlight

Headlight

Headlight

Headlight
TX-HDL-04

Headlight
TX-HDL-05
World famous longlife 5W LED bulb with
high brightness and CRI.
High capacity battery with stable and
reliable performance.
Perfect optical structure, uniform illumination,clear and bright light spot heat
dissipation design.
Easy and comfort with the silica gel
headband.
Ability to be disinfected.
No low frequency interference.
Widely used for ENT dental and other
operations which has high requirements
for local lighting.
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Headlight

Ceiling mount version

Wall mount and free standing version available

Optional battery pack for free standing version

Easy upgrading by installing HD video camera

Adjustable brightness, 3 stage color temperature
Special Endoscope mode
Video camera control panel

Operation Light

Operation Light

TX03-500C-LED

Double light combination

TX03-700C-LED

TX03-500-LED
TX03-700-LED
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New light temperature adjusting technique, with 3-stage setting at 3200k,
4000k and 5000k.
Cold light source powered by long lasting LED components.
Unique “Endoscope” mode, which could lower the brightness significantly
and quickly to adapt the endoscope operation needs.
Easy access left for installing the video camera onto this light by replacing
the existing holding handle with camera assembly, as a good way for
upgrading.
Trendier design, more powerful functions.
Two diameters available, 500mm and 700mm.

Electrical Specification

Description

700/500 LED

Supply Voltage

AC 220V±10%

Supply Frequency

50Hz±1Hz

Power Input

140VA

Bulb Power

3.2VIW

Main Fuse

F2AL-250V(quick-acting fuse)

Performance Specification

3-stage Light Temperature Adjusting, at 3200k, 4000k
and 5000k.

Description

700/500 LED

Ratcd Illumination

100,000-160,000lx/80,000-130,000lx

Color Temperature

3800±200K/4400±200K/5000±200K
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Mul�-func�onal
Surgical Opera�on Light

Operation Light

TX02-LED3 has two versions, wall
mount and ceiling mount, distinguished
by the suffix of W or C.
The number next to LED indicates the
quantity of lamp blocks in each group;
where 3 stands for 3 blocks, 4 is for 4
blocks, and so on.
TX02-LED3-W refers to “wall mount
TX02-LED” shadowless light with 3
lamp blocks.

Operation Light

TX02-LED3

TX02-LED3+3

TX02-LED3+5

TX02-LED

TX02-LED shadowless operation light is well suited for medical facilities.
The lamp features fully closed streamline single or double lamp block
structures.
The computerized integrated reflective optic system provides deep
illumination and brings correct color temperature to the area of interests.
Microcomputer controlled, 6 brightness levels, memory function.
Operates in wide voltage range with power supply negative feedback alarm.

TX02-LED3

TX02-LED3+5

TX02-LED5-TV

TX02-LED3

Rated illumination
80,000lux
Color temperature
4800±200K
Temperature rise
310W/m2
Lighting depth
Not less than 600mm
Rotation of rotary body around central axis
360°
Rotation of balancer around rotary body
360°
Upward/downward turning
80°
Rotation of holder around balancer
360°
Rotation of holder block around connection tube
180°
180°
Rotation of lamp around connection tube

ITEM
TX02-LED3

Net Weight Gross Weight Dimension
(kg)

(kg)

W×D×H(cm)

35

46

108×42×59H

9

24

85×82×36H

Volume
(cbm)

0.52
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Shadowless
Opera�on Lamp

Operation Light

Operation Light

TX01-5LED-E
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Cold Light Opera�on Lamp TX01-5LED
TX01-5LED has three versions, free standing, wall mount and ceiling mount,
with the suffix of W and C to indicate Wall and Ceiling Mount.
Adopting LED as light source, without causing surrounding temperature
increase.
Excellent daylight quality and CRI.
Homogenous light spot, high-definition.
Energy saving and environment-friendly.
Flexible and stable balanced-arm support frame.
Suffix “E” refers to battery pack.

TX01-5LED-C

TX01-5LED-W

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension

Volume

(kg)

(kg)

WxDxH(cm)

(cbm)

TX01-5LED

42

53

114×64×33

0.24

TX01-5LED-W

37

47

111×66×39

0.28

TX01-5LED-C

26

42

90×70×47

0.29

ITEM
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TX01-5LED

Operation Light

Operation Light

TX01A-LED
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ITEM
TX01A-LED

6

TX01B-LED

TX01A-LED

AC 110/220V,50-60Hz
AC
3.3V/3W
4800±200K
30000lux 0.5m/10000lux 1m
20000hours

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)
(kg)
8

TX01B-LED

Easily maneuverable arm allows comfortable up/down control.
Positioning handle mounted on the body of the light.
LED cold light source, long service life.
Offers exceptional performance and versatility.

TX01A-LED Stand Mobile Examination Lamp.
A convenient, energy saving, mobile examination light.
LED light source does not cause any unnecessary temperature rise.
High luminance, good for mobile exam needs.

Voltage
Property
Lamp power
Color temperature
Illuminance
LED Life

Spot Exam Light

Dimension
WxDxH(cm)
96×55×17H

Volume
(cbm)
0.09

Voltage
Power Supply
Lamp power
Color temperature
Illuminance
Lamp head diameter
ITEM
TX01B-LED

AC 110/220V,50-60Hz
AC
3.2V/1W
3500±500K
≥70,000 Lux
160-220mm

Net Weight Gross Weight

(kg)

(kg)

7

9

Dimension
WxDxH(cm)
96×65×32H

Volume
(cbm)
0.20
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Ver�cal Examina�on Lamp

Functions and Parameters
1

Pump type

2

Applicable infusion sets

3

Infusion mode

Flow-rate mode, time mode, drip-rate mode, body-weight mode.

4

Flow-rate mode

Flow-rate setting: Between (1.0~1200.0)ml/h or (1.0~1200.0)ml/h (calculation result) at 0.1ml/h per step

5

Preset time mode

6

Drip-rate mode

Finger-type peristaltic pump
Special or quality PVC,TPE infusion sets with an external diameter of 3.4mm~4.5mm.

Preset time setting: Set between (1s~99h59m59s) at 1s per step.
Drip-rate setting: Set between 1~333d/min at 1d/min per step.
Body-weight setting: Set between (1~300)kg at 1kg per step.

7

Body-weight mode

Mg dosage setting : Set between (0.01~999.99)mg/kg/h at 0.01mg/kg/h per step
Infusion dose setting : Set between (0.1~9999.9)mg at 0.1mg per step

8

Flow-rate setting for KVO function

Set between (1.0~5.0)ml/h at 0.1ml/h per step.
1.Air in tube, graded sensitivity adjustable
2.Bubble sensor fault
3.1.Upper-end occlusion,-20~-60kPa, graded sensitivity adjustable
3.2.Upper-end base-pressure fault(pressure sensor broken)

Infusion Pump

4.2.Lower-end base-pressure fault(pressure sensor broken)
5.1.Pump rotation fault,
9

Alarm

5.2.Inverse-infusion,
6.Abnormal door-opening,

Infusion Pump

4.1.Lower-end occlusion, -20~-60kPa, graded sensitivity adjustable

7.Low battery power, battery fault
8.Overtime pause,
9.Completed infusion
10.AC power fault
11. Double bubble alarm
12.MCU fault and stop infusion

TX-LP-2100H/2100HW

1. LCD color display, vivid and intelligent.
2. Build-in warming module to preheat medicine fluid,
softening infusion line and prevent hypothermia (low
temperature) during infusion.
3. Unique semi-extrusion technique, good for all kinds of
fluid transfusion, including medical solution, blood, plasma
and also nutritional liquid.
4. New industrial design, making this unit lighter weighted
(only 1.3kg), more compact, achieving a real handheld
machine.
5. Available with optional Wi-Fi supervision function. With
Wi-Fi receiver module installed on computer, up to 60 units
of pump could be monitored real-timely.
6. Safer bottom-hinged swinging door to avoid any
core-part damage caused by possible liquid leakage.

10

Data storage

Setting record: Auto-record last infusion setting for late usage
History(SOE): up to 1000 latest infusion events can be recorded(start time, end time, flow-rate, stop reason and the like)

11

Safety classification

12

Power supply

Class I, CF device,IPX4
AC power:100-240V,50/60Hz,built in rechargeable NI-MH battery
Power consumption: ≤20VA

4
1

13

5

W100×H134×D80mm; ±5mm, Net weight≤1.3kg
Built-in heating module

14

2

Shape and weight

Heating function

Built-in heating function
Optional external heating belt.

15

Wifi module

Built-in wireless data transmitter
Wireless networking(optional signal receiver installed on computer)

3

6

16

Screen

17

Special function

LCD color screen, resolution:320×240
Alarm stops when occlusion disappears

4. 5. 6. 7 : Preset volume setting: Between (0.1~9999.9)ml at 0.1ml per step
Display of accumulated volume : (0~9999.9)ml, “zero clearing” only and modification is unavailable
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Intelligent Infusion
Pump with Heater

Memory calculation: Auto-record infusion set data for late usage

Semi-extrusion function makes it not merely an
infusion pump, but also good for plasma/full blood and
nutritional liquid transfusion.

Optional preheat module

Optional Wifi Supervision

Wifi Supervision Interface

Historical data recording function, up to 1000 records.

Infusion Pump

Infusion Pump

TX-LP-1900

Reliable Patency-Restore function, working very well for our hair patients. Breakthrough semiextrusion
technique, do not damage molecules in fluid, good for medical solution, blood, plasma and also
nutritional liquid.
Patented “Double Pulse” compensation technique ensures very good linearity even at low delivery rates.
Double CPU system, makes the running status super safe. Delivery will be cut off even control circuit
is powered off and the machine will alarm. Rechargeable back-up battery supports at 4 hours
continuous operation.
Different modes: Delivery Rate, Delivery Time, Patient Weight and Dripping Rate.
Alarm for door open, low battery, occlusion, end program, malfunction, etc.
Light weighted compact size, measures only 128mmW*15mmD*300mmH.
Historical date memory function, keeping up to 1,000 records that can be saved for over 5 years
without external power or built-in battery.
Available with optional fluid warmer and Wi-Fi supervision function. With Wi-Fi receiver module
installed on computer, up to 60 units of pump could be monitored real-timely.
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Infusion Pump

Patency Restore Function

Infusion Pump

Infusion Pump

https://youtu.be/CGTj8yGbcL4
Watch our AD video on Youtube!
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Wifi Receiver

Oxygen Concentrator

Powered By KaniStar

Oxygen Concentrator

Powered By KaniStar

KO2 Kanoxy Oxygen
Concentrator

KO2-2F

LCD display, allowing easy and accurate air flow management.
Steady 2L flow rate at 95%+ concentration.
Extremely quiet; running at only 43 decibels!
USA made molecular sieve and long lasting compressor.

Oxygen Outlet Humidifier

A true 10L capacity oxygen generator!
Extracts medical-grade oxygen from the air and delivers it on demand.
Steady and safe 10L oxygen supply, an economical and long lasting solution
for most medical care needs.
Capable enough for anesthesia machine running.
Very quiet compressor; utilizing exceptionally fine quality German technology;
combined with USA made molecular sieve, will provide long term service.
Features standard fittings.
UL Tested.

Filter and Power Switch

Humidifier

Filter Cleaning and Replacement

Remote Control

KO2-10F

Well-designed Package

Display and Control Panel

I-stage Filter

Omni-directional Casters
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Control Panel

KO2 Kanoxy Oxygen
Concentrator

Diagnos�c Set with
Lightweight Rechargeable Handle

TX-OTS-01

TX-OTS-02

Diagnos�c Set - Otoscope and Ophthalmoscope
with Rechargeable Handle
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Otoscope

TX-OTS-01

3.5V Fiber Optic Otoscopes
Offers you clear images of the ear canal and tympanic membrane;
Wide-angle viewing lens allows for instrumentation under magnification;
Sealed system for pneumatic otoscopy and accurate diagnosis of otitis media;
Fiber optics project cool light to the distal tip with no reflections or obstructions for superior views of the
tympanic membrane;
Lightweight, reliable and durable Reusable Ear Specula (2.7 and 4.2mm).
3.5V Coaxial Ophthalmoscope
Coaxial optics produce a shadow-free spot, easier entry into undilated pupils, and a larger field of view
versus standard ophthalmoscopes;
18 unique aperture/filter combinations for greater versatility;
28 focusing lenses with a range of -25 to +40 diopters.

Diagnos�c Set with
Metal-case Rechargeable Handle

TX-OTS-02
Replacement Lithium Ion Battery
included;
Fits all our 3.5 V instrument heads;
Aluminum construction for durability
and reliable long life;
Smooth, nonabrasive knurled finish
ensures a no-slip grip;
Stepless brightness regulation.
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Otoscope

Half the weight of traditional 3.5 V
handles, and fits more comfortably in
your hand.
Fits all our 3.5 V instrument heads;
Made of sturdy heat-resistant engineering resin ABS;
Stepless brightness regulation.

Charger

Long-lasting battery

Aluminum alloy disinfecting channel

Exquisite craftsmanship

Bone Drill

Widely adaptive collet

Bone Drill

Aluminum alloy toolcase

Cannulated Bone Drill

TX-BDS-01

Ideal tool for K-wire, intramedullary nail, and endoscopic surgery.
Full aluminum alloy shell, high-temperature disinfection available at 135 degrees Celsius and 1.6Mpa.
Only 20 minutes’ disinfection will kill viruses and bacteria.
Brushless motor with forward and reverse stepless variable speed, maximum speed 1000rpm.
High coaxial degree, the radial offset is within 0.1mm.
Low-noise operation. The noise of no-load drill is 65dB(A).
Most prevailing drill bit of 0.8mm-8.1mm available.
Lighted weighted and easy to carry. Safe and simple to operate.
Full line of bone drill tools, including common bone drill, oscillating saw, reciprocating saw,
overhaul saw, grinding drill and complete accessories for sale.
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Supply voltage: 13.2V. Two battery cases inculded and each can last more than 2 hours.

Cannulated Bone
Drill
TX-BDS-02

Bone Drill

Mainly used for joint surgery in knee
surgery

Bone Drill

Internal fixation

Swing Saw
TX-BDS-04

TX-BDS-03
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Horizontal osteotomy of tibial plateau
in animals

The Universal Swing
Saw

TX-BDS-05
Limb joint surgery
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TPLO Saw

Electrosurgical

Electrosurgical

The Mul�-Func�onal Drill Saw
Limb trauma joint surgery

TX-BDS-06

Portable Intelligent Electrosurgical Unit ESU-1000CI
Applicable to Cutting and Coagulation of all kind of operations;
Automatic Boot Check-up and Error Detection;
Output power control by using the adjustment button of the ESU for a faster operation;
Memory function with a capacity of 10 settings, restart with the previous power setting;
Two levels of coagulation: pinpoint and fulguration. Pinpoint coagulation provides precise
control of bleeding in localized areas. Fulguration (spray) coagulation provides greater control
of bleeding in highly vascular tissues over broad surface areas.
When the power is 10w or less, you can adjust in the amplitude of 0. 1W for spray coagulaWork with the Argon system to be a complete set of Argo Plasma System;
For your convenience, the power output is calibrated in watts with large, illuminated digital
displays;
The output terminals are independent.
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tion;

Dental Dilivery System

Dental Dilivery System

Complete Dental Operation Station (FT-851 dental table and DTL-681 delivery system)

Quality components

DTL-681

Dental delivery system DTL-681
An integrated dental tools driving and delivery system for you.
Providing a clean, dry and aseptic work environment.
Designed for delivering water, compressed air, and electricity to dental
instruments.
Allowing four input lines, good for one high speed drill, one low speed drill,
polisher and scaler, etc.
Quality components. Safe, reliable, convenient and comfortble.
Quiet running, without irritating pets.
Ergonomical design, simple installation and operation.
Easy to maintain, disinfect and clean.

Tools tray

Handle

Side view

Smooth movement
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Dental Delivery System

Dental handpiece

Low speed handpiece
Low speed handpiece is applied to trim, model trim and so on.
Contra angle head and straight head;
Inverting function of motor rotation direction;
Torque≥3N.cm.

Mini head for small pet.
Head size: φ10.2×13.1
German made ball bearing
360°swivel quick coupling.

German made ball bearing
360°swivel quick coupling.

Head size: φ12.2×13.7;
Imported ball bearing.

Slow handpiece
Used for dental implants.
6 sets of ball bearings;
Speed reduction ratio: 20:1;
Head size: φ2.35mm；
Rotation speed: 0-2000rpm;
Cooling waterway: outer.

Dental Dilivery System

Silent oil-free air compressor
The excellent silent oil-free air compressor can provide clean, powerful
and silent compressed air source. The compressor can be customized
according to the number of the pneumatic dental units, up to 60 units,
which are connected to the compressor.
For all models, air dryer system and silent cabinet are as options.

Inner cooling waterway

Dental Dilivery System

Imported ball bearing;
Safe, reliable, high precision;
Low noise (Noise: ≤65dB), big torque and vibration free;
Sterilization by autoclave at (136±2)℃ &0.22MPa for 15minutes is recommended;
Easy for lubrication and sterilization;
Convenient to change burs.
Water/mist cooling sprayer.

Outer cooling waterway

Advantages

During dental treatment, high speed handpiece is used for drilling and trimming while matched the
high speed bur.
Push button structure convenient for changing bur;
Type of connection: Quick coupling or non quick coupling;
Anti-retraction system preventing from cross infection;
Air pressure: 0.25Mpa~0.27Mpa Airflow speed: 30-36L/min
Cooling waterflow rate: ＞55mL/min at water pressure of 0.2MPa
Rotation speed:≥310,000-410,000r/min
Cutting force: radial≥1.0kgf axial≥2.5kgf
Dynamic balance for cartridge ≤180μg
Radial runout≤0.01mm
Noise: ≤65dB
Torque:0.12～0.13N.cm
Cooling waterway: inner

High quality air compressor pump, with pure copper coil;
Tank inside has done anti-rust and antibacterial coated treatment;
Longer service life: 7-8 years lifespan;
Working noise is 5-10 dB less than normal oil free compressor supplier;
Easy operation, no more maintenance fee;
Meticulous workmanship;
Low vibration: rubber feet limit its vibration to a lower level;
Fashionable design and durable material;
Low energy consumption air compressor;
High precision filtration.

Compressor with air dryer

Compressor with silence cabinet
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High speed handpiece

High speed/low speed handpiece tube
3-way syringe

LED curing light

Ultrasonic scaler

Accessories

DTL-P302S

Electric lifting and easy movement with silent medical casters and storage space for foot
pedal;
Decent looking with Acrylic top;
Ergonomic design with rotatable tool hanger and arm;
Medical grade air and water pipe, water bottle, drainage bottle, aluminum alloy bracket, and
high quality pure copper valve;
Standard accessories:
1pc 3-way syringe,1pc high volume ejector, 2pcs handpiece tube (4 holes), 1pc LED curing
light, 1pc ultrasonic scaler, Self-contained water bottle, Self-contained drainage bottle,
Electric height adjustment system (560-800mm), Rotatable operating hanger (Radius of
rotation: 300mm), Foot control system,110~240V, 50/60Hz, adaptive plug to fit your country.
Optional accessories:
High and slow speed handpiece, Fiber optic handpiece tube, LED woodpecker ultrasonic
scaler, Silent dental air compressor.

Portable silent dental air compressor
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Mobile Dental Cart

Dental Dilivery System

Dental Dilivery System

Saliva ejector

UDS-N2 LED

Built in ultrasonic scaler used for dental calculus elimination and root canal treatment;
Special design for dental unit;
Detachable handpiece with light, better visibility and autoclavable ;
Automatic frequency tracking.
No cracking or deformation under the pressure for shell of the handpiece is made of
special imported plastic from America.
Output power: 3W to 20W
Output primary tip vibration excursion: ≤100um
Output half-excursion force: ＜2N
Output tip Vibration frequency: 28kHz±3kHz

Intelligent power output；
Experience painless treatment；
Integrate subgingival scaling, reconstruction of minimal damnification, implant
maintenance and root canal therapy into a whole；
Intelligent negative feedback--- More effective scaling：
In accordance with different tooth surface, intelligent degenerative feedback will
automatically output accurate power to the tip. Stable and sustained scaling in the
calcification removing process brings you professional operating experience.
Output power: 3W to 20W
Output primary tip vibration excursion: ≤90um
Output half-excursion force: ＜2N
Output tip Vibration frequency: 28kHz±3kHz

Dental Dilivery System

Intelligent touching system: Clear control panel,
Ultra-sensitive and Waterproof design.

Dental Dilivery System

Built-in Ultrasonic Scaler

Endo: Fast & Complete: After ultrasonic irrigation,
there is no smear layer surface but a few amount
of dentin debris in the root canal.
Tips

Ultrasonic Scaler
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U600 LED

Used for dental calculus elimination and root canal
treatment;
Detachable and autoclaveable;
Automatic frequency tracking ensures that the
machine always works on the best frequency and
more steadily;
Digital control, easy operation and more efficient for
scaling.
Scientific strength with multiple functionalities

Handpiece

Sine wave drive: Avoiding stimulation caused by
instantaneous current output; ensuring comfortable
treatment.

Automatic water Supply System.
Easy to change water, Increase work efficiency.
Hydrogen peroxide, sodium hypochlorite, and chlorhexidine is available.
Clear 50ml scale mark makes it convenient for formulating liquid.
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Built-in unit

Disfection

Disfection

Disfection

UV Steriliza�on Trolley

TX-UDV-01

Designed to reduce viruses, mold spores, yeast, and harmful bacteria.

Front view

Back view

Inside view

Lamp holder and lamp protective cover

Using two high-powered UV-C lamps with 253.7nm rays to emit concentrated rays
the machine is able to sterilize rooms with various surfaces.
Entirely based on ultraviolet light, it eliminates harmful microbes without using harmful chemicals.
The lamp arm with 180° range of motion can be adjusted to rest at whatever angle
and best suit the specifications of your room or surface.
Simple and Safe to Use, easy for storage too.
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915mm lamp arm length for maximum ray emission and optimal reach over surfaces

SUPER STERILIZATION
Proven effective against Methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), Norovirus,
Legionella pneumophilia, E. coli and the H1N1
virus (Swine Flu) in testing conducted by certified
independent laboratories under GLP conditions
submitted to the USEPA.

SUPER ODOR ELIMINATOR
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Highly effective at eliminating pet urine and fecal
odors as well as skunk, smoke, trash and more.
The disinfectant solution contains no masking agents
or fragrances and leaves your facility smelling clean
and fresh.

MICRIOBE ELIMINATOR
The disinfectant solution is a broad-spectrum
antimicrobial that performs against a wide variety
of bacteria, yeasts, viruses, fungi, spores, molds,
mildews, and other microbes. It is effective at low
concentrations, over a wide pH range.

ALLERGEN ELIMINATOR
Proven effective on dust mite and cockroach
allergens and pet dander. Can be used directly
on bedding.

SOFT SURFACE SANITIZER
Great for synthetic pet bedding, carpet, upholstery
and curtains—no soaps or detergents in the
product, no residue, and doesn’t damage fibers.
Kills odor-causing bacteria on contact by
eliminating the source.

LABOR PROTECTION
For your operating room, clinic, lab, shelter,
boarding facilities, breeding kennels, doggie day
care, grooming salon or pet store. Eliminates
bacteria, mold, mildew and other fungi including
Ringworm.* Disinfects, eliminates odors and
ensures air quality in HVAC systems.

KILL LIST
Hard Surface Sanitization:
30 sec. contact time
Escherichia coli
Staphylococcus aureus

Mildewstat (fungi): 10 min. contact time
Aspergillus niger – 1 wk. protection hard surfaces
4 wks. protection soft surfaces
Stachybotrys chartarum

Carpet Sanitization:
10 min. contact time

Aspergillus fumigatus

Enterobacter aerogenes ATCC
Staphylococcus aureus ATCC

Penicillum sp

Soft Surface Sanitization:
5 min. contact time

Alternaria alternata
T. rubrum ATCC (Ringworm)*
T. mentagrophytes (Athlete’s foot)*

Disinfection Viruses: 5 min. contact time

Enterobacter aerogenes ATCC
Staphylococcus aureus ATCC

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)

Disinfection Bacteria:
10 min. contact time

Rotarvirus, Strain WA

Pseudomonas Aeruginosa

Hepatitis B virus

Acinetobacter baumannii
Staphylococcus aureus MRSA
Staphylococcus aureus ATCC
Listeria monocytogenes
Legionella pneumophila
Salmonella enterica
Klebsiella pneumoniae (NDM-1)
Escherichia coli
Bordetella bronchiseptica m (Kennel Cough)*

Nebulizing Solution

EPA HOSPTAL-GRADE DISINFECTANT, imported from USA and distributed in China, eliminates
bacteria, viruses, mold and mildew safely and effectively.
OUR SOLUTION IS YOUR SOLUTION FOR INFECTION PREVENTION & CONTROL, A FRAGRANCE-FREE ODOR ELIMINATOR AND ECOLOGICALLY SAFE.
20+ kinds of bacteria and viruses are killed, including 99.999% of those causing MRSA, Norovirus,
H1N1, E. Coli, Salmonella and Listeria.
CLEANS, KILLS & CONTROLS PARVO*, DISTEMPER*, BORDETELLA*, RINGWORM* & MRSA
Kills and prevents mold and mildew for up to 7 months.
Eliminates odors at their source.
Proven allergen eliminator.
Antimicrobial control for HVAC, carpet and more. BACKED BY THE CARPET AND RUG INSTITUTE.
Natural and environmentally sustainable.
NSF certified food surface sanitizer– no rinse required.
Non-irritating to the skin; no gloves required, for use on colorfast fabrics.
Ready to use, no mixing required—just spray, wipe or fog.
Air dries quickly and leaves no odor or sticky residue.
Product lasts for 12-months after opening; 24-month shelf-life when stored at room-temperature.

Hepatitis A virus
Hepatitis C virus
Murine Norovirus (MNV-1)
Norovirus feline calicivirus
Canine distemper virus*
Canine Parvovirus ATCC*
(10 min. contact time)
Adenovirus* (10 min. contact time)
Hantavirus*
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Nebulizing Solution

MEDICAL DISINFECTANT SPRAY

OG-501/502
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Grooming salon, pet shop, vet clinic, kennel, pet hotel, pet training school, etc. will all benefit
from having this wonderful machine on hand. It removes odor while helping sterilize and disinfect the environment.
This advanced ozone machine is designed to destroy, not just cover up pet odors, cleaning
chemicals odors, bacteria, fungus, viruses and other indoor air pollutants.
Generating high level of ozone, 14g/h, it is one of the most efficient machines in current market.
Purify the air in a 325 square ft. room in approximately 5 minutes!
Count-down timer and automatic shut-down function.
Capable of operating for extended periods, it enables you to maintain an odor free and clean
environment.
Requires no supplementary additives and is relatively maintenance free.
120W, low carbon production.
User friendly.
OG -502
Single powder unit with simplified interface, easy to use and cost efficient.

Disfection

Steriliza�on Chest

US-503

Utilizes Ultra violet sterilizing lights which operate at an incredibly efficient wavelength of 254nm
Double compartment design, lets you clean and store twice tools.
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Ozone Generator

OG-501

Disfection

Disfection

OG-502

Pet Hospital Buying Guide

Introduction of Veterinary Operation Tables

Tub Table
If an operation yields large amount of fluid loss or requires for fluids for cleaning, we recommend.
Fully rounded corner design, visible drop height of two sides, provide easy flow of waste liquid.
Scale Table
The weight of pet directly determines the accurate
dosage of medication. When administering and
prescribing medications to small pets, a slight
miscalculation can endanger the animal. It is
imperative to accurately weigh the pet to ensure
proper dosages are administered. Safety is key.
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FT-822 uses precision metallic sensors for accuracy
in weighing. Weights ranging from 20g (¾oz.) to
100kg (220 lbs.) can be weighed without hesitation.
Our floor mounted walk-on scale WOS-4824 is
designed for larger animals.

Comprehensive Operation Table
Representing this classification are FT-826, FT-827 and FT-828.
Our flagship model FT-828 is classic representation of an operation table. The angle of the large table top (145cm H /
[54”]) is adjustable. The two table panels can be adjusted to V-type (with a center channel for fluid run off). The
design aids in the prevention of asphyxiation due to regurgitation and choking. It enables a pet’s head to rest in a safe
position. The ergonomic width (23cm [10”]) of each table panel is deliberately based upon the length of an average
forearm.
FT-826 is our unique design. This extension table was developed about 10 years ago by our team. The maximum
width of table top can extend to 73cm (78”) accommodating larger animals.
FT-827 also has a very distinctive feature; the table top rotates on the pedestal, turning smoothly on oversized bear
ings. The table top can revolve freely, allowing the doctor to remain comfortable and secure while repositioning the
patient to complete the procedure.
Dental Operation Table
These operation tables are “recommended” for teeth cleaning and dental procedures. Most animals are under an
anesthetic during the operation. Proper drainage is essential. A basin table is the preferred choice for oral care.
FT-851, TT-202 and FT-852 are good choices.

Veterinary Operation Tables

Exam Table/Transfusion Table
These tables are used for basic operations; bandaging and changing dressing, small operations and simple suturing.
Sturdy frames and table tops are accompanied by hooks for hanging transfusing fluids.
FT-823 and FT-825 series are the classic exam tables. Our tables come in several sizes with hydraulic or electric
push rod pedestals. These tables can be customized according to hospital space requirements and limitations.
We also have cost effective value tables, FT-871 and FT-872 available. We produce tables that will meet your needs
and fall within your budget.

Operation Table
Veterinary operation tables encompass a broad spectrum of styles and uses, with many varied classifications.

The FT-851’s Dental Delivery System provides automatic control for handpieces, a scaler, a saliva ejector and an
air-water syringe. The system includes air and water delivery plumbing system, rotatable handpiece hangers and an
air brake system to ensure proper positioning and stability.
Optional accessories: 1pc air compressor, 1pc saliva ejector; 1 pc high speed handpiece, 1 pc low speed handpiece,
1pc ultrasonic scaler.
Ophthalmology Operation Table
Our reverse top dip tables provide doctors a more convenient surface to properly examine the details of animals’
eyes. The trough collects waste liquid during the operation, then slides out (for easy cleaning). The V-top helps to
guide waste liquid flow away from the operation area.
We offer many tables suitable for ophthalmology operations.
The FT-853 is a good one to consider.
Extended Operation Table
New structural designs in some tables are bringing comfort while easing the workload. A vertical lifting column as
implemented in FT-88X series provides multiple use options. The resulting extra leg space underneath allows for
freedom of movement.
Let us help you fulfill all your clinic and hospital table needs.

www.Kani-Star.com

Veterinary Operation Tables

Preparation Table
Your preparation and operating tables are the starting point and focal
point around which you can build your clinic. It should welcome and
draw patients and their owners in.
AEOLUS FT-851 and FT-851-AS series are ideal preparation table
choices. The attractive white bottom cabinet offers storage for tools
and supplies. It is also warm and inviting. You can choose between
top quality Stainless Steel and the beautiful artificial stone basins.
Both offer easy flow of waste liquid. The pre-drilled holes are ready to
accept water taps (WK-301/302) installation.
FT-852 and FT-861 electric tables are terrific choices that offer a
different esthetic, perform quite well and have a smaller footprint.
These tables both drop to very low height of less than 30cm height
(less than 12”). This decreases the work load and effort needed by
hospital/clinic staff, making it a bit easier to move big pets.
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Complete Dental Operation
Station with Delivery System!

Preparation Table Dental Table
with Stainless Steel Tub
First Class Preparation Table.

1

Fashionable styling, practical function
and detailed finish make the FT-851
preparation tables the best choice for
your clinic.
SUS304 stainless steel basin with slope
top, flat surface grid and drainage on
lower side provides very useful preparation space.
Drawers and cabinet under top basin
afford handy storage for the tools and
supplies.
Left side, right side and middle table
configurations offer a multitude of space
and design options.

ITEM

(kg)

FT-851R/L

72.50

FT-851M

69.50

2

4

3

5

6

4. Top resting grid.
1. Versatile cabinet/drawer combinations.
2. Right hand, left hand and middle versions. 5. Round cornered tub
with slope.
3. Stainless steel hair strainer.
6.Comfortable legroom underneath round corners.

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

FT-851

W×D×H(cm)

Stand

133.00

120×60×90

127.70

120×60×90

Volume
Package

(cbm)

47-1/4×23 -5/8 ×35-7/16

125× 65×104H

0.85

47-1/4×23 -5/8 ×35-7/16

125× 65×104H

0.85

W×D×H (inch)

Complete Dental Operation
Station with Delivery System!

Preparation Table Dental Table
with Stainless Steel Tub
The first choice in Preparation Tables.

1

FT-851-AS
2

3

This beautiful dental table; made from
Artificial Stone Tub and top quality cabinets
underneath will be a focal point in your clinic.
Less clinical in look and feel than stainless
steel, this table offers a softer esthetic.
4
5
6
The attractive eggshell white tub and
supporting cabinet provide a warm feel to the
examination area.
The sturdy plastic coated white grid blends
perfectly with the white tub and cabinet
underneath.
1. Solid One-piece Tub
4. Plastic Waste Pipe
Competitively priced, the AS table is a cost
2. Plastic Dip-in Treated Grid
5. Smooth Sloped Drainage
effective option when compared to the
3. Pre-drilled Holes for Tap Installation 6. Stainless Drain with Filter
stainless steel tub version.
PVC cabinet is available as an option.
ITEM

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight

Stand

Volume

(kg)

(kg)

FT-851M-AS

72.50

133.00

120.5×60.5×91 47-7/16×23 -13/16 ×35-53/64 125× 65×105H

0.85

FT-851R/L-AS

69.50

127.70

120.5×60.5×91 47-7/16×23 -13/16 ×35-53/64 125× 65×105H

0.85

W×D×H(cm)

W×D×H (inch)

Package

(cbm)

Veterinary Operation Tables

M
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Veterinary Operation Tables

L

Size
L-48”, W-24”

L-60”, W-24”

Complete Dental Operation
Station with Delivery System!

Knee Space
Right Side
Left Side

www.Kani-Star.com

Fully constructed out of 304 stainless steel
for durability.
We encourage you to offer us your special
requirements.
We will customize the tables to fit your
specifications.
Can be mounted to working island or wall.
Left handed, right handed and middle
versions available.
High-pressure tap and faucet available,
please refer to our WF-301 series.
Could also be equipped with flat counter top,
please refer to 850SS-R/M/L-SS.

ITEM

1

FT-851-SS

Cabinet Configuration
1 Door + 3 Drawers
6 Drawers

3

2

Veterinary Operation Tables

Preparation Table Dental Table
with Stainless Steel Tub

Left
Front View

2 Door
Not available for Tub Tables

5

4

6

Table Top Material
1. S/S hair strainer

2. 3. Useful storage drawers

4. Storage cabinet

5. 6. Slope on top tub for fluent draining

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight

Volume

(kg)

(kg)

W×D×H(cm)

Stand

FT-851R/L

72.50

133.00

120×60×90

47-1/4×23 -5/8 ×35-7/16

125× 65×104H

0.85

FT-851M

69.50

127.70

120×60×90

47-1/4×23 -5/8 ×35-7/16

125× 65×104H

0.85

W×D×H (inch)

Package

(cbm)

Cabinetry Material
Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Artificial stone

Painted Wooden
Board

www.Kani-Star.com

Veterinary Operation Tables

Right
Front View

Knee Space determiners
which side of the table
storage will be built.

Veterinary Operation Tables

Veterinary Operation Tables

Custom order welcome
Great flexibility

Consultant Room Island
Combined by columns and several preparation tables.
Versatile, can be configured with varied elements like prep tables, sinks, tubs, and
fold-down tables.
The whole combinations, including length and width, can be modified to meet you specs.
Electrical wires, plumbing and oxygen lines can all be surrounded if the columns are built
All side panels are functional to accept accessories like anesthesia station,
Otoscope/Ophthalmoscope sets, exam lights, glove boxes, tissue trays, etc.
The columns and tables can be tailor made to your requirements, just let our sales representatives know your needs; we can offer prompt professional design assistance.

www.Kani-Star.com
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from floor to ceiling.

Sliding drain trough

Operation surface angled

Angle adjuster mechanism

Side panel handle

Veterinary Operation Tables

Veterinary Operation Tables

Buffered hinges and air spring added to
cushion the dropping impact of the whole
top and V-top side panels

FT-828H

V-top Operation Table

Improved waste channel and drain hole
design allow for fluidly drain flow. Close
fitting translucent bucket improves waste
collection.

FT-828

FT-828/828H

A two panel table top system that adjusts from horizontal to near vertical to hold the pets in
the desired position during surgery.
Overall size of the top: 20"W× 55"L.
Powerful and durable electric lifting actuator holds 120kg (240lbs) on the surgery top.

www.Kani-Star.com

secure pet restraint.

Buffer hinge

New 3” casters installed for smoother
movement and easier braking.

10cm (4") stainless steel trough encourages fluid run off into a drain.

Heating system with accurate temperature
monitoring and control (Only for FT-828H)

Table can be lifted from 28'' to 47''.
Worktop Swivel Angle: 0°- 45°.
ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension (cm)
Stand

Volume

(kg)

(kg)

FT-828

70

85

140×50×70-120 55-1/8×19 -11/16×27-9/16×47-1/4 146×58×85H

0.73

FT-828H

80

95

140×50×70-120 55-1/8×19 -11/16×27-9/16×47-1/4 146×58×85H

0.73

W×D×H(cm)

W×D×H (inch)

Package

(cbm)

www.Kani-Star.com

Two sliding, quick release easy controls are provided on each side of the rail to offer

Sliding drain trough

Angle adjuster mechanism

Side panel handle

Operation surface angled

FT-886H

Universal Surgical Table

FT-886

Improved waste channel and drain hole
design allow for fluidly drain flow.
Close fitting translucent bucket improves
waste collection.

Veterinary Operation Tables

Veterinary Operation Tables

Heating system with accurate temperature
monitoring and control (Only for FT-828H)

FT-886/886H

Powered by sturdy and reliable Danish made lift column.
Telescoping pedestal style, slim lifting column leaves extra leg space underneath, and
provides room for other equipment that needs to be close to the operating area (i.e.
X-Ray equipment).
V-top table with buffer hinges and air spring secures the top where positioned.
Heating system with accurate temperature monitoring and control.
The IV pole mount is welded on.
Improved waste channel and drain hole design promote drain flow. Translucent bucket
provides visibility of waste collection.
Water resistant foot pedals.

Buffer hinge

New 3” casters installed for smoother
movement and easier braking.

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Buffered hinges and air spring added to
cushion the dropping impact of the whole
top and V-top side panels

Dimension (cm)
Stand

Package

Volume

(kg)

(kg)

FT-886

70

85

140×50×61-101 146×58×76H

(cbm)
0.65

FT-886H

80

95

140×50×61-101 146×58×76H

0.65
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V-top Operation Table

Easy tilting adjustments

V-top panels setting

Reliable electric lift column

Swivel tools trays

Veterinary Operation Tables

Transparent waste bucket

Veterinary Operation Tables

Slim base leaves good legroom

FT-887H

FT-887

Optional heated top disperses heat evenly across the tabletop.
Accurately controlled temperature is the best way to prevent hypothermia, without any risk of
overheating.
Transparent drainage bucket collects waste fluid, and offers direct vision of waste liquid volume.
Reliable electric lift column (powered by Linak), provides long service life.
Removable foot pedal set provides easy and comfortable table height adjustments.
Tight and secured V-top and table tilting adjustments.
Unique swivel tray design helps to keep your tools very organized and provides a handy space
to collect tissues/organs.
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New Universal V-top Surgery Table

Separate temperature control for both panels

Triangle extension board for small animals

Clear waste fluid collection bucket

Electric driving system for table top tilting

Foot pedal control for height adjustment

Veterinary Operation Tables

Veterinary Operation Tables

FT-888

More ergonomic working position, allows veterinarians to get even closer to patients and avoid knee or back pains/injuries
caused by bad postures.
The special cutout contour provides even more comfortable position for surgeons, with matching inserts available to put it back
to regular table top.
Telescoping pedestal column with ultra slim size leaves extra big legroom underneath.
Powerful loading capacity, hold up to 150kg patients.
Heating Tops with accurately control temperature, the best solution to avoid hypothermia on patients.
Omron Thermostats ensures ease of use and long termed reliability.
Electric tilting system makes the top suit Trendelenburg position perfectly.
Tapering extension tray allows easy access for even the very small patients.
Adjustable top panels, forming comfortable V shapes at 0 to 45 degrees, with buffering system for gently drop-off.
Easy access with both slide-out trough and exposable V-top panels for deeply cleaning purpose of whole fluid draining system.
Surrounding Rail System, with three sides of the table boarders fully covered by the neatly finished rails, good for both animal
restraint cleats and accessory holders.
Universal accessory holder design, one easy step to attach all the functional accessories, including drape, surgical tray, IV
post, infusion pump holder, monitor support post, etc.
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V-top Deluxe Operation Table

Functional Cutting for laparoscopy operations

FT-826

Sliding Side Panels And Removable Middle Panel
Extend Operating Surface

Swiveling Side Panels With Adjustable
Angle From 0-45 Degrees

Smart Worm Bar Driving System Ensures Variable
Angle for Work Face

Smart Worm Bar Driving System Ensures Variable
Angle for Work Face

Smart Worm Bar Driving System Ensure Variable
Angle for Work Face

Veterinary Operation Tables

Veterinary Operation Tables

Multi-functional Operation Table

Sliding Side Panels And Removable Middle Panel
Extend Operating Surface

This unique table is very versatile.
The three panel operation top makes it possible for you to enlarge the operation platform size
from 19" wide 28 1/2" wide. This unique feature is not available elsewhere.
Two side panels can adjust from horizontal to near vertical to hold the patient in the desired
position during surgery.
Overall size of the top: 19"W (to 28 1/2”W) × 58"L.
Worm bar driving system allows you to move and tilt the top, and adjust the angle at 0 - 45
degrees as needed.
Stainless steel operating table top with tilting function, convenient for various breeds and sizes of
animals.
Superior quality table is rock-solid at any height, adjustable from 21.5" to 42".
Ergonomically designed, each side panel is 9”, based upon average forearm length.Three waste
liquid troughs under the top boards. Specially mounted fixture allows for easy restraint.

ITEM
FT-826

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

100

133

Dimension (cm)
W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

(cbm)

145×57×55-107 57-3/32×22 -7/16 ×21-21/32×42-1/8 153×57×82H 0.68

www.Kani-Star.com
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There are two options for this wonderful table, FT-826 hydraulic, FT-826E
electric.

FT-853

Dual functional table.
Fully constructed from 1.2mm thick 304 grade stainless steel; the table is very durable and reliable.
Strong base incorporates a high quality electric lifting system.
Smart design V-top side panel system, adjusts easily in 3 stages.
Tilting tabletop ensures a better overview of the patient. It also can utilize gravity to help reposition
organs.
Rails run the full length of the table allowing cleats to be positioned anywhere along the way.
Waste liquid runs through a stainless steel trough. It slides out to be cleaned easily.
S/S diversion pipe for both soft pipe connection and waste bucket.
Optional end tray & grid for ophthalmology and dental surgery available.

FT-853M-ECO

ITEM

Net Weight Gross Weight

Dimension (cm)
Stand

Volume

(kg)

(kg)

FT-853M

45

65

90×45×73-123 35-7/16×17 -23/32 ×28-47/64×48-27/64 93×48×75H

FT-853L

47

67

130×55×73-123 51-3/16×21 -21/32 ×28-47/64×48-27/64 133×58×75H

0.58

FT-853M-ECO

45

65

90×45×73-123 35-7/16×17 -23/32 ×28-47/64×48-27/64 93×48×75H

0.33

FT-853L-ECO

47

67

130×55×73-123 51-3/16×21 -21/32 ×28-47/64×48-27/64 133×58×75H

0.58

W×D×H(cm)

W×D×H (inch)

Package

(cbm)
0.33
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Ophthalmology & Dental Table
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Veterinary Operation Tables

Tissue Tray is optional part,
not equipped in standard
FT-853 table

Sturdy Z style stainless steel base
ensures stability.
Luxurious satin finish tabletop surface is
easy on the eyes (even under bright
surgery lights).
One piece, reinforced tabletop, made
from 1.2mm 304 stainless steel, has
unique V-shape drain trough in the
middle to ensure no-spill fluid collection.
3 section removable panels with tiny
holes allow for moisture to drain away
from the operation site.
Add four castors to convert this unit into
a mobile operation table or emergency
table.

ITEM
FT-854

(kg)

(kg)

54

74

W×D×H(cm)

FT-855

This is a versatile, utilitarian table that
will serve you well and take a beating.
Made from top grade 304 stainless
steel.
Adjustable top tilts to position a patient
correctly.
Full-length rail and easy use cleats
make animal restraint simple.
Water resistant foot pedals and S/S
power box case provide safety during
daily use.

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight

Tilt Top Exam Table

Veterinary Operation Tables

FT-854

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

120×60×52-101 47-1/4×23 -5/8 ×20-15/32 ×39-49/64 125×65×66

(cbm)
0.54

ITEM
FT-855

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

62

82

W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

120×60×69-171 47-1/4×23 -5/8 ×27-11/64×67- 21/64 125×65×85

(cbm)
0.69
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Electric Lift Operation Table

Dropping to within 10” of the floor makes
this operation table an exceptional tool.
Unbeatable low height provides easy
access.
One piece reinforced tabletop, made
from 304 grade stainless steel, is
designed for long term use.
V-shape drain trough in the middle
provides no-spill fluid collection.
Scissor action is supported by noise free
nylon bearing in specially milled channel.
Scissor action has nylon washers at
every joint that prevents friction, resulting
in the infrequent need for maintenance.
The top section is made up of three grid
panels. They have tiny holes that allow
for constant fluid runoff.
Add 4 casters and this table converts to
a mobile station.

Low-Low Dental Table

FT-863

Veterinary Operation Tables

FT-862

Heavy duty lifting mechanism and very
durable linear actuator system, able to
lift up to 250lbs.
Low-low profile design, drop down to
10” high at the bottom, making it
relatively easy for larger and heavier
patients to be handled.
Tapered top board shape, leaves more
room for vets to be closer to patients.
Removable top grids, resting on lip
inside tub for an easy flush work
surface, no hooks hanging over to snag
clothing.
Also could be used for other purposes,
like transportation, exam or normal
treatment.
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Low-Low Operation Table

FT-827

49’’ (L) x 24’’(W) flattop.
Table can be lifted from 55cm to100cm
(22"-40").
Flat top revolves 360 degrees, and tilts
to let the water drain into the hanging
waste receptacle.
Multi-Directional spring with a pull-up
control panel secures the top in almost
any position, from horizontal to near
vertical.
Ball bearing transfer mechanism makes
the rotation smooth.
Fully-automated operation improves the
work effort and manages time more
efficiently.
Powerful and durable electric lifting
actuator holds up to 120kg (240lbs) on
the surgery top.
Dual sliding, quick release control attachments mounted on each side of the rail provide secure pet
restraint.
Slightly raised center encourages fluid run-off into a perimeter trough (to a drain outlet).

ITEM
FT-827

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)
60

(kg)
63

W×D×H(cm)

125×60×55-100

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

49-7/32×23 -5/8×21-21/32×39-3/8

Volume

Hydraulic or Electrical Stainless
Steel Operation Table
Classic lifting mechanism:
FT-825 hydraulic.
FT-825E electric.
FT-824 is medium size at
90cm×60cm (36”×24”).
FT-825 and FT-825E are large
size at 120cm×60cm (48”×24”).
Sturdy tables with stainless steel
surface and reinforced construction that discourages wobbling
and tipping.
Hydraulic foot pedals control the
height from 51.5 -101cm
(20-1/4"- 39-3/4").
Steel basin at one side of the
surface.

ITEM

FT-825

Table top grids are optional parts

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

FT-825 Series

Veterinary Operation Tables

Rotating Operation Table

W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

(cbm)

Package

(cbm)

FT-825

47

67

120×60×51.5-101

47-1/4×23 -5/8 ×20-9/32 ×39-49/64

124×64×71H

0.55

130×66×71H

0.62

FT-825E

46

66

120×60×65.5-106 47-1/4×23 -5/8 ×25-25/32 ×41-47/64

124×64×81H

0.65
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FT-825E

FT-871/871E
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This table provides valuable
service at cost effective
prices. Perfect for quick
procedures, exams, changing
dressing, suturing, dental
exams, etc. Optional end tray
is available.

Multi-functional Lifting
Operation Table

FT-872/872E

Two options: FT-872
hydraulic and FT-872E
electric. Very versatile
tables; cost effective tables.
Powder coated or stainless,
hydraulic or electric. The
choice is yours. Economic,
sturdy, well built. Optional
end tray is available.

FT-872

FT-872E

ITEM
FT-871E

Dimension (cm)

(kg)

(kg)

35

38

W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

120×60×52-100 47-7/16×23 -13/16 ×20-15/32 ×39-3/8

FT-872E

Optional tool tray for your choice.

Optional tool tray for your choice.
Net Weight Gross Weight

Volume

ITEM

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

Veterinary Operation Tables

Multi-functional Economic
Electric Operation Table

FT-872E

W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

(cbm)

Package

(cbm)

FT-872

40

43

120×60×51-101 47-7/16×23 -13/16 ×20-5/64 ×39-49/64

125×65×52H

0.42

124×64×52H

0.41

FT-872E

40

43

120×60×65-106 47-7/16×23 -13/16 ×25-19/32×41- 47/64 125×65×65H

0.53
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FT-871E

A unique one-act-lift system with
automatic locking latch, allowing quick

1

FT-835
2

Wall Mount Exam Table

FT-843

Veterinary Operation Tables

Veterinary Operation Tables

Transporta�on Table

Maximize valuable space with this
wonderful fold-up wall mount table.

release operation too.

The best solution to balance the

Light weighted, compact in transit,

working capacity between peak and

good for ambulance and accident

normal seasons.

rescue.

Radius corners eliminate the risk of

Stainless steel exam top is 48” by 24”,

user injuries.

with removable stretcher.

Big loading capacity, up to 200lbs.

3

4

Fluid retaining border design, no worry

1. Removable stretcher on top
2. Super easy one act lift operation
3. Self-adapting lock latch
4. Medical class casters

Easy installation and assembly works
required.
Table top measures 36” by 24”.

www.Kani-Star.com
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about fluid overflows.

Manufactured with seamless welded
construction from SUS304 stainless
steel. This vet tub is rust resistant.
Four sturdy stainless steel legs support
this versatile table. The feet adjust to
provide level footing and a secure
platform on which to work.
The shallow portion of the tub is 4.5"
deep and drops to a 21.5" depth.
The inner dimensions measure
20"W ×57"L; outer dimensions are
24"W ×61"L.
The height of the tub top is 39.5”, and
the bottom of the tub sitting 12" off the
floor.
The drain opening is designed for a 3.5"
diameter standard drain.
All holes for the faucet and drains are
pre-drilled.
Stainless steel flat surface grill included.

ITEM
TT-201

Cost effective and versatile, designed
for multiple uses; tub table/ dental
table and preparation table.
It’s 100% stainless steel made and
suitable for any area. It easily tolerates high humidity and wet conditions.
Flat surface stainless steel grills
included. These are sturdy, secure
and supportive grills.
4" deep on one end and 6" on the
other, 2" incline drop speeds up waste
liquid flow.
This table is flat packed and shipped
with the legs and brackets disassembled. This makes it very cost effective.
Assembly is basic, quick and easy.
Four fixture holes with universal
diameter are pre-drilled, making
installation of water faucets a simple
task.
Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

60

81

TT-202

Tub Table

W×D×H(cm)

155×60×90

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

61-1/32×23 -5/8×35-7/16 164×65×101H

(cbm)
1.08

ITEM
TT-202

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

30

33

W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

140×65×90 55-1/8×25 -19/32 ×27-9/16 144×69×34H

(cbm)
0.34

Veterinary Operation Tables

TT-201
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Stainless Steel Bi-level Vet Tub

Electric Lift
Examination Table
FT-861 Series

Universal Surgical Table
FT-881

SUS304 stainless steel table top and electric lifting base
provide a great table you’ll rely on for years.
Lower down to 31cm (12 1/4”), enabling older, infirm and
larger dogs to easily walk on.
Drainage hole at corner makes waste liquid flow away
easily.
Incredibly stable X shape lifting base, discourages
wobbling at any height.
Equipped with a height adjustable IV pole.
Brand new model FT-861S: weighing functional for
purchases (optional).

Electric Lift
Dental Table
FT-852

Universal Operation
Table
FT-882

SUS304 stainless steel table top and electric
lifting base will provide you with great service for
years to come. Pet friendly, comfortable flat
surface grid on top.Sloped tub to allow waste
fluid to drain easily.
Ultra-stable X shape lifting base, discourages
wobbling at any height. A very useful table.

Neatly welded and nice polished table top,
constructed from SUS304 stainless steel.
Daily examination and simple operation could be
executed on this table perfectly.
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FT-861S

ITEM
FT-852
FT-861

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)
54
48

(kg)

W×D×H(cm)

87

140×65×41-110

80

130×65×31-98

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

55-1/8×25 -19/32 ×16-9/64 ×43-5/16

Volume
Package

(cbm)

145×70×53H

0.53

51-3/16×25 -19/32 ×12-13/64 ×38-37/64 135×70×44H

0.41
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Tabletop is 120cmL × 60cmW (47 1/4”L x 23 1/2“W);
very practical size.
Extended adjustable height range from 530mm to
930mm (21” – 36 1/2“)
Telescoping pedestal style, slim lifting column provides
extra leg space underneath, and provides room for
other equipment that need to be close to the operating
area (i.e. X-Ray equipment).
Wide stance stable base and water resistant proof foot
pedals are key features to this marvelous table.
Powered by Linak brand electric lifting column, offering
world class quality and durability.
Equipped IV pole holder and pet restraint hooks.
Add 4” casters and easily convert this table to a mobile
surgical unit.

Sturdy, versatile, all purpose fixed stand
table.
Stainless steel table top, aluminum alloy
legs.
Diagonal embossed tabletop surface
aids in dispersing liquid waste efficiently.
Terrific value. Flat packed. Some
assembly required.

Flat packed for economical shipping, assembly
required.Tabletop constructed from 1.0mm
quality SUS304 stainless steel, supported by
sturdy S/S frame.
The frame has anchor hooks welded underneath, providing options for securing and
restraining pets.
Drainage hole at one side of surface to collect
waste residue into a stainless steel basin.
Constructed of quality 304 stainless steel board;
sturdy, easy to clean up.
Includes 170cm tall IV pole and stainless steel
waste bucket.

Economical
Examination Table

Economical
Examination Table

FT-873L

FT-874X
Stainless steel top with wooden
support. Industrial strength powder
coated legs/frame. Pre-drilled for IV
attachment; includes folding IV pole.
Shipped flat saves transportation cost.
Some assembly required.

www.Kani-Star.com

Sturdy pedestal and wide stance base
make the most of your space and
provide plenty of operating room.
Stainless steel table top with diagonal
embossing structure, disperses liquid
waste efficiently.
Economically priced and provides
high-end performance. Flat packed for
ease of transportation.
Some assembly required.

ITEM

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight

Stand

(kg)

(kg)

FT-870L

12

14

120×60×82

47-1/4×23 -5/8 ×32-9/32

FT-873L

20

23

120×60×90

47-1/4×23 -5/8 ×35-7/16

W×D×H(cm)

W×D×H (inch)

Volume

ITEM

Dimension (cm)

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

(kg)

W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

(cbm)

Package

(cbm)

FT-874X

26

28.5

120×60×93

55-1/8×23 -5/8 ×36-39/64

122×64×20H

0.16

125×65×12H

0.09

FT-823S

10

14.5

75×50×85

29-17/32 ×19 -11/16 ×33-15/32

80×55×18.5H

0.08

125× 65×11H

0.09

FT-823M

12

17.0

90×55×80

35-7/16×21 -21/32 ×31-1/2

95×60×18.5H

0.10

12×12×80H

0.01

FT-823L

14

19.5

120×60×80

47-1/4×23 -5/8 ×31-1/2

125×65×18.5H

0.15
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Veterinary Operation Tables

Exam Table
FT-870L

Veterinary Operation Tables

Small/Medium/Large
Exam Table
FT-823S/M/L

Stainless steel construction,
practical and functional design.
Two big drawers and 9 stainless
steel cup holders for tools
storage.
Smooth, easy to clean surface.
Stainless steel tray for tools
storage; waste bin hook on the
side of cart.
4” high quality casters with
brake, easy to control.

Stainless Steel construction.
Stable, durable and scratch
resistant.
Smooth, easy to clean.
Waste bin hook on one side,
stainless steel tool tray on the
other side.
4 high-quality casters, 2 of which
are with brakes.

KB-520
Quality 304 stainless steel.
Smooth, flat, easy to clean
surface.
Two shelves, strong enough to
hold all your operating tools.

WF-301-D

WF-301-W

WF-302-D

Professional
Multi-functional Faucet

Mayo Table

KB-531
www.Kani-Star.com

KB-524

Mobile Tool Cart

Compact yet large enough for most
surgical procedures.
Stainless steel tray measures
17.5"×13.5"×1.5"d (44cm×34cm×4cm).
Easy-slide extension posts allow height
adjustments from 31.5" (80cm) to 44"
(112cm).

IV POLE

IP-101
1.3m (4 ¼“) to 2.2m (7 ¼”) adjustable
height.
Stand size: 120×53×12cm.
Package size: 136×54×12cm.

Heavy Duty Infusion Stand

IP-102
Strong and versatile, enabling easy
infusions and drips wherever you need it.
Die cast heavy duty base lowers the
center of gravity and provides great
stability.
Two hooks on top standard, 4 hooks top
version available too.
5 durable ball bearing casters at the
bottom for smooth movement.
Height adjusts from 128 to 194cm.

WF-302-W

WF-301/302

Veterinary Operation Tables

Veterinary Operation Tables

KB-521

Mobile Tool Cart

For cleaning wounds and irrigating during dental procedures.
Swiveling faucet pipe and cold/hot water control.
Made from cooper, with polished chrome plating.
Pressure water spray and stainless steel hose.
Package size: 65×35×45cm. Gross weight: 6.5kg.
A lot more options available, please check our website to know
the latest items.
D means Deck Monuted and W for Wall Mounted.
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Deluxe Mobile Tool
Cart w/ Cabinet

Walk-on Scale
WOS-4824
Large size at 120cm by 60cm (48”×24”).
4” thick; easy walk on access for large animal.
Capable of handling large patients (up to 150kg).
Sturdy scale top constructed from premium 304
stainless steel.

Walk on Scale

FT-822M

This extremely accurate Scale Table is
ideal for your clinic

1

Walk-on Scale

Platform size 90cm (35 1/2”) x60cm (23
1/2”); weight range from 20g (3/4 oz) to
100kg (220lbs).
Pinpoint accuracy is our foremost concern
when weighing pets. Treatment and proper
administration of medicines are determined by weight.
SUS304 stainless steel top that is fully
sealed (water resistant) provides durability
and accuracy.
Pre-drilled drainage hole on platform.
Transparent skid-proof mat provides a
non-slip surface.

1. Quick Fitting Plug

4. Drainage Hole

2. Control Panel

5. Flat Packing

3. Hexagon Bolts
Installation

6. Adjustable
Leveler

ITEM
FT-822M

WOS-FL-2010

(kg)

48

67

4

3

5

6

Weighing capacity up to 20kg.
Powered by 4 standard AA batteries.
LCD display, compact, portable.
Product size: 60x34x9cm.

Walk-on Scale
WOS-FL-4010

Net Weight Gross Weight
(kg)

2

Dimension (cm)
W×D×H(cm)

Stand

W×D×H (inch)

Volume
Package

90×60×87 35-7/16×23 -5/8 ×34-1/4 92× 65×39H

(cbm)
0.25

Weighing capacity up to 40kg.
Powered by 2 AA batteries.
Thin top tray.
Size: 60.5×32×7.5mm
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Veterinary Operation Tables

Scale Table

Medium Size: 90-60cm
4” thick; easy walk on access for large animal.
Capable of handling large patients (up to 150kg).
Sturdy scale top constructed from premium 304
stainless steel.

Veterinary Operation Tables

WOS-3624

Medical Pendant

Medical Pendant

Medical Pendant
This medical pendant system is designed to facilitate movement, support loads
and supply medical equipment with electrical, gas, or data.
Varied medical gas outlets, including oxygen, vacuum, air and NO2.
Best positioning of medical equipment in the area, also makes the sterilization

TX-HFZ-X
Distribution Box Column

TX-SS90/160
Light Double Arm
Revolving Pendant

TX-DD240/380
Single Arm
Revolving Pendant (Electrial)

TX-DD240/380
Double Arm
Revolving Pendant

works much easier.
Finished with antibacterial powder coating.
in well organizing.
Safe to use and feature a long service life with minimum maintenance demands.
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A super easy access to high-tech medical devices put all the precious devices

Different types of interfaces for customers to
choose from Telephone / Internet / Video

Medical Pendant

TX-150-LED
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Medical Pendant

Communication Interface

